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Abstract 

The field of observer based fault diagnosis for complex control systems h a  become 

an important topic of research in the control community over the last three decades. 

Recently, special attention has been paid to the problem of robust fault diagnosis for 

linear and nonlinear uncertain systems. Many proposecl fault diagnosis approaches 

are based on robiist state observer techniques, which can provide the right estimation 

of system states iinder the existence of a large class of mode1 uncertainties aricl clistiir- 

bances, known as iinknown inputs. It is notecl that robust state estimation reqtiires 

strong restrictive existence conditions, which confines its practical application. On the 

other hancl. it is iinnecessary to estimate al1 states for the objective of fault cfiagnosis. 

This thesis is ati attempt to accornplish robust fault diagnosis iiricler weaker existence 

conditions through the tlevelopment of the unknown input, and slicling rnotle func- 

tionai observer theory. The proposed functiond observers can estimate a fiinction of 

system states by decoupling the effect of the unknown inputs. 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of unknown input func- 

tional observer (UIFO) for linear systems are obtained with the aid of Loop Transfer 

Recovery (LTR) technique. A constructive design procedure is given. The problem of 

estimating the unknown input is also addressed. Two kinds of reduced-order unknown 

input estimators iising only measured outputs are presented. They extend full-order 

input estimators design in the existing literature and have advantage of working for 

certain class of non-minimum phase systems. 

Under a UIFO framework, the unknown input decoupled residual generator is de- 

veloped, and the remaining freedom for fault diagnosis observer design, after unknown 

input decoupling, is completely revealed. A fault diagnosis algorithm is proposed, 



which combines unknown input decoupling theory and the Beard-Jones detection 

FiIter, or input estimator. This algorithm offers maximum residual dimension and 

is therefore more applicable than existing robust fault diagnosis schemes which are 

based on unknown input observer. Representation of a sensor fault, as a mathemati- 

cal equivalent of an actuator fault, is further developecl. The structurec! properties of 

the au,smentecl system for sensor fault detection are providecl. 

The results for linear systems are extended to bilinear systerns with ~inknown 

inputs. For bilinear systems, a robust fault diagnosis observer with litiear estimation 

error dynamic can be clerivecl uncler special structured conditions. :\ robust faiilt 

diagnosis observer with bilinear estimation error dynamic which improves the iault 

isolation capability of the system is proposed iincler less conservative conclitions. For 

a class of bilinear systems with boundecl control inputs, the existence conditions for 

a robust faiilt diagnosis observer are relaxed fiirther. 

A robust fiinctional observer design, using the sliding mode principle. is stucfied 

in depth for linear systems and for a class of nonlinear systerns, which are subject to 

bounded tinknown inputs. The connections between the unknown input observer ancl 

the sliding mocle observer methodology are investigatecl. It  is shown that a sliding 

mocle fiinctional observer (SkIFO) can be clesignecl iincler weakeï cotiditiotis than those 

for UIFO. Finally, the potential, advantages and clisadvantages of fault diagnosis using 

SMFO are discussed extensively. 

Numerical examples are presentecl throughout the thesis to illitstrate the applica- 

bility of the proposed estimation and fault diagnosis methods. Many of these cannot 

be handled by the esisting met hods in the literature. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The increasing complexity and risk of modern control systems and the growing de- 

mand for quali ty. cost efficiency, reliability and safety have lecl to a increasing clemantl 

for on-line automatic fault cletection, isolation ancl accommodation (FD1.4) capabili- 

ties in automatic control systems. Component failure can have clisastroiis effects on 

the operation of any system. antl the consequences can be extremely serioiis in  terrns 

of massive property clamage ancl loss of life. For example. aircraft accidents claim the 

lives of many people and many accidents are the resiilt of instrument failure [45]. ï h e  

accident in Three-Mile Island-2 niiclear power plants in 1979 resiilted in almost total 

clestruction of the reactor core. Today. FDI.4 reqiiirement extends beyond systems 

norrnally accepted as safety-critical, e.g., nuclear reactors, aircraft and many chemical 

processes, to systems such as autonomous vehicles antl some process control systems 

where the system availability is vital. Since 1998. the new California Air Resource 

Board (CARB) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regdations have 

required that On Board Diagnostics Generation II (OBDII) should be rolled into al1 

light duty vehicles sold in the North American fleet since 1998. OBDII requires fault 

detection capability for al1 components whose failure can result in emission levels be- 

yond a certain level. With so many driving forces, the techniques of detecting and 

isolating system faults have been of considerable interest to the civil and military 

industries as well as to the university researchers during the last three decades ([29], 

[36], [851, [BI, [113], [122]). The goal of this research effort is to develop more effective 
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solutions for fault detection and isolation in automatic control systems. 

Basic Concept of Fault Diagnosis 

Faults in an automated system can occur in both hardware and software of the plant 

and the control units. In this thesis, we concentrate upon the hardware faults. The 

term fault is usecl to mean an unelrpectecl change in the tiinctional units that tends 

to clegracle overall system perfortnance and leads to iinrlesirable but still tolerable 

behavior of the system. The term fai1,ut.e suggests complete breakdown of the system. 

Typical examples of faiilts are: 

1. Construction clefects such as cracks. ruptures. fractures. leaks and loose parts. 

2. Actuator faults such as damage in the bearings. deficiencies in force or rnomen- 

tum, clefects in tlie gears, and aging eflects. 

3. Sensor faults siich as scaiing errors. hysteresis. drift. dead zone, short cuts. and 

contact failures. 

4. Abnormal parameter variations in the systeni. 

5. Exteriial obstacles such as collisioris and cloggirig of outflows. 

From the viewpoint of fault diagnosis, faults are clivided into three categories: actuator 

faults. component faults (fauits in the franiework of tlie process). ancl sensor faults, 

as shown in Figure 1.1. The faults can commonly be described as input signals. 

In addition, there is always modelling uncertainty due to iinmodelled disturbances, 

noise and mode1 mismatch. This may not be critical for the system operation but 

rnay obscure the fault detection by raising false alarms. The modelling uncertainty is 

taken into consideration by vectors of u n h o w n  inputs. 

The purpose of fault detection is to determine the occurrence of faults in the 

functional units of the plant. After detection, fault isolation procedures are used to 

determine the location, type and magnitude of the M t .  These two steps constitute 

the concept of fault diagnosis, or fault detection and isolation (FDI). The objective 
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Plant 

Figure 1.1: Definition of faults in the plant of the process 

of fault accommoclation is to reconfigure a system, in partictilar the controls? so that 

performance degradation is minimized. FauIt accommodation techniques are beyond 

the scope of this thesis. ancl cari be founcl in [.53]. 

Many fault cliagnosis methods have been deveIoperl ancl can be tlivitletl into three 

categories: 

One of the easiest ways to detect and iclentify a fault is to use a replication of 

harclware in what is known as a hardware redundant systeni in which outputs 

from iclentical components are compared [or consistenc~. hIassive sensor ancl 

control actiiator recluntlancy is often required in aclvancecl flight control sys- 

tems ancl in nuclear reactor control systems in ortler to provide siifficient safety 

margins against failure. The hardware redundancy for systerri monitoring or 

diagnostic facilities needs more space, consumes more power, and can be very 

expensive. Sometirnes it may cause cornplex problems when incorporated with 

other redundant devices. 

2. Signal-based approach 

h o t  her well establis hed met hod in practice is the signal-based approach. In 

this case, one extracts proper signals or symptorns from the system, which carry 

as rnuch information as possible about the faults of interest. Typical symptoms 

are the magnitude of the measured signais, arithmetic or quadratic mean values, 

statistical moments of amplitude distri bution or envelop, spectral power densi- 

ties, correlation coefficients, covariance, etc. Clearly, the signal-based methods 
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are limited in tlieir efficiency, in particular for early fault detection and for the 

detection of faults that occur in dynamic systems cluring their transient opera- 

tion. 

3. hlodel- basecl approach 

More powerful than the signal-based approach is the model-based approach. A 

general scheme of model-based fault diagnosis is depicted in Figure 1.2. The 

main tasks can be subclividecl into faiilt cletection by residiial generation, and 

faiilt isolation by resiclual evaluation. 

. 

Sympiom 

Figure 1.2: Scheme of model-based fault diagnosis 

Figure 1.2 illustrates the two main research fields in model-based fault diagnosis, 
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i )  Analytical model-based FDI 

In this approach, the analytical knowledge of the process is usecl to produce quan- 

tifiable, analytical residual information. To do this, first, data processing has to be 

performed based on measured process variables to generate characteristic values. In 

some cases, the special features can be extracted from these characteristic values, 

e.g. physically defined process coefficients or special filtered or transformecl resicluals. 

These features are then compared with the normal features of the non-faulty process 

to cletect and isolate the faults. There are thrce analytical model-based fault cliagnosis 

schernes: 

1. Parity Space Approach 

The parity space approach is based on the test of consistency of pari ty ccluations 

by using the sensor outputs and applied inputs. From the inconsistency of the 

parity eqiiations one can cletect the faults. Ctiow ancl Willsky [l5] considerecl 

parity space generalizations frorn the state space moclel of the system. Further 

contributions fociising on transfer function relations are due to Gertler and his 

CO-workers [:3Ï]. 

2. O bserver-basetl A pproac h 

The basic idea of observer-baseci methods consists of the reconstruction of the 

outputs of the system of interest, with the aid of observers or Iialman filters. and 

the use of the estimation error (or innovation, respectively) as the residual. The 

observer feeclback gain enters the calcuhtion of the tesiclual generator ancl the 

gain design problem provides freedom for achieving the recliiired performance 

(see [2],[24],[94]). The parity space approach is considered to be an open-loop 

strategy for residual generation, and the observer-based approach is a closed- 

loop strategy. The closed-loop strategy offers greatly improved potent ial. in 

terms of robustness, over the open-loop methods. 

3. Parameter Estimation and Identification Approach 

This approach is based on the assumptions that the faults are reflected in the 

physical system parameters. It uses weli-known parameter estimation met hods 
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to identiiy the parameters on-line. The results are corn parecl wit h parameters of 

the reference rnodel obtained initially under fault-free conditions. A change in 

the process is indicated if substantial discrepancy exists [40],[54]. The detection 

logic should be intelligent enough to  distinguish the real cause of the pararneter 

change which rnay be due to faults or disturbance. 

Reference [38] compares similarities and ciifferences arnong above three approaches. 

i i )  Qualitative model-based (or knowledge-based) FDI 
Heuristic symptoms can be produced by tising cpialitative information provitlecl by 

hurnan operators. or basecl on a qualitative model. The qualitative niodel is derived 

in terms of facts and rules from the description of the system structure and behavior 

(fht principle). Bot h the dy namic behaviors of the process ancl heuristic sy mptoms 

are characterizecl by a small riurnber of symbols, or by qiialitative values like on. or 

off, or by lirnit values. Many kinds of diagriostic reasoning strategies have been devel- 

oped [85],[11:3], where artificial intelligence, expert systems and fiizzy logic techniques 

play key roles. Reference [-91 provided an excellent survey of qualitative model-basecl 

resiclual generation met hocls. 

The purpose of fault diagnosis is to detect the faults of interest and their causes 

as early as possible, so that failiire of the overall system can be avoided. Of partic- 

ular importance is the detection of incipient (soft) faults. There are several reasons 

for incipient fault detection: avoidance of dangerous operating conditions. long dis- 

tance diagnosis, iricreases in productivity, and automatic quality assurance. For those 

large-scale cornplex systems for which mathematical models are very difficult to build. 

qualitative model-based methods may be the only choice. However, analytical model- 

based methods are the most capable of detecting incipient faults, since the mathe- 

matical model of the system represents the deepest and most concise knowledge of 

the process. In practice, mathematical models of many systems can be built approxi- 

rnately. The problem is that an accurate mode1 of the plant is very difficult to obtain 

in many practical situations. The task of robust FDI is to design residuais which are 

highly sensitive to instrument faults, but insensitive to process mode1 uncertainties. 
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This is clearly a very tough task. The approaches based on state observer are one of 

the most important and favored methods in robust model-basecl FDI because it offers 

more design freedom, compared wi t h ot her approaches. 

In section 1.2, an overview of past and current work on robust observer-based FDI 

techniques is provided, which is the main topic in this dissertation. 

1.2 Robust Observer-Based Fault Diagnosis: An 

Overview 

.4n observer provicles an estimation of variables for a dynaniic systeni by iising the 

knowri system's inputs and outpiits meastirecl by seiisors. and mathematical moclel 

of the system. In standard control theory. the aim of an observer is to estimate 

precisely the riinning value of the state of system. In most controlletl systems. the 

dimcnsion of output vector is less than that of the state vector for several reasons 

(e.g. technical. cost. etc.). On the other hand. many control laws clerived from state 

space concept often require the knorvletlge of the state. Therefore. state observers are 

often necessary for actiial implementation of the controller. Linear observer theory 

has been well established since the tvork of Luenberger in 1964 [69] and Iialman and 

Bucy in 1061 (601. However, special attention has to be paid when applying observer 

theory for fault detection and isolation. The basic configuration of observer-based 

fault diagnosis is shown in Figure 1.3 .  

The development of the observer-based FDI methocl began in the early 1970s. 

Beard [2] and Jones [581 introduced the secalled Beard-Jones detection filter (BJDF). 

BJDF is a generalized observer designed in tirne domain such that the effect of dif- 

ferent faults map into different directions or planes in the residual vector space. In 

1986, Massounia [ï2] reformulated the BJDF problem and solved it in a geometrical 

framework. White and Speyer 111-41 improved the design procedure using a spectral 

approach, and more recently Park and Rizzoni [82] developed a closed-form expres- 

sion of BJDF using eigenstmcture assignment. In a stochastic setting, Willsky and 

Jones [122] proposed the Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT). The GLRT is a 
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Unknown Inputs 

R a e s s  

1 Anal y tical S y mpioms 

Figure 1.3: Basic configuration of observer-basccl fault cliagnosis 

statistical test that looks for a change in the statistical properties of thc innovation; 

a Iialman filter is usecl for generation of innovation. 

These early works were baser1 on the assuniption that the system iintler consid- 

eration is linear and that a sufficiently accurate mathematical moclel of the system 

is available. False alarm may happen frequently when these approaches are usetl to 

linear systems subject to iinknown inputs. becaiise the fault signal ancl iinknown in- 

put are very likely to produce a similar residuai signal. A straightforwarcl method 

to create robustness with respect to irnknown inputs is to generate iinknown input 

decoupled residuals. If conditions for a perfect decoupling are not fulfilled, one can 

determine an optimal approximation in the sense of compromise between sensitivity 

with respect to faults, and robustness with respect to unknown inputs. The problem 

of perfect decoupling of faults from the unknom inputs has been attacked in both 

frequency and t h e  domain. A frequency domain solution was given by Frank and 

Ding in 1994 1281. There are three kinds of time domain solutions. The first one is 

knom as the unhoum input observer (UIO) based approach (see Chang and Hsu 

[Il], Chen et al. [13], Frank et al. r24], Saif and Guan [gï]). The second is the 

eigenst ructure assignment approach (Patton and Chen [86], Wang and Daley [1l8]). 
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These two approaches do not make assumptions on the size and the time functions 

or on the frequency characteristics of the faults or of the unknown inputs. The third 

is the sliding mode FDI observer (Hermans and Zarrop [47]), where unknown inputs 

are assumed to be bounded. The practical importance of the decoupling approach 

lies in the fact that it allows small faults to be cletected, even if there are large mocl- 

eling errors. Of course, certain conclitious have to be satisfied in order for decoupling 

between faults and iinknown inputs to be made possible. 

Recently. some methods to improve the robustness of BJDF have been proposed by 

Dougles in 1993 [19] and Chung in 1997 [16] respectively. The GLRT was generalized 

by Mangouhi in 199.5 [XI to make it insensitive to a large class of noise ancl plant model 

uncertainties. These works were basecl on the newly clevelopecl H, ancl differential 

game theory. ancl are miich more complicated than iinknown input clecoupleci residual 

design. 

As a first step. al1 the investigations mentioned above consiclered linear miiltivari- 

able uncertain systems with a nominally linear time-invariant part and an iinknown 

input part. 4lany industrial processes are of nonlinear nature. ancl consecluently. have 

a nonlinear mathematical model. The use of linear robust approaches is limitecl i f  

the system to be monitored is strongly nonlinear. Linear uncertain system models 

can cover a mal1 class of nonlinear systems by representing nonlinear parts as iin- 

known inputs. However, they will introduce too many unknown inputs which will 

make perfect or approximate decoupling difficult. Therefore, the stucly of noniinear 

observer-based PD1 has received considerable attention in the past few years. With 

the application of nonlinear observer theory, some nonlinear systern FDI approaches 

have been obtained, principally in the detection, and also with some restrictions, for 

isolation of faults. 

Based on a Thau-type nonlinear observer, the BJDF method is generalized by 

Garg and i-iedrick in 1995 [3%] for a class of Lipschitz nonlinear systems, with the 

linearity assumption being made on the output vector. A nonlinear observer, which 

was constructed by sliding mode design techniques, was used for fault diagnosis of 

control affine nonlineu systems by Krishnaswasi and Rizzoni in 1995 [6'2]. For state 

aifine systems, Harnmouri et al. used Kalman-like time-varying observers to build 
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the residiial for FDI [44]. The fault diagnosis based on UIO for iinear systems (in 

different versions) is generalized to bilinear systems by Yang and Saif [136], Yu ancl 

Shields [140]. Seliger and Frank [100], Yang and Saif (1361 extended linear UIO to a 

more general class of nonlinear systems by applying a nonlinear state transformation, 

and applied their proposed nonlinear UIO to fault diagnosis for nonlinear uncertain 

systems. 

Thesis Outline 

Althoiigh there is a wealth of research in robust observer-based FDI metliorls. there 

are still n-iany unsolvecl problems. even for linear systems. In the remaitiing chapters. 

we seek to builcl improvecl robust observer-based FDI schen-ies. Many of the existing 

robust FDI approaches are basetl on the solution of UIO. However. chie to restrictive 

conditions for UIO design, the possibility of direct lise of the relatecl methocls in 

various applications is limited. UIO obtains estimation of al1 statc variables uncler 

existeticc of unkriowti inputs. In many FDI applications. it is rarely the case that ati 

estimation of all states is really reqtiirecl. In the other tvorcl. Li10 provicles rcclunclant 

information for FDI application. In this thesis. the robust FDi  schemes are based on 

robust estimation of a function of states. Two approaches to achieve robiist estimation 

are studiecl. narnely unknown input functional observer (UIFO) and slicling mode 

functional observer (SiLIFO). These observers can generally be solvecl under weaker 

conditions than those for UIO, and extend the possibility for designing a robust FDI 

scheme. 

Generally, the robust FDI problem is a multiobjective optimization problem. 

Given the measurements, faults and unknown input distribution matrices of a sys- 

tem, the objective is to huild a residual vector with maximum dimension, where the 

effects of unknown inputs shoiild be minimized. In the meantime, the residual sensi- 

tivity corresponding to faults should be maxiniized and different faults should result 

in different residual modes. This is by far more complicated than the task of getting 

robust estimation of states or a function of states. The No Free Lunch (NFL)  t h e  

rem [70] tells us that without any structural assumptions on an optimi:ntion problem, 
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no algorithm can perfonn better on average than blind search. Though far less cele- 

brated than other famous impossibility theorems, the NFL theorem does remind us 

that structural information and analysis is very important for optimization problerns. 

Throughout this thesis, a tool called Special Coordinatecl Basis (SCB) transform [94] 

is used for both the analysis and design of the robust FDI observer for linear systems. 

The SCB decomposes the state, input and output spaces of a system into several 

distinct parts. In doing so, SCB displays explicitly the structure of a given system 

much more clearly than any other esisting tools, although it rnay seern very compli- 

catecl at the glance. SCB h x  bbeen a swcessful tool in robust control iiivestigations 

[94  9-51, and its application for robust FDI has not been reported before. Nonliriear 

coortlinate transformation [56] is tised when nonliriear systems are consicleretl. With 

complete knowledge of the iriner structure of a given system, with both unknown 

inputs and faults, several iiew tlieorems on the conclitioris for solvability of iinknawn 

input functional observer. rohust sIiding niode functional observer and robust FDI 

observers are derived. Moreover, al1 of these conditions are interpretecl in ternis of 

certain well-known structural properties of linear multivariable systems. These results 

are not only significant in theory. but also very usefiil in practical applications. 

A preview of each chapter is given as follows. Chapter 2 adclresses the prohlem of 

estimating linearly indepentlent firnctions of state variables of a linear system that is 

tlriven by both known and iinknown inputs. The necessary and sufficient conditions 

for the existence of the observer, referred to as a UIFO. are provided. Furtherrnore, 

a constructive design approach. based on the Loop Transfer Recovery (LTR) t heory, 

is presented. 

Compared with state estimation, very little research has been carried out on the 

estimation of unknown inputs. The early methods of estimating unknown inputs re- 

quire differentiation of the measured output, which is generally undesirable due to 

measurement noise. Chapter 3 examines the problem of unknown input estimation 

using only measured outputs for linear tirneinvariant systems. Two kinds of reduced- 

order input estimators are developed. The first is an extension of the state/input 

estimator proposed by Corless and Tu 1171. The second is based on an adaptive ob- 

server technique [119]. Except for the different format, both of them are designed 
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using the same algorithm. The main achievement of this extension is that the pro- 

posed approach, as opposed to previous studies, works for certain non-minimum phase 

systems. 

The results in Chapter 2 and 3 are used in Chapter 4 to derive a systematic de- 

sign approach for an unknown inputs fault detection observer(UIFD0). The proposed 

design approach offers compu t at ional simplici ty and unifies previous met horls using 

the eigenstructure assignment and the classical unknown input observer theory. It is 

worth noting that our novel design method will result in the maximum dimension of 

the residual vector. tvhich ivas not previously reported. Special attention has heen 

paid also to the following three problems: a) generalization of the Bearcl-.Jones De- 

tection Filter ( B J D F )  to linear uncertain systems; b) direct estimation of the faults 

h m  the unknown input decoupletl residud, iising the inpiit estimator in Chapter 3: 

c)  exploiting the speçial properties of sensor fault detection ancl isolation, which is 

different with actuator or corriponent faiilt FDI. 

Chapter 5 disciisses the clesign of robust fault cliagnosis observers for a cIass of 

nonlinear systems, namely bilinear systems. It  is generally true that observahility 

ancl therefore observer existence for nonlinear systems (inclucling bilinear systems) is 

input clepenrlent. Bilinear observers. whose existence is input independerit, generally 

may exist under certain restrictive conditions. [n this chapter, we present two al- 

ternatives for the design of such observers. along wit h existence conditions for each 

of the observers. The first proposed observer is basecl on extension of the residts in 

Chapter 4. This observer is attractive due to sirnplicity in its clesign, where observer 

error dynamics is made linear. The second proposecl observer has a bilinear error 

dynamics. Its design is more complicated than the first observer. However, the ad- 

vantage offered by this observer is improved capability for fault isolation. Finaiiy, for 

bilinear uncertain systems wi th  bounded inputs, an unknown input decoupled fault 

diagnosis observer is proposed. It exists under Iess restrictive conditions t han those 

for the input independent observen. 

Chapter 6 is devoted to the development of SMFO for linear and nonlinear systems 

with unknown inputs. Through analysis on the difference of two famous sliding mode 

observers (SMO) design, namely Ut kin S M 0  and Walcot t-Zak SMO, a fundamentally 
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new SM0 is proposed which can hande more unknown inputs than existing SMO. 

It proves also that the Wakott-Zak SM0 is equivalent to U r 0  in terms of existence 

conditions. It provides the conditions under wbich the proposed SM0 will not be 

able to estimate al1 states, and suggests a SMFO design approaches. These results are 

extended to a general class of nonlinear uncertain systems. In addition, we shed light 

on some of the earlier works on nonlinear iinknown inputs observer in this chapter. 

In Chapter 7, the robust FDI schemes tising SMFO are disciissecl extensively. It 

is shown that SMFO based FDI method can work under certain conditions where the 

UIFO based FDI metliod is inapplicable. 

Chapter 8 summarizes the contribution and states the concliision of this thesis. It 

also gives suggestions for areas of future research. 



Chapter 2 

Unknown Input Functional 

Observers for Linear Systems 

The problern of estirriating the state of a linear time-invariant rniiltivariable system. 

subject to arbitrary iinknown inputs. has receivecl considerable attention over the last 

two clecacles [42. 49. 63. 1 l'il. The iinknown inputs may represent iinknown e'cternal 

excitation. an iinmodellecl or time-varying part of a system that has a nominal and 

known linear part. The problem is significant since. in practice. there are rnany sit- 

uations where there are unknown inputs present and where a conventional observer 

cannot provide the correct estimation of the system's state. Besicles being of theoret- 

ical importance, the unknown input observer ( UiO) technique provides giiidelines for 

treating various problems. Its application in the design of fault diagnostic observers 

ancl decentralized observers are well known [ i l ,  13, 96, 971. 

On the other hand, however, the restrictive conditions for the UIO design lirnit its 

practical application. Ir! xany applications it is unnecessary to estimate al1 states. If 
observing a function of the states is amenabie for the underlying tasks, the observer 

problem can generally be solved under weaker conditions. This situation corresponds 

to the problem of unknown input funcctional observers (UIFO). 

This chapter examines the UIFO problem from the viewpoint of the exact loop 

transfer recovery (ELTR) theory. We will show that there is a close relationship 

between the UIFO and the ELTR problems. Based on this relationship and on the 
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existing result of ELTR theory, we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

existence of ITIFO, It will be shown that as opposed to the existence conditions for 

UIFO given by Tsui in [110], Our conditions are weaker, and the proposed design 

procedure is explicit and simple. It also proves that some results given by Tsui in 

[Il01 are incorrect. The application of the UIFO theory for fault diagnostic observer 

design will be cliscussed in Chapter 4. 

Problem Formulation 

Consider a liriear time-invariant system describecl by 

where .r E IRn. u E W, (1 E IR' ancl y E RP are respectively the state vector. the 

known input vector. the unknown input vector ancl the output vector of the systern. 

bIatrices .-I. B.C' and C; are nominal systeni matrices with compatible climensions. 

Wit.hoitt loss of generality. it is assurnecl ttiat rank (C;) = q ancl rank (C) = p. It 

slioulcl be tioted that this moclel can represent a class of linear systems with uncertain 

parameters. It can also represent a class of nonlinear. tinie-varyirig and tirne-clelay 

systems with a nominal linear part. because d(t) can be atiy signal. The way to 

represent clifferent kinds of system uncertainties as unknown inputs term CL1 in the 

above formulation is given explicitly by Saif ancl Guan in [!KI. Because clistribution 

matrix of unknown input, namely C; in (LI) ,  is known ancl constant. the iinknown 

input is considered as the structured uncertainties. On the other hand. a system with 

unstructured uncertainties can be described by 

It is assumed that 11 AAll 5 a and Il AB11 5 ,f3, where a and /? are finite real scalars 

and are known a priori. However, no assumption is made on the structure of the 

matrices AA and AB. In this work, we shail only concentrate on systems that can 

be described by (2.1). 
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The objective of the UIFO problem is to find a Luenberger-type observer of the 

form 

t( t)  = F t ( t )  + Ly(t) + TB.u(t)  
('2.3) 

to(t) = Nz(t)  + h l y ( t )  

such that the estimation error, defined as e ( t )  = t ( t )  - T r ( t )  + O as t + m for 

arbitrary :(O) and x(0). In addition it is desirecl to have e ( l )  independent of the 

unknown inputs d( t ) .  In the above, T is a full row rank constant mat rk  which is not 

specifiecl a priori. To obtain as much information about the states as possible in the 

observer design. matrices F. L, !CI and il' should be so determined such that T has as 

many linearly inclependent rows as possible. 

It is easy to show that the observation error is governed by the clifferential equation 

è ( t )  = F e ( t )  + (FT i- LC - T.-l)x(t) - TC;d(t). 

imrnediately we kiiow that a solution to the LIIF0 prohlem exists if ancl only if 

matrices I;: L and T satisfy that 

F is Hurwitz, (2.4) 

T.4 - FT = LC. (2.5) 

Depencling on the sitiiation under consideration, we may require T to satisfy addi- 

tionat properties. It would be of interest to identify t hese situations. As an example. 

in order to use the observer (1.3) for estimating al1 states of the system, T must satisfy 

is invertible. 

nxn 

In such a case, the classical unknown input observer (UIO) is obtained, where by 

setting 
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we can achieve ~ ( t )  + z( t ) .  On the other hand, if 

only part of the state variables can be estimated. However, dimensionwise. a larger 

function of states can be estimated than the outputs. The observer ('2.3). with F, L 

and T satisfying conclitions (2.4)-(2.6) and (2.8), is called a generalized unknown input 

observer (GUIO). 

2.2 Connection between the LTR and UIFO 

.\lmost al1 previoiis research on UIFO problem has concentratecl on solving matrix 

equations (2.4)-(2.6) and (2.7) or ( 2 3 )  by various techniques. Bere. we shall use a 

fiiridamentally tliffereiit methocl. To do this, rve start from the review and iincler- 

standing of the well known Ioop t ransfer recovery (LTR) theory froni t tie viewpoint 

of iinknown input observer design. 

The LTR concept was first introilucecl by Doyle and Stein in [LO, 211. where it 

was shown that an observer based closed loop control system rnay suffer froni loss of 

robustness. The loop transfer function determines the sensitivity and robustness of its 

corresponding feeclback system. In stanclarcl LTR theory. it is believecl that because 

the controller contains feedback from the plant inputs (since the observer always 

contains control inputs). the loop transfer function of the corresponcling observer 

based feedback system is not the same as that of the full-state feedback system. 

Therefore, controllers realized by state observers have different robustness property 

from the controllers using ideal full-state feedback. To remedy this problem using 

LTR techniques, the target loop is "recovered" by suitable feedback control gain and 

observer gain design. 

The plant mode1 considered in LTR is 

Assume a full-order observer is used, with T and K being the state feedback and the 
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observer gains res~ectively. The observer is of the form 

Lemma 2.2.1 [94] The target loop transjèr filnction (bnsed on full state j'eedback 

controller) and that achieued by the observer bnsed controller, are the same, Le. eznct 

LTR is achieued, if and only if 

and 

, r / r , ( ~ )  = T ( s 1 -  .-I + I\'c)-~B = O (2.12) 

In theory. LTR is not a pure observer clesign problern becaiise the controller gain 

T rnay be the part of LTR's clesign parameters. However, because the freecloni in 

choosing the controller gain is often usecl to satisfy closecl loop systern specifications. 

almost no extra freedorn rernains within the controller gain design so that it may he 

used further to recover the target loop. :\s a result, the observer is the main tool in 

achievi ng the desired goals. 

When we consicler the recovery of loop transfer filnction frorn input. we have 

implicitly assiirned that the systern has iiriknown inputs, whose input rnatrix is the 

same as B. In such a case, the systern iiiodel can be expressed as 

For system (2.13), if the observer in (2.10) is used, an estimation error would exist. 

The error dynamics in this case is given by 

If i is directly used for feedback cont rol, the robust property of the full state feedback 

system will be kept, if and only if 
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Clearly it is impossible to estimate the state of the system with no error by using 

the observer in (2.10) if there are disturbances in the system, unless rank Ci = n. 

Therefore, the following will hold 

if and only if T ( s1  - .4 + I1'C')-'B = O ancl .-2, is stable, where e(Oj is the initial 

estirnation error. On that basis, (2.15) is ecpivalent to the ELTR condition (2.12). 

In other words, ELTR is equivalent with the requirement of T x ( t )  being estirnatecl 

iinder existence of unknown inputs Bu( t ) .  It stioulcl he notecl that the proceclure for 

tleriving Lemma 2.2.1 in LTR literature is much more complicatecl. 

Going back to the UlFO clesign prohelttt. a niatliernatically compatible pmb1em is 

to make T.i( t )  approximate T x ( t ) .  where . r ( t )  is the state for a linear system (2.1). 

which is subject to general unknorvn inputs C;d(t). This can be consiclerecl as a fidi- 

orcler IJIFO problem, which is solvable i f  and only if T and 1; satisfy (2.1 1) and 

Tlten resiilts in LTR theory can be tised tlirectly to solve the full-orcler UIFO problem. 

The close relationship bettveen the fiiil-order and reclucecl-orcler observer is used to 

extend the resiilt for the general UtFO problem definecl by Section 2.1. In LTR 

design. T is independent with requirement of Te = O due to its role as controller gain. 

Therefore the only way to achieve ELTR with a full-orcler observer is to make e locate 

in I ier(T).  On the contrary, T is an important design parameter for UIFO. It is this 

difference that will be exploiteci here to derive the complete solution for the UIFO 

problem. 

2.2.1 LTR and Special Coordinate Basis 

The LTR theory has been welt established after more than ten years of study. It 

tiirns out that the structural properties of a given system play a dominant role in 

the LTR (see [94]). To that end, we would like to r e c d  a Special Coordinate Basis 

(SCB) transform of a Iinear time invariant system. The SCB has a distinct feature of 

explicitly displaying many important properties of a given system. 
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Theorem 2.1 [94] For a n y  gioen system 5 characterked by the triplet (.4,G,C), 

there exists: 

O coordinate jree non-negatioe integers n i ,  na ,  nb, n,, nd and md 5 q, qi, i = 

1. ...! md, 

a non-singular state,  output,  and input trnnsform matrices TI, T2, ï3 which take 

the giuen 2 into n special coordinate basis that displays explicitly both the finite 

and infinite zero structures of S .  The SCB cnn be des.cr*ibed by the jollowing 

compact forrn: 
- - 

= r;lx.j = r ; l y , ~ i  = r;[(f: 
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Structural properties of linear multivariable systems that remain invariant under any 

static-state feedback and output injection play an important role in many control 

problems [iÏ, 94, 951. In his seminar paper in 1973, Morse stuclied the structural 

invariants of the triplet C = (A ,G,C)  under various transformation groups [ï7]. 

Similar to the classical Iialman decomposition, the main resiilt in Reference [XI 

was to show that under an appropriate transformation group, the state space for 

the above triplet can be clecomposed into four indepenclent subspaces with speical 

properties. -4 canonical form was therefore proposecl. and its was shorvn that for a 

system S this canonical form was uniquely cleterminecl by a list of nionic polynominals 

II ancl three lists of positive integers, 12, I3 and Id.  For cletails of that work, the 

interested reacler should consult [Tl. SCB has close relationship ivi th the theory on 

structural invariants. The nurnber of elements in the lists I I ,  12, I3 and f.l. which is 

called the structure invariant index (SII) of the system E, are eqiial to the integers 

na = n i  + na, nb. n, and nd in the SCB theorem. For the sake of brevity only several 

properties of SI1 that are essential to the cliscussions in tliis thesis and have been 

provecl 111' SCB theory are outlined in the following. Again. for an in-tlepth discusion 

of thcse topics. Reference [T, 94, 951 shoulci be consultecl. 

Property 1. The systern X is right invertible if ancl only if .rb and hence gb do not 

esist (i.e. n b  = O ) ,  and left invertible i f  and only ifs, ancl Iience i r ,  do tiot esist (i.c. 

n, = O) .  

Property 2. The nurnber of stable and unstable zeros of the system are given by 

na ,  na respectively . Eigenvalues of .-I, anct .-\Ta are stable and unstable zeros of the 

system respectively. 

Property 3. nd is the nurnber of infinite zeros, and na = CzL q,, where q;, i = 

1, ..., md is the number of infinite zeros of order of i, md is the highest order of an 

infinite zero. Further, md = rank(Cd) = rank(Gd). 
Property 4. (Aa, Clb) and (.qd, C d )  form observable pairs. Unobservability will mise 

only in the variables x, and x,. The given system ( A ,  C) is observable ( detectable) if 

and only if (Aob, Cab) is an observable (detectable) pair, where 
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Remark 2.2.1 In the conte'it of G' being distribution matrix of unknown input, 

SCB transforms the original system (7.8) into four interconnected subsystems: 1) A 
subsystem without output and unknown input (x,); '2) A subsystem with output and 

without unknown input (q); 3) A subsystem without output and with unknown input 

(x,) and 4) A subsystem with both output and unknown input ( . r d ) .  It should be noted 

that not al1 four subsystems wili exist in many practical situations. Properties 1-4 

tell us the connection between certain system properties ancl the existence of certain 

suhsystems. 

--- 
Lemma 2.2.2 Let ( A .  Ci, C) be the SCB irnnsform matrices of (.-1. G. C ) .  Matri- 

-- - - -  
ces T ,  Ii safisfy conditions (211) and (2.16) for systern (:\, C;, C') if and only i l  

T = Tr;'. 1; = ïlrï;' s n h j y  conditions (2. f 1 )  and (2.16) for systern (-4, C;. C'). 
- - -  --- 

Further. F .  T .  L satisjy conditions (2.4)-(2.6) [or systern (-4, G.  C') i f  and only i f  

F = F. T = TC';'. L = Er;' snti.$y conditions (2.4)-(1.6) for systern (.4. G ,  C ) .  

and becaiise C; = I',G~;', 

Further, we have - 
TG = Tr;TIGr;L = TGI';', 

and - - 
FT - T.4 + LC = FTI';~ - TI?;'I'~AI';' + Zr;lI'J%';i 

Since I', and ï3 are nonsingular, TG = O if and only if TG = O, FT - TA + LC = O 
- - -  

if and only if FT - TA + LC = O. This completes the proof. I 
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Lemma 2.2.2 shows the equivalence of the design based on original system matrices 

ancl their corresponding SCB transfomi matrices. 

Lemma 2.2.3 For the giuen system (.4,G, C ) ,  matrices 1; and T exist such that 

.A - IiC is stable and T ( s l  - .i + 1iC)C: = O ,  if and only if ( A ,  C r )  is detectable and 

(na + nb) > O.  Further, T can be any niatrix satisfying 

where î,, ï3 are SCB date and input t.rnnsfo.rmntions. 

Lemma 2.2.3 is the main resiilt for SCB based LTR theory [94]. If the recliiirement of 

-4 - IiC being stable is neglccteti. the following lemma can be provecl. 

Lemma 2.2.4 For the given .stJstetrl ( r i ,  C;. C ) ,  rrdrices Ii and T exist such that 

T ( s 1  - -4 + 1;C)C; = O i/ and only if ( n i  + n,f + nb)  > O .  .4lso, al least n i  + nb 
eigenanlires of 4 - 1iC are riegatiue, and al lenst n t  eigenvulues of :i - IiC' are 

positioe. Furiher. T must be mairiz satisfiing 

In the other ioords, al1 roiw of T naiist iocate in the space spnnned bg the left eigen- 

oectors corresyonding to those n; + n,f -+ nb eigent'nlires. 

Lemma 2.2.4 is a simple extension of Remark .5.1 in [12]. 

2.3 Existence Conditions Of UIFO 

Theorem 2.2 For the system (2.1). the UlFO problern is solvable if and only if at 

least one o~following two condilions hold, 

1. The system ( A ,  G ,  C )  has stable transmission zeros (i. e. na > O )  or, 

2. The system ( A ,  G, C )  is not right inuedible (Le. nt, > 0). 

Further the  maximum roui rank 01 T is r = na + nb. 
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ProoJ (Suficiency) Without loss of generality, assume the system (-4, G, C) is rep- 

resented by the SCB form. If r = ni + nb > O, according to Lemma 2.2.LLI at least 

r eigenvalues of -4 - IiC can be made negative through design of Ii. For simplicity? 

assume those eigenvalues are distinct. Then we have 

where u; is the left eigenvector corresponcling to a negative eigenvalue A;. Combining 

those r equations will result in 

T 
where ï = [ uf UT ... < ] and r\ is a diagonal matria with elements A,. Miilti- 

pIying (2.19) by any invertible matrix 12,,, gives following general ecluation 

T..\ - LC' = nl\r = FT (2.20) 

where T = RT. F = R.\WL.  L = Tl< and F is stable. Due to Lemma 2.2.4: l'(si - 

A +  f iC)- 'C = O.  which implies TG = O. In summary, the solution of CIiFO can be 

derivecl if ( n ,  + n b )  > 0. 

( N e c e s s i t y )  r\ssume F. L.  T satisfying (2.4)- (2.6) have been obtainecl and that the 

dimension of F is r. Let I i  = T f  L. where T f  is the Moore Penrose inverse of T. 

Equation (2.5) implies that 

T(.4 - I ï C )  = FT. (221) 

Assume flhfl-' = F, so that (2.21) becomes 

This means 5? = W L T  is cornposed of left eigenvector of A - KC. Because TG = 0' 

this implies that ?G = O. Let T be the other n - r left eigeovectors orthogonal to 
P -. 

f, i = 1 : 1 .  Note P-l = [if f*],  rhere (.)+ means pseudo-inverse. Let i 
L J  

represents diagonal matrix whose elements are aii other eigenvalues of -4 - KC in 
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additions to those eigenvalues in A. Then T (  A - IiC) = AT, and 

where A, = .A - IiC. In summary. if a UIFO esists, there exist T and 1; satisfying 

(2.16). Because T is located in the space spannecl by sortie left eigenvectors whose 

correspontling eigenvalues are stable. it means ( n i  + n b )  > O .  On the other hand, 

ranb(7') > ( n i  + n b )  contraclicts Lemma 2.2.4. Therefore, the maximum row rank of 

T is r = n i  + nb. Further, the 7' with maxiiriutti rank can be representecl as 

where R is nonsingiilar lincar transform niatri't, I/i; and Pl, are nonsingiilar matrices 

of cliniension n i  and nt, respectively. I 

Remark 2.3.1 ïheorem 1 of [LI01 statcs that if the plant (.-\.C;.C') has at least one 

stable transmission zero or if p > ri, a UIFO wtiich estiniates T . r ( t ) ( T  E EX") with 

order n  - p > r > O can be constructed. Theorem 2.2 gives the exact iipper limit on 

r. Because p > q assures nb > O, p > q is a sufficient condition for existence of UIFO. 

However, it is possible that nb > O even i f  p < q,  therefore, p > q is not a necessary 

condition. 

Theorem 2.3 Solutions to the GUI0 problem ezist if and only if the system ( A ,  G ,  C )  
satisfies ut least one of the follo,wing conditions, 

1 .  The system (A,  G, C )  has n i ( >  O )  stable transmission zeros. 

Further, the maximum rank of T is r = n; + nb 4- md - p. 
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Proof: Without loss of generality, assume (-4, G. C) is in SCS form. The proof of 

Theorem 2.2 shows that T of UIFO rnust be in the form of 

t hen 

Note that clim Cd = ntd x n.!? clim Cb = ( p  - md)  x r z b .  Cib is always fui1 rotv rank, 

( p  - md)  5 nb. Therefore. there are at the most nt, - ( p  - m,{) vectors that can 

bc tinearly inclepenclent of Pb. Obviously. n i  rows in C.; arc linearly independent 

of rows in C? thiis, the maximiirn row niirriber of 7'. which makes Tc fidl rank. is 

r = n a  + nb + md - p. 

If the maximum r = n i  + nb + md - p  = n -p. then one ends iip with the standard 

LUO. ancl all states can be estimated. Thus. in the  contest of the above. the following 

theorem on the existence of Cr10 can be statecl. 

Theorem 2.4 Solutions to the standard CrI0 problem esid i{ and on/$ if the systern 

( . A .  C;. C )  satisjies the following conditions. 

1 .  .111 oj  the sptem's  in~uriant zeros are negative ( L e .  of minimum phase). 

2. It is ieft invertible (i.e. n ,  = 0) .  

3. the matrix CG is of marimal rank (i.e. Cd is an identity .matriz or the n-umber 

o j  infinite zeros of each order, qi(i = 1 ,  ..., md) ,  is one). 

These conditions are equivafent to ni + nb + md = n.  

Remark 2.3.2 Kudva et al. showed that a UIO e'tists if and oniy if the system 

(A.  G, C) is minimum phase and rank(CG) = rank(C) [63]. It is easy to show that 

the requirement rank(CG) = rank(G) is equivalent to conditions (2 )  and (3)  in 

Theorem 2.4 using the SCB form of the given system. 
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Remark 2.3.3 A constrained state-feedback control can be built upon a GUI0 as 

If row rank of T, is between n and p, it represents a control format between the full 

state feeclback and the static output feeclback. However, Table 1 of [llO] stated that 

if p > q or if there is at least one stable transmission zero, then there must exist a T 

to rnake p < rnnb(T,) < n. This claim is wrong. For example. consider the following 

triple (:I, G. C), where 

For this system, p > q, nb = 1. However the matrix T of IlIFO can only be in the 

which is in outpiit space and rnnk(T,) = p = 2. 

Remark 2.3.4 In summary, although the proof of the above theorems may appear 

cornplex, the iiltirnate results provide a simple and intuitive understanding of the 

UiFO design problem. Furthermore, the main conclusion is that only subsystems 

without the iinknown inputs are useful for state iunction observation. 

Remark 2.3.5 If the disturbance corrupts the output as well as the state equation, 

that is 

y(t) = C(t)  + Dd(t), (2.25) 

then the UIFO design can still be developed using the LTR theory for non-strictly 

proper systems [12]. 
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2.4 Design Algorithm 

Two explicit design algorithms for UIFO are presented in this section. They are 

suitable for implementation using a numerical software package such as MATLAB. 
Algorithm I is baseci on the SCB transform and implied in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 

It is summarized in the following steps. 

UIFO Design Algorithm 1 

Step 1: The system (A,  Gy C)  is transfomed into its SCB form by non-singular state, 

output, ancl input transformations ri  r2, ï.3. 

(a) If nb + ni = O !  stop. No UIFO exists. 

(b) Othenvisc, continue. 

Step 2: Sincc ( A b ,  Ch) forms an observable pair, choose a. gain fib such that eigen- 

values X(.qb - fibCb) = 1Ib lie at desirecl locatiotis iti Ci-. C'alcdate the ÇorrP- 

sponrlirig left eigenvectors and left eigenvectors C,- for :\&. 

Step 2: Define A, and CL as 

C'g = [ O O Cd ] : 

If (.LI. C) is detectable? (A,, Cg) miist be detectable. Clhoose a gain I\; such that 

eigenvahes 4.4, - figCg) = Ag lie at desired locations in C-. Ottierwise. let 

iig be any matrix with a suitable dimension. Partition fig as 

Step 4: Construct a matrix as 

- 
h'= 

- 
G d  Li 
h',+ L,+, 

Lbd Kb 
h; L& 
hd 0 - 
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and T as 

- 
Calculate z via z = TI\', 

Step 5: Construct F, I i ,  T and L as 

4 -4,) O F =  [ 
0 x(.Ab - IcbC&) 1 

and 

ïh i s  concludes the clcsign steps in the first approach. Its valiclity is proved bclow. 

Theorem 2.5 The rndrices F.T. L giiferi by equations (2.28)-(2.29) f o m  the solu- 

tion to UlFO design, nurnely lhey  satisfy UIFO existence conditions (51)-(2.6). 
- -  

PmoJ Lemma 2.2.2 siioivs that FT - T.4 - LC = O i f  and only if  FT - T.4 + LC = O. - 
Note = 211;. we neecl to show that 

FT = T ( X -  KF) (2.30) 

which means each row of T is a left eigenvector of 3 - and diagonal elernents of 
-- 

F are corresponding eigenialues. Basecl on equations of :IV K ancl TV ive have 

Conditions (2.30) and (2.4)-(2.5) are proved easily by direct calculation. 

Next, since G = rlGril, 

TG = T q l r  lCt'gl = 

- - 
O O 

O O 

0 O 

O Gc 

Gd 0 

t-31 = O. 
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It may be desirable to design the UIFO in original systern space. Thus, we provide 

an alternative design method using direct eigenstructure assignment theory, that is 

Algorit hm II descri bed below , w hich cloes not involve any transformation. ancl which 

may have better computational stabiiity. It is a modification and extension of the 

results of [104] which provide a direct solution tu ELTR for square systems. 

UIFO Design Algorithm II 

Step 1: Calculate the stable transmission zeros 2, = { z , .  i = 1, .... n i ) ,  ancl the 

structure invariant index nb of the systcm (:t. Ci. C.') through M:\TL!\B. For 

further cletails on the structure invariant index. see [ T i ] .  If n; = nb = O. stop 

here. 

Step 2: Choose 2; as the clesired eigenvalue A i ,  calculate its corresponding left eigen- 

vectors v; and ciiimmy vectors O; by solving 

where i = l....,n;. Note that ci shotild be selected to be mtttually linearly 

independent. 

Step 3: Choose a distinct negative nimber  set Ab = {Xi. i = 1 + n,, .... n b  + n i )  

as desirecl eigenvalues, calculate ttieir corresponding left eigenvectors u, ancl 

dummy vectors oi by solving (2.3')). Note that u; should be selected such that 

u;( i  = 1 + na,  ..., ni, + n;) are mutually linearly independent and are linearly 

independent from those vi obtained in Step 2. 

Step 4: Let r = n i  + nb, c h m e  the rernaining n - r eigenvalues hg = {Xi, i = 

r + 1, ..., n} and find their corresponding left eigenvectors v;, and dummy vector 

O; by solving the following equations, 
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Note that al1 unobservable fixed modes must be included in Ag and the resulting 

.ti; should be linearly independent of v;  obtained in Steps 2 ancl 3. 

Step 5: 1; is parameterized as 

= - 

ancl 7' is constructetl a s  

where dim R = r x r .  C! is any invertihle matrix such that T has full rank. 

Step 6: F and L are calculated as 

where i\ is diagonal with elements coniposetl hy 2, and Ab. 

Theorem 2.6 The matrices F:T. L g i t m  by equations (2.34)-(3.35) constitute the 

UIFO solution. namely, they satisfg C'IF0 conditions (6.4)-(6.6). 

Prooj Based on the wetl-known eigenstriicture assignment theory [SOI, gain Ii' given 

by (2.33) will assign ZoUAbUAg as the desired eigenvalues, and V is the left eigenvector 

set. Note A and i' are composed of the eigenvalues and corresponding left eigenvectors, 

t hus 

AI' = r'(A - KC). 

Multiplying both sides by R,  we have 
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and 

FT = T.4 - TKC = T.4 - LC. 

On the other hand, equation (1.3'3) implies that 

Irnmerliately, equation (2.34) tells us that TC; = O. This completes the proof. I 

2.5 Illustrative Example 

Let the system (2.1) have the coefficient matrices 

Therc are no transmission zeros in this system. and rwnk(C)  = 2 > i .ank(C) = 1. 

Accorditig to the resdts in ( 1  101, rio UIFO can be designeci for this system. Horvever, 

it is easy to show that this system lias r l b  = '2. Theoreni 2.2 tells us that UIFO 
does esist for this systern and there are at most two roivs in T.  It is nuted also that 

t here arc two unobservable modes at - 3  and 2. Let the two desired eigenvaliies be at  

XI = -2 and X i  = -4. The matrices K and T ,  which satisfy (2.16): are obtained 

througti Algorithm I I  as: 

T wiil be used for UIFO d i r e c t .  The coefficient matrices F, L for UIFO are 
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The structure of T shows that only the second state can be estimated. Further, let 

The resulting .w will be the estimation of 32. 

2.6 Conclusions 

This chapter provides a complete soliition of the unknown input fiinctional observer 

problem for continiious time linear systems. It also shows that LTR theory has a 

close reIationship with UIFO problem. and can be iisecl effectively in solving UIFO 

problems. Despite the importance of regiilar UIO, its application is very limitecl 

becaiise many plant systems do not satisfy its strict existence conclitions. The resiilts 

of LW0 are significantly more general than the existing UIO results. and have direct 

application in robust control and FDI research. 



Chapter 3 

Output Derivative Free 

Reduced-Order Unknown Input 

Est imator 

Considerahle attention h a  been fociisecl on the problem of clesigning an observer to 

estirnate the state of a systeni that is siibject to iiriknown inputs. However, relativelu 

littlc research has been carriecl out on cstimating unknowri inputs. which is the topic 

of this chapter. Two separate reclucecl-order input estimators. using tlie samc design 

rnethoclology. are proposetl. The first is an extension of the state/input estimator 

reparted in  [lÏ] .  The seconcl is based on the adaptive observer technique. The pro- 

posed estirnators work for certain non-minimum phase systems ancl use only measured 

outputs. 

3.1 Introduction 

The problem of estimating unknown inputs is motivated mainly by the following three 

applications: 

1. In certain situations where it is either too expensive or perhaps not possible 

to measure some of the system's input, the input estimator is a powerful and 
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valuable "soft" sensor. An example of this is in machine tool applications [SI, 

11 11, where the cutting force is often unavailable. Other measurements based on 

displacement sensors or accelerometers are usually more feasible. If one regards 

the cutting force as an unknown input into the machine tool syçtem. one can 

estirnate the cutting force using an input estimator based on the more feasible 

measurements. 

2. When unknown inpiits are certain signals siich as incipient fmlt of actuator 

or plant components, the iinknown input estirnator is a powerfiil tool for fault 

tletection ancl isolation (FDI) [9ï7 11361. 

3. With exact or approximate knowleclge of unknown inputs, the effects of tinknown 

inputs can be compensatecl and robust controller or fatilt-tolerant controller can 

be implementecl [Zf, LOS]. 

The research in iinknown input estimation started in the mid of 1970s. .4 conimon 

approach rnodels the unknotvn input as the output of a linear syçtem and incorporates 

the inpiit clynarnics with the  plant clynarnics [ d l ,  571. This approach is limitetl to 

specific types of iinknown inputs. In [98], the problem of unknown. constant or slowly 

varying inpiit estiniation. iising a proportional integral observer (PIO). is disciissetl 

by Saif. Using an adaptive observer technique. Wang and Ddey  [Il91 presented 

an actuator fault diagnosis methocl. where acttiator faults were estimatecl clirectly. 

Mathematically. the problem in [119] is ec~uivaletit to estiniating the unknown inputs 

for linear time invariant systems. The adaptive input estimator, like the PI0 in [9S], 

can only be used to detect constant or slow unknotvn input signals. 

Several researchers proposed the input estimator, which assumes no prior knowl- 

edge of the unknown input. Park and Stein [Sl] estimated unknown inputs by differ- 

entiating the output rneasurement. Their state and input observer is a combination 

of a reduced order unknown input observer and an algebraic eguation relating the 

unknown input to the measured output and its derivatives. Hou and Patton [Sl] pro- 

vided a complete anaiysis of input observability and input reconstruction problem. 

It is shown that, except for some trivial cases, derivatives of the rneasurements are 

unavoidable wheo exact input reconstruction is required. Obviously, differentiation 
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of the output is undesirable in practice, because unexpected measurement noise can 

make the estimation unreliable. Recently, Corless and Tu [li] proposed a combined 

state/input estimator which does not require differentiation of the measured output. 

Althoiigh exact asymptotic estimation is not achieved, one can asymptotically esti- 

mate the unknown inputs to any clegree of acciiracy. The input estimator in [17] is 

based on a full-orcler UIO, which exists iincler strict conditions. The unknown inputs 

ancl their rate of change must satisfy some aclditional bountl conditions. 

It shoulcl be noted that in certain applications, such as synthesis of fault cliagnosis 

schemes, an estimation of the entire state might not be reqiiirecl. Therefore. we 

propose a new reclucecl-order input estimator which is an extension of the state/inpiit 

estimator in [l:]. The proposed input estimator is based on iinknown input fiinctional 

observers researched in Chapter 2. [t is s h o w  that input estimation can be achieved 

for certain non-minimum phase systems iising this new input estimator. while it is 

impossible using the methocl in [lï]. Fiirthermore, we shall aclclress the prinçiple 

of the input estimator from a new viewpoint. As a resiilt, the boiind condition on 

inputs. which was assumed in (111, can be removed. It is interesting to note that the 

existence conclition for the aclaptive faiilt estimator in [119] are the same as that for 

the input estimator in [ l i ] .  The aclaptive observer in [Il91 is in the form of the full- 

orcler Luenberger observer. Mere we shall extend it to a reduced-orcler case. Finally. 

the two proposed input estimators are illustrated through a siniulation study. 

Background 

In this section we shall highlight some of the input estimators proposed in the liter- 

ature. Consider a linear dynamic system driven by both known and unknown inputs 

as in (Tl), which is repeated below for convenience, 

Here, as usual x E Rn is the state, u E Rm is the known control input, y E Rp is 

the output. The matrices A, B, G and C are of appropriate dimensions, and G and C 
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are of full rank. The continuous function d ( t )  E Rq models al1 uncertain. nonlinear, 

and time-varying terms. The full rank assumption for G is necessary for estimating 

d. Cleariy, if this rank assumption on G is not satisfied, any input vector in its nul1 

space (which is not empty), cannot be distinguished from zero. 

A general input estimator proposecl in [51] is in the form of 

where y(i) denotes the ith derivative of y. The design will deterniine the lowest k 

under which F, L,  ,J,Gi and C & i ( i  = 1: .... k )  exist siich that d -t d for any initial 

value x(O) ,  :(O). It is proved in (511 that k > O for niost cases. 

The work in [ I Ï ]  addresses the estimation of both state and input. and cloes not re- 

cliiire differentiation of the rneasiirecl output. That state/input estimator is described 

b~ 

where y is a positive scalar. 

Theorern 3.1 11 71 If there exid nrctti-ices Ii and W .  u r i d  11~70 symnietric positiue- 

deJinite (SPD) rnntrices P and Q .wch thnt 

then da te  and input can be asymptotically estimated to any desired degree of accu- 

racy. prouided the u n h o w n  input and its rate of change satisfll some additional bound 

conditions. 

Considering a slight modification of the adaptive diagnostic observer proposed in 

[119], we have the following adaptive unknown input estimator? 

where p is a positive value which defmes the learning rate. it is easy to show that if 

conditions in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, exact asymptotic estimation can be achieved 

for both States and unknom inputs satisfyiog d = O. It means the above adaptive 

algorit hm can only foilow constant or slowly varying inputs. 
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3.3 Problem Statement 

In this chapter, we will extend the full-order statetinput estimator (3.3) and (3.5) 

to th& corresponding recliiced-order case. In our extension, we wish to estimate 

the unknown inputs under less conservative conditions than those in [lï]. The first 

proposed reduced-order state-function/input estimator is descri bed by 

wtiere y is a positive scalar, : is an estimate of linear combinat ion of state, r -t T r ,  

the initial value of r ( 0 )  is arbitrary, and ( j  is the estimate of d ( t ) .  Matrices F: T. L, N 

and !CI rieed to be designecl to achieve the probleni objective. The following theoren1 

gives conditions that these matrices have to satisfy. 

Theorern 3.2 The sgstenl (3.6) is a jiinctional observer jor the system (3.1).  ii the 

follnwing conditions are sntisjed 

FT - T.4 + LC = 0: F is stable: (:3.7) 

rank(TG) = rank(C;) = q: (3.10) 

and Ild(t)ll < Pl, lld(t)ll 5 à. In this case the jolfowing hold for any E,,E? > 0. 

1. There ezists a y1 > O such that for al1 y >_ y1 and al1 s(O), t ( O ) ,  we haue 

2. There exists a y2 >_ O such that for all y >_ y2 and al1 ; c ( O ) ,  t ( O ) ,  we haue 
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Prao/. Defining the estimation error! e = Tz - 2 ,  and using (i3.1) and (3.6) we get 

è = Fe + (TA - F T  - LC)r + TGd -  TC;^. (3.11) 

Using NT = MC, IV = (TG)T P l  

If FT - T.4 t LC! = 0, the estimation error equation beconles 

Consider the Lyapiinov fiinction cancliclate V(e) = eTPe. where P is a solution of 

P F  + F'P = -Q, and Q is positive definite. The tlerivative of V(e) with respect to 

tinie evaliiatecl on the trajectories of the error equation is 

For any positive scalar p .  we have the following inecliiality 

~ ~ ~ I I ( T G ) ~ P ~ I I  5 p - L , 0 : I I ( ~ ~ ; ) T ~ ~ ~ ~ 2  t 11. 

hence. 

V(e) < -eTQe + p - 1-1 - p-l&']~~(~~;)T Pell'. 

Let ci! = X,;,[P-'Q]/2 > 0, and choose y to satisfy 27 2 p-'3:, then 

From this, one may deduce that 
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Considering any ~3 > O and choosing any p so that ~ ( ~ / 2 a ) ' / ~  5 yields 

for al1 t > O. Choosing s3 5 E I ?  we prove part (1). 

Using an analysis similar to that used in the ana.lysis of the error clynamics. it is 

easy to demonstrate that for any c., > O, there exists a 73 > O such that for al1 -1 > y3. 

where a > O. Consider now the estimation error (3.12) ivhich can be rewritten as 

If TG has a full column rank, that is rnnk(TG)  = rank(C;)  = q ,  TC; has a left inverse 

(TC;)L. and 

d - d = ( T G ) ~ ~  - ~ e .  

Due to (3.13) and (3.14). part ( 2 )  is proved. I 

The proposecl reclucecl-order adaptive state-function/input estirriator is clescri hecl 

where p is a positive scalar. The following theorern provides sufficient conditions for 

the convergence of the state-function and unknoivn input estimates. 

Theorem 3.3 Suppose system (3.1), with the initial condition + ( O ) ,  is subject to the 

estimator (9.15). If coeficient matrices of the estimator (3.15) satisfy (9.7)- (3.1 O ) ,  

and d is constant, then 

- 
Proof. Let e = T z  - z and d = d - d. Sirnilar to the proof of Theorem 3.2, the 

evolution of the estimation error c m  be described by 
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if (3.7) is satisfied. 

Y = ~ ' ( P F  + F ' P ) ~  + ?dT(~G')' pe + ? d ~ d / ~  

Because NT = MC, iV = ( T G ' ) ~ P ,  we have d = - p ( M y  - Hz) = -pMe. ancl 

.P(Tc)~ ~e + 2d72/p = 0. 

T hen 

5 - e T ~ e  

and e -t O. Frorn (3.16).  this irnplies  TC^ -t O. Becausc TG is full coliimn rank. it 

is easy to prove that d' + O. I 

The proposecl adaptive input estimator (3.15) has the same clesign rec~iiirements 

as that of the input estimator (3.6). 'fheorem 3.2 and 3.3 provide basic guidelines for 

our input estimator clesign. However, these two theorems are not very usefiil for the 

observer's existe~ice test ancl design becaiise a11 the triatrices iri  the above eciiiations 

are unknown. Next, ive propose a tlieorem which ptovides the equivalence conclitions 

with recpirements (3.7)-(3.10). Becaiise these conditions are explainecl as properties 

of the original system, they can be checketi easi1y to determine if the proposecl input 

estimators esists or not for a given system. In acldition. since it is very difficiilt 

to solve equations (:3.7)-(3.10) directly, a constructive clesign algorithm will also be 

proposed, which can easily be implemented in MATLAB. A new proof for Theorem 

3.3 is given based on that design algorithm. Futhermore, that algorithm anci proof 

show that bound assurnption on Ild(t)ll, ~ld(t)ll is in fact unnecessary. 

3.4 Preliminary Results 

Before we present our main result, we present the folIowing lemmas. 

Lemma 3.4.1 For given matrices P, C ,  T and G, a matrix M ,  ,which satisfies MC = 

( T G ) T P T ,  ezists if and only if 
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In this case, a general solution is yiven by 

where Z is an arbitrary matrix of the same si:e as F .  and Ct is the generalixd inverse 

of c. 

Lemma 3.4.1 is a straightforward application of the fundamental result of the linear 

matrix equation W X Q  = L ,  where W',Q and L  are given with adequate dimensions, 

and .Y is unknown. 

Lemma 3.4.2 [94] For any giuen system triple (A ,  C;, C ) ,  the specinl coordinaie bn- 

sis(SCB) transjorntation ï l l ï 2 .  ï3 transjorm C; and C' into the form oJ 

whe-re Gd, fi are 

The malrices Gq, and C,, have the follo.wing fonns: 

qi represents the number of infinite zeros of the order i (i = 1,  ..., md). (Obuiously for 

the case qi = 1 ,  we have Gq; = 1, Cqi = 1). 
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Lemma 3.43 states a property of SCB transformation, and is proved in the original 

paper dealing with SCB theory[94]. As will be seen, SCB also plays a pivotal role in 

our input estimator analysis and synthesis. 

--- 
Lemma 3.4.3 Let (A, G, C )  be the SCB transform matrices of ( A ,  C;, C ) .  Matrices 
----- --- 
F ,  T,  L, N ,  hl satisfy conditions (3.3)-(3.1 O )  for system ( A ,  G, C )  i /  and only if F = 
- 
F,  T = Fr;', L = LI';', M = F;~;WF,'. !V = I?yTF satisfy conditions (.?.7)-(3.10) 

for system (-4, G, C ) .  

Proof. As we show in the Lemma 2.2.2, FT - T.4 - LC = O if ancl only if FT - - - 
T A  + LC = 0. 

Next, since G = I'1CI';l1 

In other words. = r::C1r2 and :LI = ~ ; ~ x ï , ' .  This complctes the proof. I 

Lemma 3.4.4 Suppose n symmefrical mntrix P is pnrtitioned ns 

where Pll  and P22 are square matrices. !h i r i z  P is positive definite if and only if Pi, 
is positive definite and PZ2 > P$P;11P12. f i themore,  this condition is equiualent to 

having p( PA P i 1  Pl* PZ?') < 1 ,  where p ( . )  represents spectral radius. 

Lemma 3.4.5 Let P f R~ be positiue definite. I fT E R ~ ' " ,  k 5 n, then T ~ P T  is 

positive dejïnite i f  and only ijT is full row rank. 

Lemmas 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 are weil Irnown results in matrix t heory [48]. 
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3.5 Input Est imator Analysis and Synt hesis 

Theorern 3.4 Consider the system (3.1). :!latrices F,T, L t  N and M .  uhich aatisjg 

conditions (3.7)-(3.1 O), esist il and only if 

1 .  r a n k ( C C )  = r a n k ( G ) ;  

2. al1 unstnble transmission :eros 01 the system (-4, C;, C )  are unobservable modes 

of (A,  C ) .  

Prooj. Necessity. Wit hout loss of generality. and due to Lcninia 3.4.3. wc assu ttie the 

systerri ( A ,  Ct'. C') is in its SCB form. If  F, T. and L satisfy (11.7)-(X10). then according 

to Lemrna 13.4.1, T must satisfy (3.17). 

Partitioning T according to the SC8 index we get 

Note that 

[ - c . " ~  = 

(3.17) can be described as 

(3.23) implies 
T T  G, Tc PT, = 0. 

It is easy to show that (3.24) is tme if and only if T,G, = O .  Therefore, n,  must be 

zero, in which case G, will actudly disappear. Otherwise, TG cannot be full rank. 
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Further, if çome qi > i y  namely the number of infinite zeros of the order i is greater 

than one, then Cd # In, according to Lemma 3.4.1. (3.23) implies 

Equation (X2.5) will be satisfied if and only if TdGd = O, and this contraclicts the 

fact t hat TC; shoiild be full rank. Therefore, q, = l(i = 1. .... md) .  Becaiise the 

conditions of n, = O and q; = 1. i = 1. ...: md are equivalent to rank(CG) = r.nnk(G). 

the necessity of condition ( 1) is proved. 

Condition rcmk(CC;) = rank(G) means p 2 q, nd = q and ClJ = Gd = I q .  Uncler 

this condition, (3 .23)  implies 

T T P T ~  = 0. (3.26) 

Nest ive prove that (L3.26) can be triie if and orily if T,+ = 0. 

if T,: + 0. (3.26) rneans that there exists transformation matrix S stich that 

where 7'2 is full row rank. Due to n,  = O and Gti = Cf = I .  eqiiation FT-T.-\+ LC' = 

O c m  he rewritten as. 

- 0 L,rC,i 

It's easy to derive the fobowing equation frorn (3.28): 

By replacing T,+ in the above equation with (3.271, we have 
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Partition F' = S-'FS, P = STPS and f d  = FITd as 

Theo fJp?: = O rneans 

T , T , P ~ ,  + TAPA = o. 

(3.30) can be reorganized as 

Multiplying both sitles of (3 .31 )  with P. ive can clerive 

Since P is the Lyapuriov rnatrix OF F. Q,  must he negative definite. Due to Ixrnma 

3.-1.5, Pu is positive definite. This is impossible because al1 eigenvalues of .-1: are 

positive. To that end. 'Tf = 0. 

Based on the above clevelopments T must be in the form of 

Since TG = TdC;d = Td, Td should be full column rank q in orcler for rnnk(TG) = 

rank(G) to be satisfied. On the other hand, as shown in the proof of Theorem '1.2 in 

Chapter 2, FT - T A  + LC = O implies that rows of T rnust be the left eigenvectors 

of -4 - KC for a suitable IC, thus T satisfies 

Note that with the SCB form of .A,C and T ,  it is easy to show that (3.33) implies 
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Ohviously, Td can be full column rarik if and only if E: = O. In the case of n, = 0, 

the property 4 of SCB in Chapter 2 tell us that (-4,C) is observable if and only if 

(A,, E,) is observable, where 

Since E$ = O and the eigerivalues of ,4,h are unstable transmission zeros of the system, 

condition (2) is provecl. 

Szlficiency. Under conditions ( 1 )  and (2),  the SCB form of the systern is rediiced 

SCB theory has showri tliat (.-Ib. CIb) and (.-Ldd, Ir,) form observable pairs. Let ICb ancl 

fid be gains siich that --lb = -Ab - f ibcb and .-ld = --id - f\',l are stable. Defiiie the 

feeclback gain as 

(:W 1 
Lbd b ' 

Hence, it is easy to show by direct matcix computation that A ( A ~ , ) , A ( A ~ )  and A(&) 
- 

are arnongst the eigenvalues of A - KC and that 

- 
are the associated left eigenvectors of 3 - KC, where I/O, & and 12 are the 1eft 

eigenvector sets of A,, Ab and id respectively, and are nonsingular. 
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Let = m? the above equation can be rewritten as 

Next we show there exists a Lyapuriov rriatrix P of F.  which satisfies 

7 T  Ï t -  (TC,) PT([ - c C) = O  

- - 
such that :VT = MC,' is solvable when = P. 

Given any positive clefinite matrix Q,!, compute the Lyapunov matris Pfl of .-Li. 

Let 

Obviously, Vab is invertible. We calciilate 

Let Pub be the solution for Pub Fab + F i  Pab = -al, where CI is a positive number rvhich 

is large enough so that 

Note that p(Pab) increases as long as a increases, while ail other matrices do not 

change wit h a, thus equation (3.37) aiways can be satisfied. Define P, Q as, 
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According to Lemma 3.4.4, P and Q are positive definite. Further, 

thus P ancl Q are the Lyapuriov matrix pair of F .  On the other hantl. note 

Decompose Pbd = [Pa Pb] where Pa. Pb have n i ?  Rb co~umns respectively. we know 
-7' - -t7  (TG)  P T ( [  - C' C ) is calciilatecl as 

= v[  P&- t 

Because Pbd = - Pdhdl/;bl? oarnely 

-t- therefore (TG)=PT(I - C C) = O. Due to Lernrna 3.4.3, ive conclude that there 

exist matrices F, T, L, N and LM that satisfy (3.7)-(3.10), if conditions ( 1 )  and (2) are 

satisfied. I 
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The proof of Theorem 3.4 imbeds in it an algorithm for the construction of an 

input estimator (3.6) that is suitable for implementation. The algorithm is cletailed 

below : 

Unknown Input Estimator Design Algorithm 
---  

Step 1: Transform (.4, G, C) into the SCB form (A. G, C) by non-singular state, out- 

put, and input transformations ri. r2, î3. 

Step 2: Compute I\;i and lCh to stabilize .& = .'lb - and .îd = .+Id - I\d respcc- 
- 

tively. Constriict R as (3.34) and calculate the left eigenvector set of 7 - I<C 
- - 

like (3.55). Formulate F,T as (3.36) and = TI\'. 

Step 3: Use Lemma 3.4.3 to get the F. T ,  L. Conipute tlie Lyapunov matris P for 

F as (3.38), ancl calculate N = ( T C ; ) T ~  and :\.I = NTC't. 

At this stage, consiclcr an alternative proof for Theorem :3.2. 

ProoJ As we showed before in Section 3 . 4 ,  the error equation of estimator (:3.6) is 

We know F = F,  TG = Er; ' .  N = I'yTT. and 

It is easy to show that 

Obviously, &ïv:Pd is positive definite, aod the eigenlue of F, can be pushed far 

into the left hand plane letting 7 approach infinity such that H, n o m  of T2(s) = 

(sl - Fr)-'& would be approximately zero. Therefore the n o m  of e can be made as 
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small as possible no matter what d is, thus we prove part ( 1 )  of Theorem 3.2. Fiirther, 
-T- d = l(i\ ly - N z )  = yNe = 7r, Ne, we have 

and part (2) of Theorem 3.2 is proved. I 

Remark 3.5.1 Theorem 3.4 shows that we can estinlate input for certain non- 

minimum phase systems, if ive are not recliiired to estimate al1 states iising the same 

estimator. If system (.+l,C;,C') is minimum phase, T ran he hiIl rank such that al1 

states can be estimated, In this case, our proposecl estirnator is recluced to that in 

[Li]. 

Remark 3.5.2 t t  is valiiable to point out that matrix .V niay have a more general 

form as N = C V ( T G ) ~ P ,  wheïe IV is any positive clefinite matrix with a compatible 

dimension. The introdiiction of CI.' does not change the estimation property at all. 

Due to this fact. in Step 4 of the design algorithm. WC can let iV = r3X, hi = r3Xrii. 
[Jntler this case. LC' = r3r;. ancl TC;N = TGN. This niay lead to more numerical 

robustness as we note in the simulation stiicly. 

Remark 3.5.3 In an aclaptive input estimator. estiriiatiori of the input is basecl on 

the integral ol statcfunction estimation error, thus rneasurernent noise will not resiilt 

in severe perforniance degradation. 

3.6 Numerical Example 

Example 3.6.1 In this example, the algorithm is applied to implement an un- 

known input estimator for a double-effect pilot plant evaporator [89]. As shown 

in Figure 3.1, this system, with a total of three inputs (Ft, F2, T,)  and five outputs 

( Wl, Cl, TL, \Y2, C2), can be represented by a 5th order linear state-space model. In 

the operating process, the feed solution (flow Fo and concentration Co) is pumped 

into the first effect. Then the first effect solution (hold-up wi) is heated by saturated 

stearn (temperature T,), and the boil-off travels into the second effect steam jacket. 
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The concentrated solution from the first effect (flow FI and concentration Cl) enters 

the seconci effect, which operates under vacuum; the hold-up in the secoud effect is 

W2. Finally, the concentrated product (80w F2 and concentration C2) is produced. 

The state equations of the evaporator are the following: 

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the clouble-effect pilot plant evaporator 

T T T 
where r = [ Clil Cl Tl M.; C2 ] , u = [ FI F2 T, ] ,d = [ C; Fo ] - For 

the purpose of illustration, we hypothesize that only state cl = kt;  and x2 = Ci are 

rneasured. The objective is to estimate unknown inputs d ( t )  using measured d u e  of 

WL and CI. The matrices A, B, G and C are 
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unstable transmission zero, 23 = O. It satisfies conditions for the existence of the 

input estimators (3.6) and (3.5). However, the input estimators proposeci in [Li] and 

1 0 0 0 0  
- 7 . 1 8 9 ; C = [  O 1 0 0 0  1 .  C =  

[LI91 does not exist for the above system. Following the design algorithm step hy step 

The system has two stable transmission zeros, z ,  = -1.17 15. z2 = -0.051, ancl an 

- - 
O I 

0.062 -0.132 

O 

O O 

O O - - 

anci choosing the set of desired eigenvalues to be {- 1.1715. -0.0515. - 1. - 1). we have 

In the simulations that follow. a full state feedback controller is incor~orated. The 

unknown input vector is assumed to be d ( t )  = , which is physically 
lOsin(0.5irt) 

unrealistic but does dernonstrate the capability of the input estLator very well. Fig- 

ure 3.2 shows the result of the input estimator f3.6), where y = 100, and a small 

random sequence (the maximum magnitude is 0.01) is added to the out put to test its 

performance under measurement noise. 

Figure 3.3 shows the result of the adaptive input estimator (3.15), where p = 10. 

Obviously, it cannot give the right estimation for a high frequency signal. If ive 

let d l ( t )  = Ssin(nt), Figure 3.4 shows a satisfactory result, although the estimated 
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I. I 
O 5 1 O 15 20 O 5 1 O 15 20 

Time (Seconds) Time (Seconds) 

Figure i3.2: Simulation result for inputs estimator 

magnitude is still not exact. However. comparecl with the result in Figure 3.2. WC 

note its superior perforrnarice unrler rneasurement noise. as ivas discussed in Remark 

3.5.:3* 

estimation of dl  eslimalion d 62 

O 5 10 15 O 5 10 15 
lime (Seconds) Tim (Seconbs) 

Figure 3.3: Simulation result for adaptive inputs estimator 
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estimation d a slow-vanng dl  

O  2 4  6 8 1 0 1 2 1 4  
Time (Seconds) 

Figure 3 .4 :  Adaptive inputs estimation simulation of slow tinie-varying signal 

Conclusions 

tVe consiclereti the problem of estimating un known inputs for iinear systerris using only 

the rneasurements. Our results extencletl the input estimators proposecl by Corless [Li] 

and Wang et al. [119] to a more general class of systems. Sincc faiilts can be consicleretl 

as unknotvn inputs, the input estimator çan be usecl for actuator and component 

faiilt diagnosis by estirnating the fault signal ciirectly. Cenerally. some other kincls 

of rinknown inputs. such as external distiirbance and mode1 iincertainty. appear in 

the system together with faults. In these cases we can handIe them in the same 

way as faults by estimating them. Clearly, the inclusion of the disturbance rectuces 

the niimber of faults to be estimated, if the niimber of sensors was to rernain fixed. 

Therefore it is unnecessary to estimate those disturbance signals in fault diagnosis 

problems. In Chapter 4, we will discuss how the unknown inputs decoupling and 

unknown inputs estimation can be combined to form an efficient robust fault diagnosis 

scheme, which would isolate the maximum number of faults. 



Chapter 4 

Robust Fault Diagnostic Observer 

Design For Linear Uncertain 

Systems 

This cliapter explores the design of a robust fault diagnostic observer for a class of 

linear uncertain systems, where ail uncertainties acting on a system are nlocleied as 

unknown inputs. After briefly discussing fault cletection observer design based on an 

iinknown input decoupled resiclual getierator, the relatively more di ficiilt problem of 

mutual fault isolation is examined extensively. Two kinds of design approaches are 

proposed. The first method is carried out througli transformation of the system iato 

its Special Coordinate Basis (SCB) forrn, such that the unknown input decoupled 

residual generator can be easily combined wit h Beard-Jones Detect ion FiIter (BJDF) 
theory, or input estimator, to produce a robust fault isolation observer. The second 

method uses a direct eigenstructure assignrnent scheme to make a diagonal t r a d e r  

function between the faults and the residual, and achieves unknown input decoupling 

as well. We believe t hat these results shed additional light on some of the earlier work 

in the literature. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Given t hat the analy tical redundancy based approaches to FDI are essent ially model- 

based, the issue of robustness in such FDI problems is of significant importance, 

because in practice, no accurate mathematical model is available. Over the past 

decacle or so. a great deal of effort has gone in this direction [-SI. Amongst various 

approaches to the design of a robust FDI scheme, one of the most powerfiil ways to 

achieve robustness in FDI is to biiild the unknown input (or disturbance) decoupled 

resicluals. That is to Say, the residiial is made inclependent of al1 disturbances. Perfect 

clecoupling ciesigns can be achieved by using the irnknoiun input observer (1110) or 

eigenst nrct ure assignment theory, where there are no assurnptions macle for knowledge 

of the iinknown inputs. The unknown input insensitive resicliials can also be realized 

by making use of the sliding mode approach if the upper bound of the unknown inputs 

is known ancl is finite. The sliding mode approach ivi l l  be examinecl in Chapter 7. 

The UIO bnsed methods are of three kincls: 

1. t hose which directly use the results of U IO to obtain the unknorvn inputs decoii- 

pied state estimation. then lise a fiinction of the observation error as a resiclual 

[89. 1141: 

'2. those which estimate fault signals directly under the existenceof unknown inputs 

by iising the U t 0  theory [KI; 

3 .  those which generate the residual using the robust estimation of the oiitpiits [II .  

24. 35, .5O]. This is calleci as iinknown input fault detection observer (UIFDO). 

Because of the disadvantage of the first and second methods, that is, strict ex- 

istence conditions for UIO, the third kind is revisited and further developed in this 

chapter. In general, a bank of observers [24] is applied to deal with the problern 

of localizing the faults uniquely, after the alarm has been set by UIFDO. The ba- 

sic idea of multiple observers scheme (MOS) is to make each observer sensitive tu 

only one fault, and ali other faults and unknown inputs are decoupled. However, 

the structure of multiple observer scheme is too large and is computationaily in- 

tensive, especially for time-critical systems. To sirnpbfy the structure of MOS, the 
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concept of the structured residual was introduced by Ben-Haim [3]. However, this 

method is not suitable for isolating multiple faults when clifferent sources of faults 

occur simultaneously. An alternative approach, which performs multiple faiilt isola- 

tion, is the well-known Beard-Jones detection filter (BJDF). Unlike the structured 

residiial, BJDF produces fixed-direction residual that confines each fault effect to a 

fault-specific direction throiigh the design of observers with suitable clynamics. The 

fixed-direction residual can also be generated by parity relations [3S] ancl it is provecl 

to be equivalent to BJDF. The main atlvantage of BJDF is a consiclerable reduction 

of the on-linc recpiirernents in the implementation. becatise a single observer is iised. 

The original BJDF depends on an acciirate system rnodel. Rccently. several ways to 

enhance its rohustness were proposed in [13, 16, 191. [16, 191 were bnsetl on H,, ancl 

clifferential gnme theory and were very cornplex. The idea in [LI31 is more attractive, 

where the remaining freedom after the UIO design is used to provide the resiclual with 

directional properties. 

The eigenstritcture assignrnent was originally iised to design an UIFDO by Patton 

et  al. [SI. The fault isolation observers, which rnakes use of the reriiaitiirig free 

pararneters available in the parametric observer gain. were clevelopecl by Wang et al. 

for sensor faults [I ls ] .  ancl by Shen et ni. for actuator faiilts [101]. Those clesign 

algorithms are complicated, and the conditions for the existence of a solution are 

iinclear. The work in [101, IlSI is a special case of a robust BJDF. where the residual 

direction is fixecl to a unit vector by a suitable eigenvector assignment. 

In this chapter, the unknown input resiclual generator (UIRG) problem and fault 

detectability under UIRG are considered first. The necessary and sufficient conditions 

for the existence of UIRG are provided. The existence conditions for UIRG are not 

simply coincidental with those of UIO, which has been mentioned before in ['24,50,72]. 

However, although the conditions for the existence of UIO were given two decades ago, 

no explicit existence conditions ( in t e m s  of original system matrices ) for UIRG are 

ever provided. It is considered very difficult and perhaps impossible to provide general 

existence conditions for UIRG in [50], The derivation of this chapter is based on the 

observation of the relationship between the unknown input functional observer (UIFO) 

and UIRG. Especially, our algorit hm achieves the maximum number of independent 
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residuals for a given system. 

Multiple fault isolation is discussed carefully in the second part of this chapter. 

A new approach is proposed which combines UIRG with BJDF or input estimator. 

Explicit sufficient conditions are clerived, and as well a design procedure to achieve a 

diagonal fault/resiciual map is given. On the other hand, sorne interesting property 

regarding mu1 tiple actiiator/sensor fault isolation is revealed. In order to clerive t heir 

results, [101] assurned that the number of outputs is greater than the niimber of un- 

known inputs and faults. The existence of an UIO is necessary in [1:3]. By expioiting 

the structure invariant property of the system itself? we achieve better rohiist FDI 

ability than previous schemes. Finally, two examples are given to illustratc the effec- 

tiveness of the proposed approach. The previoiis schernes are inapplicable to these 

two examples. 

Unknown Inputs Residual Generator Problem 

Consider the following formulation of a linear system, where uncertaintg and faiilt 

models are incliided as follows: 

where x 2: Rn is the state, ti E Rm is the control input, y E RP is theoutput. 

-4, B and C are nominal system matrices with compatible dimensions. The vector 

d E Rq denotes the unknown inputs, and G E RnX9 represents the distribution 

matrix of the unknown input signal. The terms fa, f, are unknown vector time-varying 

functions that represent the evolution of actuator/component faults and sensor faults, 

respectively, while Fa and F, denote their distribution. It is assumed that the matrices 

G, Fa and F, are perfectly known and G is of full rank. However, no assumptions 

are made for knowledge of d, fa, f,. In Chapters 2 and 3, actuator and component 

faults are also considered as a kind of unknown input. For fault diagnosis, they are 

represented independently, so that the unknown input in this chapter only represents 

the mode1 uncertainty and disturbance. 
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A full-order Luenberger observer for residual generation has the following form: 

Defining the state estimation and output estimation error as e = s - .i and e, = y - y 
respectively, the estimation error equation is described by 

è =  ( A -  l<C)e+Gd+ F a f a - I i F , f ,  
(4.:3) 

e, = Ce + FJ, 

A general expression for the resiclual vector can be wri tten as 

Given the above. the transfer fiinction between the resicliial anci the unknown input 

signal can be written as 

The full-orcler UIRG problcm is to fincl the matrices f i  and CC'. (W'C' # 0 )  such 

that -4 - f<C is stable ancl G r d ( . s )  = O. The problem lias been forriiiilatecl earlier in  

[SS]. which proposeci a trial and error eigtiestrticture assigtiment algorithni to design 

the matrices 1; ancl W. Recall that the fiiI1-order LJIFO probleni in Chapter f i s  to 

fincl matrix T and 1< such that :\ - 1iC is stable ancl T ( s 1  - -4 + !<C')Cr' = O. [t 

is noted that full-orcler UIRG can be consiciered as a special full-orcler LJIFO. Unlike 

general UIFO. the matrix T for UIRG is confined to make NT = kVC' solvable. 

A rediiced-order UIRC: has the Following more general form: 

with the residual 

r = M y  - N z  

where F, L, T, N and hi are matrices to be designed with appropriate dimensions. 

It is desired that s + Tx with t + cru under existence of unknown inputs. The 

corresponding equation for the estimation error of the above observer becomes 
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and the residual becornes 

t. = N e  t (MC - NT)x + ICI F, j, (4-9) 

To meet the unlinown inptit decoupling requirements, it is straightforward to show 

t hat the following conditions must huld sirnultaneously: 

F is stable; (4.10) 

FT - T.4 + LC = 0; (4.1 1) 

TG = 0: (4.1'2) 

MC = NT. (4.13) 

In corriparison with UIFO. the solution of rcducecl-order UIRG nee~ls to satisfy only 

one more eqiiation (4.1:3). which is eqiiivalerit to 

This coriclition is opposite to that for observer-liasecl controller synthesis. which is 

iq(lflk( Tc) > 1.(6rlk(C). 

4.3 Solvability of Unknown Inputs Residual Gen- 

erator Problem 

The understanding of the similaritia and differences bettveen the observers for residual 

generation and state estimation is an important step in deriving solvable conditions for 

UIRG. A cornplete solution for the UIFO and special coordinate b a i s  (SCB) theory 

described in Section 2.3.1 greatIy simplifies the pruof procedure. 

Theorem 4.1 The full-order UIRG problern is solvable and only ij ( A ,  C )  is de- 

tectable and the systern ( A ,  G, C) is not right inuertible (i.e. SI1 n,, > O), and the 

mazimum dimension of the residual ~ec tor  is rank(C) - md, where md is the highest 

order oJ an infinite zero. 
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ProoJ Without loss of generality, we assume (A ,  G, C) is already in the SCB form. 

According to Lemma 2.2.3, T ( s I  - A + 1iC)G = O can be attained by some I< if and 

only if WC has the form of 

where ÇVcb has nb columns. Note the SCB form of matrix C I  and divicle W = 

[ CVd W,, ] ivhere Wd, Wb have compatible dimensions ivith C, then 

By coinparing (4.1.5) ancl (4.16). we know that CI.dC',i niiist be zero. The term bCrbCb 

would no!; be zero i f  and only if nb # O (i.e. the system is not right invertible). Thiis. 

if and only if nb # O, we can always fincl niatrix kV siicti that CC7C # O. and IVC lias 

t,he form of (4.15) (in fact, in oiir ca5e, II/', miist be zero). 

Because W(iC,i = 0, (4.16) means that the maximum dimension of the resiclual 

vector is e c l d  to rcink(Cb) = rank(C7) - r a d ( & )  = rnrzk(C') - nzd. I 

Ncxt WC present the existence conditions for the recluced-ortler CIIRC; problem. 

Theorem 4.2 The reduced-order CTIRG' problem iu sol~wble iJ nnrl only if' the s@em 

(.-1. (7. C) is not right inucrtible (Le. SI1 nb > O ) ,  rind the mnsimum dimension of 

resiilual uector is rank(C) - md. 

ProoJ The solution of the reclucecl-orcler UIRG rnust satisfy ecliiations (4.10)-(4.13). 

Assiirne (-4: C:, C )  is in SCB form. Theorem 2.2 shows that matrix Tc must be in the 

following form if F, T, and L satisfy conditions (4.10)-(4.12), 

Obviously, through suitable linear transformation, only rows in [ O O 
O O ] 

can be made to be linearly dependent with rows in Cr. Therefore, UIRG exists if and 
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only if nb > O. Since dim Cb = [ r a n k ( C )  - md)  x nb, there are czt most rank(C) - md 
roivs which are linearly dependent with Cb. For that reason, rank(C) - md is the 

maximum dimension of the residual vector. I 

Rernark 4.3.1 Theorem 4.2 implies that Ml-order UIRG is a special case of recliiced- 

order UIRG. This is a reasonable resuIt. Full-order UIRG is based on a full-order 

observer and reqiiires -4 - I\'C to be stable. From the viewpoint of system decomp* 

sition provicled by SCB, the solution of the UIRG problem relies on the existence of 

the unknown input free observable subsystem. 

Remark 4.3.2 The rank(C) >rarik(G) is a simple and well-known sufficient condi- 

t iori for the reduced-order U iRG problem. Because if rank(C) >rank(G). the system 

(.4. G', C') cannot be right invertible. However. the reverse is not triie. it means that 

even if rank(C1) 5 runk(C;). it is still possible to builcl a UlRG. 

Rernark 4.3.3 Generally, it is known thnt the design freedom is defined I>y the nurri- 

ber of iritlependerit outputs and unknown inputs. Horvevcr. it is the First tirne that 

the exact maximum dimension of the resitlual vector is found and achievecl b- a sys- 

tematic algorithm. This has consequences in the numher of simuItaneous faitlts that 

cari be isolated using a single observer. and is very important for a complcte robust 

fau lt isoiat ion solution. 

Fault Detection Using Unknown Input Resid- 

ual Generator 

The emphasis up to this point has been on the unknown input decoupled residual 

generation (UIRG). However, this is not al1 that is required for fault diagnosis design. 

In order to accomplish the robust fault detect ion t ask, the residual has to be sensitive 

to sensor and actuator faults, and at the same t ime insensit ive to the unknown inputs. 

In this section, we present the design algorithm for UIRG, and analyze the fault 

detectability using the UIRG design. 
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The design of UIRG can be accomplished easily by modifying the UIFO design 

algorithms in Section 2.4 due to the close relationship between the UIFO and UIRG 

problems. For completeness of presentation, two algorithms for UIRG are described 

below, although they are similar to the UIFO design algorithms. The design for both 

full-order and reduced-order UIRG are combined together. 

UIRG Design Algorithm 1 

Step 1: Systern (--1,G.C) is transformed into its SCB form by non-singular state. 

output, and input transformations r l ,  r 2 ,  î3. 

(a)  If na = 0, stop. No UIRG exists. 

(b) Otherwise, continue. 

Step 2: C'hoose a, gain Iib such that the eigerivalues X ( . A b  - Iibc'b) = Ab are tiegative. 

calculate out the corresponding left eigenvectors I/b. 

Step 3: Define .-1, and C, as 

If (A,  C )  is detectable, (A,, Cg) must be detectable. Choose a gain Ii, such that 

the eigenvalues X(Ag - figCg) = Ag lie at  desired locations in C-. Otherwise, 

let h', be any matrix with a suitable dimension. Partition fig as 
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Step  4: Combine a matrix as 

- 
Calculate via 1 = TI\', ancl select matrix = [Ni Ch] such that CC\Cr, # O 

ancl CC',lC,i = O. Note that the row number of Ctb is the maxiniuni climension of 

the residual vector, rn,. In order to achieve the m,. Wb shoulcl be a nonsingular 

matrix. 

S tep  5: Conipute Ii. CC' ns 

It is a solution of full-order UIRC: if ( .A. C) is cletectable. 

UIRG Design Algorithm II 

S tep  1: Find indices nb of the system ( A ,  G. C) from its system matrix. If nb is zero. 

stop here. The way to calculate nb without using the SCB transformation can 

be foiind in [Ï6]. 

Step  2: Choose a distinct negative number set Ab = ( X i ,  i = 1 ,  ..., nb)  as the desired 

eigenvalues, calculate its corresponding left eigenvectors vi ,  and dummy vectors 

oi by solving 

-C O 

where i = 1, ..., nb. Note that v;  should be selected to be mutually linearly 

independent. 
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Step 3: Choose the remaining n - nb eigenvalues Ag = { X i ,  i = nb + 1 ,  ..., n )  and find 

their corresponding left eigenvectors ui, and dummy vector oi, by solving the 

foliowing equations, 

ui(Xi1 - -4) - oiC = O ,  i = r + 1.  ..., n. 

Note that al1 unobservable fixecl modes must be incliidetl in Ag and the resulting 

v; should be linearly independent of those ui obtainecl in Steps 2. 

Step 4: 1; is parameterizecl as 

and T is constructecl as 

where R is any invertible niatria siich that T has full rank. 

Step 5: F and L are calculated as 

where A is diagonal with the elements composed by Ab. Find CV by solving 

ÇVCQ, = O, where Qg is the last n - nb columns of Q  = V-' .  1t1 = W, N = 

WCT+.  If (A, C) is detectable, (II', IV) is the solution for the full-order UIRG 
problem. 

Remark 4.4.1 Compared with algorithms for UIFO in Section 2.4, al1 rows in T ,  
which are independent of rows in C, are removed. It is easy to prove that these two 

algorithms achieve unknown input decoupling following the lines of proof for Theorerns 

2.5 and 2.6. 
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Given the residual expression (4 .4)  which uses a full-order observer, the relation- 

ship hetween the residual and fault signal can be written in the transfer function form 

as 

r ( ~ )  = G , j ( s ) f , ( s )  t G , ~ ( s ) f , ( s )  ( 4 . 2 5 )  

where G',,(s) = ÇVC(sI - A o ) - L F a ; C ; S J ( ~ )  = ÇVF, - ÇVC(s1-  Ao)-'A'F, and .do = 

-4 - KC. 

For the robust sensor fault detection, it is requirecl that G , j ( s )  # O. One simple 

siificient condition for G a j ( s )  # O is that W C F ,  # O. It is noted that Grd(s )  = O 

implies that WCG = O. Consequently, CF, shoultl not belong to Inz(CG) in orclcr 

that WC'F, # O. The following lemma tell us the necessary and sufFicient conclitions 

for Cal ( s )  # 0. 

Lemma 4.4.1 Let 

where rl is the SCB da te  trnnsforrnntion rrtutr.ir for. the syslerri (.-\.C;,C). The gairi 

niatrices I< and Pi/' given by (4.20) udl resirlt in 

Therefore. under the condition that G r d ( s )  = O ,  G , , j ( s )  # O if and only if Fflb # 0 .  

Prooj B y  matrix computation, we know 

where X means the SCB form of a matrix X. For simplicity of presentation, we 
- 

assume Â - KC is non defective. Then 

where v;,q; are the left eigenrow and the right eigencolumn vector respectively cor- 
- 

responding to eigenvalue X i  of À - KC. It is shown in [94] that nb left eigenvectors 
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corresponding to A(Ab - IibCb) are constrained to be the form Vb = [0,0, h , 0 , 0 ] 7  

where hb is the left eigenvector matrix of Ab - fibCb. The ng(ng = n - nb) right 

eigenvectors corresponding to A(Ag - &Cg) have the special matrix form Q, = 

[(Q;)', ( Q t ) T ,  O ,  (Qc )T ,  (Qd)T]T. On the other hand, W C  = O O WbCb O 0 1 ,  
t herefore, 

- [ 

Assume the nb right eigenvectors corresponding to X(.4b - I<F,C~) are 

Consequent ly, 

where ybb , ,  vbb, is the i t t i  coliimn of Qbb ancl the ith row of bbb respectively. X i  f 
X(.-\b - KbCb). 

Accorcling to the definition of the right eigenvector. we know 

It is notcd that 

(4.31) and (4.32) irnpliy that (24b - &cb)Qba = XbQbb, which means the Qbb must be 

the right eigenvectors of Ab - KbCb. Cornbining this conclusion with (4.30), equation 

(4.27) is proved. 

It is obvious that Fab # O is necessary for Gaf(s) # O. Further, we prove it is also 

a sufficient condition. 
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Let A k  = ilb - KbCb, and 

Because ( .Ab ,  Cb) is observable, then ( . + l l t : C ' h )  is observable too, which means that 

- p l o b  is nonsingiilar. Let kVb is unitary matrix. thus kti.-\obFub # 0 i f  Fab # 0. or 

Xi  = kl/bCb.-lkFuh is nonzero for some i, ( i  5 ( n h -  1) .  It is welI known that G a f ( s )  # 0 
if and only if  .Yi # O for some i. This completes the proof. I 

For robiist sensor fault tletection. G,/ (s )  f O is reqtiired. Let 

It is c u y  to show that 

'i'lierefore. iinder the condition that Grd(s )  = 0. GS1(s) # O if and only if  F,b # O or 

LbdFsd + ICbFsb 0. 

Using the reduced-orcler observer, the residual (4 .7 )  for actuator faiilts cati be 

represented as 

r ( s )  = iV(s I - F)-'T Fafa(s). (4.35) 

The existence of W such that kVC(s1 - A + A-C)"G = O implies that a matrix iV 

must exist such that tVC = NT, where T is a general solution of UIFO. To that end, 

the design of iV in full-order UIRG is actually equivalent to solvability of NT = MC, 

the condition for reduced-order UIRG. It is simple to prove that G,/(s) = Fa (s) 

using the above UIRG design algorithms, narnely by choosing = IV, 1V = WCT+. 
This concludes that fauit detection using full-order and reduced-order UIRG have the 

same restrictive condition for fault distribution matrix. However, the cornputational 

load of the reduced-order UIRG is less than that of the full-order UIRG. 
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4.5 Fault Isolation Using Unknown Inputs Resid- 

ual Generator 

This section proposes three approaches to use the rernaining design freedom to isolate 

faults if the maximum dimension of the residual vector, rn, > 1. The multiple actuator 

fault isolation is considered first. The sensor faitlts are expressed as the actiiator faults 

of an augrnented system, using the method in [53. 971, then processed by the same 

way as act iiator faults. The special property of the multiple actuator/sensor FDI is 

given in Section -1.6 to show the difference between the multiple actiiator/sensor FD i 

and multiple actiiator FDI. 

4.5.1 Unknown Inputs Decoupled Beard-Jones Detection Fil- 
ter 

Let us clescribe the basic principle of the Beard-Jones cletection filter (BJDF)  at the 

beginning. Consicler a system without itnknown inputs in the state-space format as 

The term fi f , , ,(t  ) ( i  = 1, ..., h )  denotes that an actiiator or coniponent fault occurs. 

rvhere fi is a column vector (called the fault event direction) and f,,(t) is an arhitrary 

function of t h e .  

A BJDF is just a full-order observer, and its structure ancl the residual can be 

described as 
i ( t )  = A i ( t )  t Bu( t )  + C ( Y ( t )  - y ( t ) )  

(4.37) 
r ( t )  = y ( t )  - C i ( t )  

where r is the residual vector, and II' is the observer gain matrix. If the state estima- 

tion error is defined as: e ( t )  = x ( t )  - ? ( t ) ,  the residual and e ( t )  will be governed by 

the following error system: 
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The task of BJ DF design is to make Ce(t) have a fixed direction in the output space 

responcling to f i f a ,  ( t ) .  The definition of the "isolability" of a fault with known clirec- 

tion fi is given by Beard 121 as stated below. 

Definition 4.5.1 isolability of a fault with a given direction: the fault associated 

with ji in the system clescribed by (4.38) is isolable if a filter gain f i  exists such that 

1. r( t  ) maintains a fixed direction in the output space: 

2. .4 - f<C caii he stabilizecl. 

Condition ( 1) guarantees tliat t lie residual has uni-directional characterist ics. Tliis 

condition is eqiiivalent to rcink(C'i+;) = 1: where CIyi is clefinecl as 

Conditiori ( 2 )  ensures the convergence of the filter, 

In ortler to isolate faults associatecl with the h isolable faults with direction 1,. ( i  = 

1? .... h ) ,  the following oritput separability condition must be satisfiecl. 

Definition 4.5.2 Outpiit separabili ty of faults: the faults associatecl wit h h f a i i l t  

event directions f,. ( i  = 1. .... h )  are separable in the residiial space i f  C fi.  C'h. .... C ' f h  

are linearly independent. 

The output separability is necessary for a group of faults to be isolated in the 

residual space because the residual of BJDF wiil be actually fixed in the direction 

parallei to C fi. The direction C f i  is called the fault signature direction in the residrial 

space. 

Definition 4.5.3 Mutual isolability: the faults associated with the fault event direc- 

tions f i ,  (i = 1, ..., h )  are mutually isolable if there exists a filter gain Ii that satisfies 

the isolability conditions of Definition 4.5.1 for al1 fi(i = 1, ...: h ) .  

The condition for rnutual isolability is given in Theorern 4.3, which is proved by White 

and Speyer in 11241. 
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Theorem 4.3 Civen the system malris A.  output nlatrix C and fault direction ma- 

t h  F = [ i l ,  ..., fh]: h < rank(C),  the 1,'s in F are mutually 

rank(C F j  = r a n k ( F )  = h and 

u!h e re 

and 

u = n - rank 

lnble i j  and only if 

I f h  = r m k ( C ) ) ,  then L? = ta. v ;  is defined as the cletection order o f f i .  

A group of niutiially isolable fadts can hc isolatecl iising the residual gcncrated by 

a single BJDF by comparing the resicliial direction with the fault sigtiati~re clireçtiotis. 

The design techniques for choosing li which makes the resiclual uni-directional can 

be foltnd in p. 1-41. 

it can be seen that uncertain factors associatecl with a dynamic system have not 

been considered in the design of BJDF. This is the main clisadvantilge of BJDF because 

uncertain factors are unavoidable in real systems. For system (4.1), with unknown 

input term C:d(t) and possible actuator/cornponent faults, we have built the residual 

so ttiat unknown input effects are decoupted. Consequently, we have to rnaiie the 

residual with the correct directional properties as well in order to achieve robust fault 

isolation. The foliowing lemma shows the necessary condition for a robust BJDF (in 

the un known input decou pling sense). 

Lemrna 4.5.1 The faults associated with Iault event directions Fa = [fi, ..., fh] are 

seprable ander the unknoum inp.uts decoupling condition Grd(s) = O only if [G Fa] 
is îull column rank. 
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PTOOJ Assume [G Fa] is not full column rank. It is noted tbat G is full column rank, 

thus a nonzero matrix X exists sucb that Fa = GX $ F, and F, is not full column 

rank. Since Grd(s) = 0, the residual becomes 

Obvioiisly, since F, is not full rarik. CF, is not full  rank. whicli is contradictory to 

the output separability condition. This completes the proof. I 

Remark 4.5.1 Lemma 4.5.1 implies that the maximum number of faults that can 

be miitually isolatecl using UIRC; coiilcl be less than the nuniber that can be isolated 

by a standard BJDF. This is becaiise some of the design freedom for gain Ii has been 

used to achieve robustness. However. the price is worth paying i f  the robustness is an 

essential property. 

It is notetl that Lemma4.4.l in Section 4.4 points out not only the fault detectabil- 

ity condition. but also shows exactly what is the remaining freeclom for gain 1; design. 

after unknown input clecoupling has been achievecl. For convenience, let us repeat the 

resiclual equation (4.27) here. 

Equation (4.39) means that the residual under unknown input decoupling design 

completery depends on the (Ab>Cb) subsystem. In fact, the residual in state-space 

format is 

This means that the unknown input decoupled residual for an original linear uncertain 

system (4.1) is mathematically e q u i ~ l e n t  to the residual for an unknown input free 

subsystem 

x b  ' Abxb + Fabfa 

Yb = Cbxb 
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Frorn the design of UIRG, we know that the matrix Kb can be designed arbitrarily as 

long as Ab - ICbCb is stable. This design freedom can be exploited to give the residual 

the uni-directional property. In conclusion, the unknown input decoupled BJDF can 

be designed by modifying the UIRG algorithm in Section 4.4 as follows: 

1. Replace step 2 as follows: 

If the output separability condition r n d ( F a b )  = h 5 ni, and 7'~nk(c'bFab) = h 

are satisfiecl, compute gain ICb siich that resiclual rb? given by ( 4 . 4 0 ) ,  has a 

uni-directional property. 

2. In Step set Wb = I,,. 

Remark 4.5.2 The observer gain is the only clesign parameter in B.JDF. thus CVb 

is simply set to be an identity matrix. For a linear time invariant system without 

unknown inputs, [6S] proposes a faiilt isolation filter clesign methocl to Fincl matrices 

I i  ancl W ,  such that the transfer Function matrix from the actiiator faiilts to the 

resiclual is diagonal. If we use the thcory iri [6S] to design Iib.  CVb for the systein 

(,-lb.Cb) with the faiilt matrix Fr,*, another iiiikrioivri iriput decouplecl fault isolatioti 

observer can resiilt. 

4.5.2 Fault Estimation Based On Unknown Input Residual 

Generat or 

Compared with fault isolation using a uni-directional residiial, estimating the fault 

evolution function directly is a more attractive fault isolation scheme. With fault 

estimation, not only the source of the fauIts can be identified, but the actual shape 

and magnitude of the faults can also be perceived. This information on faults is very 

useful for fault-tolerant control application. 

If the faults can be represented as a change of system model parameters, fault 

detection and isolation using parameter estimation may be considered as a fault esti- 

mation approach [54]. For additive faults in the system model (4.1), Patton et al. [S?] 

discussed the reconstruction of faults in discrete-time systems using a de-convolution 
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approach. The faiilts can be uniquely reconstructecl using the approach under a very 

restrictive condition, namely, t hat the system must have as nmany independent mea- 

surernents as states. Saif and Guan [97] proposecl an approach to cornpute the actuator 

fault using system inverse dynarnics. At the heart of this approach is an unknown 

input observer. This approach has been extencled to a certain class of nonlinear and 

time-clelay system by Yang [136]. The fault signal function is not always known a 

priori, and can be considered as an unknown input in many cases. Therefore, the 

input estimator clisciissed in Chapter 13 can be iised for faiilt estimation clirectly where 

no rohust property is addressecl. 

For systeni (4.1) with both unknown inputs and faults. Lemma 4.4. I implies t hat 

the iinknown input decouplecl residual can be describecl by the following equtztion: 

Insteaci of designing lib so that rb has a uni-directional property, we can biiilci an 

iinknown input estimator for the error system (4.41).  

which is actually a post-fiiter for the iinknown input clecoupIeti residua! rb .  Because 

iinknown input of the error system (4.41) is fault signal, 4.43 is called fault estimator. 

The design is based on the system matrices 2 = (:tb - f\'6Cb. rab, Cb). AS invariant 

properties under state feedback, the observability and transmission zeros of C are the 

same as those for system S = (Ab, Fab, Cb). The property of SCB shows that ( .Ab, Cb) 

is always observable. On that ground, the existence conditions of the input estimator 

for C can be described by the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.5.1 Consider the system (4.41). The fault estimator (4.42) exists to 

rnake j + fa if and only if 

2. al1 transmission zeros of system Z = (Ab, Fab, Cb) are stable. 
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The corollary 4.5.1 is an explicit expression of Theorem 3.4 for observable systems. 

Remark 4.5.3 It is interesting to compare the mutually isolable condit ions of Beard- 

Jones detection filter (BJDF) with the existence conditions for faiilt estimator. The 

following three exarnples demonstrate that neither one has a definite weaker existence 

conclition in cornparison to another one. 

1. Let 

Since r« i lk (CF)  = rnnk( F )  = 2 .  then the faiilt direction of f I  and fi are 

oiitpiit separable, The test for mutiial isolahility iising Tlieorcm 4.:3 produces 

a detection order of ji,i = 1.2 are o1 = 2. vz = 1. Since n = u1 + CL, then the 

system .4. C. F is rnutually isolable. However. no fault estimator (LI.-[?) exists 

for this system because it has an iinstable transmission zero. : = 13. 

2. The systeni of esample (1 )  is usetl again here. escept that f l  = [O O 1IT. 

From Theorem 4.3. ~ 1 1  = 1. Since n > + LT.L = 2. the systeni .-\. Cf. F is not 

miitiially isolable. Becaiise it has an iinstable transmission zero. : = 2. fault 

estimator (1.42) does not exists either for this system. 

3. Let 

then r a n k ( C F )  = r a n k ( F )  = 2.  Because the detection order of f i ,  i = 1,2 are 

ul = 02 = 1, t his system .4, C, F is not mutually isolable. However, the f u i t  

estimator (4.42) exists for this system because it has a stable transmission zero, 

= -3. 

For this reason, we should try another approach if any one of the BJDF and fault 

estimator methods fails. 
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Remark 4.5.4 Both BJDF and the fault estimator can be used directly for uncertain 

systerns by considering unknown inputs in the same way as faults, similar to the idea 

in 1501. Foilowing this simple logic, 

is  a necessary condition ror both BJDF ancl the fault/unknorvn input estimator. How- 

ever, if we build the robust faiilt isolation scheme basecl on UIRG. even i f  

it is still possible to succeecl, as rvc will show in a niirnerical exarnple. The reason 

for this is that unknown input decoupling always uses the same or less nuniber of 

outputs. in cornparison with BJDF and input estimation. Combining BJ DF or input 

estimation technique with the unknown input clecoiipling technique for robiist fadt  

detection and isolation is not only beautifiil in theory, but car1 also help us ilse a 

minimum nimber of sensors to achieve maximrim FDI capability in application. 

4.5.3 An Eigenstruct ure Assignment Algorit hm for Robust 

Fault Isolation 

This section presents an eigenstructure assignnient algori thm to achieve unknown 

input clecoupling and multiple farllt isolation siniultaneously. AS ive show before. the 

transfer fiinction betiveen unknown inputs ancl residual is 

and the transfer function between actuator faults and residual is 

Mathematicaily, we consider how to design bV and h' such that Grd(s) = O and Gai($) 

is in diagonal form, when the maximum residual dimension rn, > 1. Obviously, if 

Gar(s) is a diagonal rnatrix, each element of the residual is affected only by a certain 

fault and thus, multiple faults can be isolated. Compared with the method which 
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uses SCB transformation, this algorithm is easier to understand and apply because 

al1 calculations involve only original system matrices. 

Lemma 4.5.2 Assume Fa = [fi, .... fm,]. Let 

Then system ( A ,  G$, CI) has SII r ~ ,  > 0. 

Proof. For system (A,  G;, C), assume the SCB form for G'i, C becornes 

Because r n n t ( e )  = rankC = p. the term Car will disappear (na = 0) i f  and only i f  

rank(Cdj)=p. On the 0 t h  hancl. it is known that 

Therefore, SI1 nb for system (.-I. C+. C) must be larger t han zero. 4 

Nest, we state the algorithm and prove its validity. Due to Lernrna -1.5.1 ancl 4.5.2. i t  

is necessary to assume that GF = [C; Fa] is full rank, where F, has m, independent 

coiumns. 

Eigenstructure Assignment Algorithm For Robust Fault Isolation 

Step 1: Calculate SI1 nb and m,. Then choose m, negative eigenvalues Ab = (Xi ,  .i = 

1, ..., m,). For each A;, calculate its corresponding left eigenvector vi and dumrny 

vector O; by solving 

Note that Lemma 3.5.3 implies (4.45) is solvable. Note that v; should be selected 

to be mutuaily linearly independent. 
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Step 2: If  nh = na - m, > O, and the system (A ,GF,C)  bas nh stable zeros Z = 

{ z i r . i  = l , . . ,nh),  choose n h  eigenvalues as Xi  = z ; , i  = 1 ,... nh.  For each X i ,  

calculate its corresponding left eigenvector vi and dummy vector oi by solving 

Note that (4.46) has a solution i f  the system (A,GF,C) has zeros. The 

eigenvectors, u;. should be selectetl siich t hat v i ( i  = 1, .... na) are linearly inde- 

pendent. 

Step 3: Choose the remaining n - nh eigenvalues :\' = {Xi. i = nb t L I  .... n), and 

find their corresponding left eigenvectors v; ,  and durnmy vectors o; by solving 

the following eqiiations. 

Note that al1 unobservable fixed modes must be inclutLecl in .\Y ancl the resiilting 

v; should be linearly intlepenclent of those P; obtainert in Steps 1 ancl 2. I i  is 

parameterized as 

1; = - 

Step 4: Let the rigbt eigenvector matrix Q = [q l ,  ..., q,,,,q,,+,, ..., q,,] = V-'. Assume 

Qg = [ Q ~ ~ + ~ ~ - . . , Q ~ ] , Q ~  = [q l r . . . r~i-~,~i+l>.- -r~m,]-  There are m, rows in W, The 

ith row of kt.' is caicuiated by 

Note, ik must be non empty since the dimension of h'er((CQy)=) is m,. 
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Step 5: Construct the corresponding reduced-order observer. 

F = RAbWL, L = T K ,  M = W, M = LVCfT+, where dirn R = r x r. R is any 

invertible matrix such that T has full rank. 

Theorem 4.4 A diagonal uni,no.uin input decoupled jndl isoiation observer car2 be 

desiynerl if any one O! ihe Jollowing t wo conditions is .saîi..;fierl: 

( a )  sgstem (-4, C;. C) hns m, = nb, 

(b )  systern (-4, G. C) has nh = nb - m, > 0, but systenz (-4. CF. C )  lins nh stable 

YrooJ Clsing the above constructive algorithm. viG = O. i = 1 .  ..., nb and CC'C(ii = 

O ,  i = r l b  + 1.  ..., n, thus Grd(s) = O. Ftirther, the residual/fault transfcr function 

becornes 
" b  Ck'Cq; c+; F,, 

G,(4 = C (4.50) 
s - A, 

i= l 

If m, = nb. step 2 will be ornittecl. Then step 1 and -1 will resiilt in 

v i f j  = { O i f i # j  O i f i # j  
and iviCq, = 

ci j ,  if i = j a,, if i = j 

for i. j = 1,2, .... m,, where aj i  # O and a,, # O . hssrinie cri = a ~ i  * a,i. According 

to (4.51). we have 

C;,/(S) = diag[n l / (s  - Al), ...? (L,,/(S - Am,)]* (4.52) 

I f  nh = nb - rn, > O, generally G, / ( s )  becomes 

If condition (b) is satisfied, step 2 will be executed, which wiii lead to 

viF, = O and viG = O; i = m, + 1, ..., nb (4.54) 

From (4.53), it is obvious that Ga/($) becomes a diagonal matrix. I 
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4.6 Propert ies Of Multiple Actuator/Sensor Fault 

Isolat ion 

It is well known that the sensor FDI has some special properties that is clifferent from 

the actuator FDI. The response of sensor faults cannot be restrictecl to a line direction 

using BJDF, but only to a plane. (83, 971 presented a niethod for representing any 

sensor faults in the form of actuator faults of an augmentecl system, thereby permitting 

the use of actiiator FDI rnethods to sensor FDI. In this section, we first recall the way 

to represent sensor faults as actuator faults of an augmented system frorn [S:3,97]. then 

we show that there is an inlierent clifference between the robiist sensor ancl actiiator 

FDI, although the design rnethod can be almost the same. 

Proposition 4.6.1 For any piecewise continiious vector fiinctiori js E Rk. and a 

stable k x k matrix A /, an input [ E R%vill always exist such that 

Augmenting the original system (4.1) with (4.55) resiilts in the following ( n  + k)th 

o rch  systern: 

The system (-1.56)-(4.57) has actuator faults j,, (. 
Assume the maximum residual dimension of the system (il, G, C) is m, and 

rank(F,) + rank(Fs) = mm,. Now the augmented system matrices are 

It is proved that (Au7 Cu) is detectable if and only if ( A ,  C) is detectable [Ml. Here 

we further analyze how the structurai properties of the augmented system relate to 

that of the original system, because the structurai index defines the fault isolabili ty. 

Let SI1 of systems Cu = (Au7 G u ,  Cu) to be na,, nbul ncu7 ndu. 
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Lemma 4.6.1 The structure invariant index of the augmented systern is related to 

that o j  the original system according to: 

(a)  na 5 na, 5 na + k. Al1 transmission zeros of the system (-4. G,C) will be 

transmission :eros of the system (A,, Gu, C u ) .  If na,  > nu,  those new transmission 

:eros must be eigenualues of A f ;  

(b) the infinite zero structure of augmented systems is the snme ns thnt o j  the 

original system. and nd, = nd; 

(cj n ,  = n,; 

( d )  n,, + nb, = na + nb + k. 
ProoJ 

(a)  The set of transmission zeros of the system 2, is ciefinecl as those nunibers X for 

which the ( n  + m + k )  x ( n  + p + k) matrix 

lost its rank. With a simple matrix operation, we can get 

Obviously, if  lost its ratik. P,,(X) lost its tank also, anci al1 transmis- 

sion zeros of the system E will be transmission zeros of the system 3,. Further, only 

if rank(Af  - XIk) < k(this holds if and only if X is an eigenvalue of AI), it is possible, 

but it is not certain, that Pu(X) lost its rank. Thus, (a) is proved. 

(b) Let H ( s )  = C ( s I  - A)-'G, Hu(s )  = C , ( s I  - &)-'Gu. It is easy to show that 

Hu($)  = H ( s ) .  Thus the systems Eu and E have the sarne infinite zero structure, and 

?Qu = nd. 

( c )  and (d) We need to prove that 
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If (4.59) is true, then (c) and (d) are proved by considering (b) and the fact that 

n = na + nb + n, + nd. 

Define S(C)  as the minimal ( A  + LC)-invariant subspace containing im(G) for 

some L, S (Eu)  as the minimal (A,+ LUCu)-invariant subspace containing Im(Gu) for 

some Lu. Then 

ne = the dimension of S(2) ;  ne,, = the dimension of S(2,)  

(see [94]). Note that Gu = (G' O]'. It is easy to show that the buis  of S(5,) 

can always have the form of u,; = [u i  O]', 1 = 1, ..., ne,, where ui E lrn(G). Let 

LI, = [L i  L',]', theri 

Obviously. the minimal ntimber of v; satisfying (4.60) is ne by making L i  = L. i n  

other words, ne,, = ne.  I 

Theorem 4.5 The n~nximum residual dimension of the augmented system, rn,,,. is 

equnl to thnt of the origirial sysfern. ni. m,,, = rn, al id nb 5 nbu 5 nb + k .  

Pl-oof, The SCB form of C is 

The column number of Cb, Cd equais nb, nd respectively. For the system Su . express 

the SCB form of Cu as 

Due to part (b) of Lemrna 4.6.1, we have Cd = Cd,. Since Cu and C have the same 

row number, thus 

m,, = row number of Chu = row number of Cb = m,. 

nb 5 nau 5 nb + k can be derived directly from part (a) and (d) of Lemma 46.1. I 
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Remark 4.6.1 Theorem 4.5 shows that augmentation does not irnprove the isolation 

ability of the original system. On the contrary, it implies that the isolation condition 

of the augmented systern is often stricter than that of the original system. According 

to Theorem 4.4, m,, = nbu7 which will ensiire the diagonalization of the residual/fault 

transfer function. Since nb 5 nb,, m,, = m,, it is more likely that m,, < nt,, even if 

the original system has m, = nb. In this case, the system YI, = (.A,,.[G1, Fu], Cu) 
must have nh, = nb, - m,, stable zeros. Since nh, 2 nh = nb - m,, more stable zeros 

may be reqiiired if sensor faults are includecl in the augrnented system. 

Next, we propose a theorem about zeros of the system Sf,,. For a simple expres- 

sion. let G(.4F = [G( Fa]. Assume Fsk = [f,,, , ...f,;,]. Ck is the resiilt of i l ,  i7 ,  .... ik rows 

of C are taken out. For example, if there are four sensor outputs and m, = 2. we want 

to detect and isolate both the first ancl the thircl sensor faults. then i l  = 1. i2 = 3. 

Fd = [fdt fa] and Ck = [ 1, tvhere C'7 and Ci are the second and fourth roius in 

C respectivelu. It is assurned t hat the ith sensor fault vector f,, is a. stanclarcl unit  

vector e,, the ith column of the p x p itlentity matrix. In practice. most sensor faults 

c m  be cxpressed in this forin. although this is not always true. 

Theorem 4.6 The trnnsrnission zeros o j  the system 2 f ,  = (A,, [G, F,,]. Cu) are th€ 

same ns the trnn.smission zeros of the systern (rl. GAP. C t ) .  

Prooj The set of transmission zeros of the system Tl, is defined as those numbers 

X for which the ( n  + rn + 12) x ( n  + p + m, + k)  matrix 

has a rank less than its normal rank. With a simple matrix operation which does not 

alter the rank of ï ,  we get 

r = 
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Due to the special structure of F, = [e;,, .., e;,], the i;, ..., ik rows in CI will be changed 

to zero vecton by column operation. Rearranging the rows of CF = [ C O O Fsk 1.  
CF can yield - -. 

which irnplies that 

Therefore, al1 the values of X [or which I' lost rank are zeros of the system (.-\. C;,\F. Cn.). 

I 

Remark 4.6.2 Theorem 4.6 means that trarismission zeros of the system Zf,, are 

actiially independent of the ctynamics of -4,. tinlike the transmission zeros of the 

system 2,. 

4.7 Numerical Example 

Example 4.7.1 In this euample, a fault detection and isolation design for the verticd 

takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft is considered. The linearized mode1 of the VTOL 

aircraft in the vertical plane was obtained by Narendra and Tripathi [78], and given 

in the state space formulation as, 
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horizontal vetocity(kt ) 

vertical velaci ty( k t )  

pitch rate(deg/s) 

pitch angle(deg) 

The above dynamics M d  for a typical loading and flight condition of the VTOL at 

an air speed of 135 k t .  As the airsped changes. the dyriamic equatian of the mode1 

changes. The most significant of these changes occurs at  the a32!as1 and bZ1 elements 

of the .-\ and 8 matrices. 

The open loop poles of the nominal system are locatetl at  

C'learly, the system is unstable ancl tieeds to be stabilized. Sincc the purpose of 

the example is to ilIustrate the robust fadt  diagnosis observer design. ive simply 

stahilize the systern using a state feedback type controller. The systern rlynatnics 

after stabilization control is 

w here 

hl. We consider two cases. 

1 
The unknown inputs d actudly represent the uncertainties of parameters as2, a 3  and 
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Case 1 : Assume t here are t hree sensor out puts, t hat is 

y = c x =  O 1 O O x. [: 1: y ]  
In this case, it is noted that rank(CG) < rank(G). Mence, no UIO exists, and al1 

FDI methods hased on UIO are inappIicable. However, it is easy to find that SI1 nb 

of (.4, G ,  C) is 1, therefore UIRG exists? and at least fault detection can be achieved. 

Because (.%Cf) is observable, both full-order and retlucetl-orcler UIRC exist. As 

an example. one full-order solution is obtained as 

where the assignecl eigenvalues are i l  = ( - 2 ,  -4. -6. -Y). The corresponding 

reclucetl-ortler U I R C  solution is 

The two actuator fault rnatrix is Fa = B. and the three sensor fault matris is F, = 13. 

It is easy to show that al1 transfer functions between the residual ancl the faults 

are nonzero. Therefore, any actuator or sensor faults can be detected. Figure 4.1 

demonstrates the residuals for the first actuator and the third sensor fault respectively, 

where the fault signal is assumed to be 

It is clear from Figure 4.1 that the residual is nonzero at the beginning even if no fault 

exists. This is the transient period of the observer due to the initial estimation error 

and it is assumed that no fault occurs during this tirne. Obviously, once the transient 
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resldval for fault in actuator 1 

L I 
O 2 4 6 8 10 

r i  (Seconds) 

residual for faun in senwr 3 

O 2 4 6 10 
Time (Seconds) 

Figure 4.1: Robust detection of faults in actuator 1 ancl sensor 3 of a VTOL aircraft 

period has tvashed out, any future nonzero value of the residual woulcl indicate the 

existence of at least one fault. However. it is impossible to identify the source of the 

faiilt frorn the scalar resitlual information. 

Case 2: In this case. assume the output was taken as 

With a greater number of outputs available, the maximum tesidual dimension m, = 2. 

Therefore, multiple sensor and actuator fault isolation is possible. Because the matrix 

[Ci Fa] is not full rank, the two actuator faults are not separable. Assume tve detect 

soft failures of the third sensor and the first actuator. Set the mode1 of sensor fault 

signal as f, = -4 * f, + (, then the augmented system becomes 
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This augmentecl system h a  nb = 3, m, = 2 .  The zeros of the systern S I ,  is - 1.0, The 

eigenstriicture assignment algorithm is applietl to obtain gain f i  ancl 1.V by selecting 

the desirecl eigenvtzlues Ab = (- 1, -2, -S) and i\9 = {-S. -6)! and diirnrny vectors 

The matrices f i  and I.V are 

Figure 4.2 is the simulation result. Obviously, ri(i = 1,2) follows the variation of the 

I 
-543.637 -31.061 21.15 11.53 

1  -1006.34 -38.96 21.05 10.03 

0.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 

0.0 -1.0 -1.0 1.0 - 

i th fault only alter the transient period, and mdtiple faults can be isolated promptly 

10 O O 
r b V =  

O 5.774 5.77-I -5.774 O 1 

and correct ly. 

The residual transfer function is 
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Aclualor fault (soiid) and semot feu# (dash) signel 

" ' ~  

Tirne (Seconds) 

rasidwl signai 

O 5 1 O 15 
T i m  (Seconds) 

Figure 4.2: Isolation of faults in actuator 1 ancl sensor :3 of a VTOL aircraft 

Example 4.7.2 This example deals with the irnplementation of robust faiilt isolatiori 

algorithms of Section 4.5.2. The system of exampIe 1 in Chapter 3 ,  a double-effect 

pilot plant evaporator(see Figure 3.1). is used again here, except tliat 

The objective is to estimate actuator faults. but not iinknown inputs. There are three 

inputs to this system. ive  want to identify the faults of the first and second inputs. 

which are two flow actuators. The third input represents the temperature of saturated 

steam, and no actuator is used directly for this input. The fault direction matrix is 

K = [ h  621. 

There are three output measurements, and four independent unknown inputs and 

faults. It is impossible to estimate both unknown inputs and faults. The UIO based 

method is also inapplicable to this system. The test for unknown input decoupling 

conditions using the SCB transformation produces .Ab, Cb, Fob as 
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The two fauits can be estimated based on UIRG. The UIRG solution is designed as 

ancl the corresponding fault estimator matrices are given by 

Figure 4.3 is the simulation result, where estimation of the fault is shown rvith the 

tlotted line. it can be seen that the robust faiilt estimator provides us with the 

capability to detect the soft faiilt alrnost immediately, and in xldition, it gives us the 

actuai shape of the particular faiilt. even with the existence o l  disturbance. .4 slight 

estimation error exists for the reason we explainecl in Chapter 3 regarcling the input 

eçtimator. 

Figure 4.3: Robust actuator fault estimation for a double-effect pilot plant evaporator 

eshmalion of acluator 1 fault estimation ol aclualor 2 lault 
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4.8 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we provide the necessary and sufficient conditions as well as design 

procedure for an unknown input residual generator (UIRG). The fault detectabil- 

ity under UIRG is discussed. The unique feature of our algorithm is to achieve the 

maximum residual dimension, which is defined by the system matrices. Based on 

the compiete solution for UIRG, we present three new fault isolation observer de- 

sign methods to achieve multiple and simiiltaneous robust fault isolation. They are 

unknown inputs decouplecl BJDF, unknown inputs decoupled faiilt estimator, and 

direct eigenst ructiire assignment approach. Some special properties for the sensor 

FD[ are revealecl. Further research will focus on how to enhance the ability to hantlle 

iinstructiiretl uncertainties [10-1. 



Chapter 5 

Robust Diagnostic Observer for 

Bilinear Systems 

This chapter explores three designs of bilinear fault tletection observers with the spe- 

cial property that the unknown inputs are clecoupieci from the resitiuaIs. Although 

observability of bilinear system is input dependent. the first two can be input intle- 

pendent, however they rely on strong striictural conditions. If the control inputs are 

boiincled. it is possible to decouple the unknown inputs from the residuals iiricfer less 

conservative conditions. The main contribution of this cliapter is to provide conditions 

as well as procedures for designing such observers. 

5.1 Introduction 

Many fault detection and isolation (FDI) methocls, including those ive propose in 

Chapter 4, are based on linear uncertain systern rnodels. These robust FDI schemes 

may be applied to a certain class of nonlinear systems, where the linearization error 

around an  operation point can be represented by an unknown input vector. How- 

ever, for highly nonlinear systems and a large operation region, the unhowu input 

distribution matrix is difficult to constmct, and linear robust FDI methods are of- 

ten inapplicable. A trend in extending these rnethodologies to nonlinear systems is 

curreritly underway [BI. 
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As a class of nonlinear systems, bilinear systems are iised to represent a wide va- 

riety of industrial processes and systems, such as nuclear reactor systems, suspension 

systems, hydraiilic drive systems, heat-exchange processes and gas-burning furnace 

systems [ i 4 ] .  In the bilinear model, the control appears in both additive and mul- 

tiplicative terms. Although the control of bilinear systems is well deveIopecl [7-5], 

research progress for the FDI of bilinear systems has been limited. 

It is not siirprising that observer design plays a crucial role in the development of 

bilinear FDI schemes. As shown in [121], the observability as well as the existence 

of the observer, depencls on the inputs. This is totally tlifferent with the linear ob- 

server and makes the observer clesign more tlifficiilt. Observers of bilinear systems 

are clesignecl accorcling to the reqtiiretl stability of observation error dynamics. Hara 

and Fimita [46] proposed a class of observers with linear error ciynamics for systenis 

which satisfy a niimber of strong structural constraints. The sanie problem has hem 

considececl by Funahashi [:IO] in that the Lyapunov rnethod was used to assiire the 

estimation error clecay to zero exponentially. irrespective of the input. For biliriear 

systerns with boiindecl inputs, Derese and Noldus [lS] presented a design algorithm 

involving the cornputation of the maximal solution of the algebraic Riccati equation. 

Likc linear systems. bilinear ones are sometin~cs affectecl by tinie-varying unknown 

disturbances. Siich unknown inputs can arise in the tlynamic equat ion of t lie bilinear 

system cluc to actuator faults, and interna1 ancl/or external tlisturbances in  the plant. 

Basecl on the resiilts in Hara and Furuta [46], Hac [U] and Saif [99] considered the 

design of ttnknotvn input observers (UIO) for bilinear systems in which the estimation 

error dynamics are linear, and a prier' knowledge about the unknown inputs is not 

required. Zasadzinski et  al. [143] reformulated the observers proposed in [43] and [99] 

as an equivalent linear unknown input observer and simplified the design procedure. 

Yang and Saif [136] proposed an unknown input bilinear observer design using the 

knowledge of the control input bounds, which is applicable to a wider class of bilinear 

systems. 

Recentiy, there have been several studies dealing with robust FDI of bilinear sys- 

tems, where the residual generation is the most important part. There are two possible 

avenues towards robust observer based FDI in bilinear systems. The first is to design 
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an UIO for bilinear systems, and use a function of observer error to represent the 

residual to  be monitored [238], or estirnate the fault signal directly based on complete 

state information [136]. The second approach is an extension of the unknown input 

residual generator (UIRG) for linear system [24], where what is observed is a linear 

function OC the. This method is proposed in [140, 141, 1431, where some existence 

conditions as well as design methods are provided. Although observability of a bilin- 

ear system is input dependent, as in any nonlinear systems, several proposed bilinear 

fault detection observers have the property whereby the residual decays to zero irre- 

spective of the input [99, 140, 1411. It is generally triie that for this class of observers, 

stronger existence conditions neetl to be satisfietl than thme that exist untlcr a certain 

c h  of inputs [61. 1361. Iri [139], the parity space methocl for linear falilt cliagnosis is 

extended to bilinear systems. Hoivever, this methocl cannot be iised for fast systenis 

of high order due to the excessive compiitation involvecl. 

I n  the first part of this chapter, we shall treat bilinear iinknown input faiilt di- 

agnosis observer ([TIFDO) wit h the property of input independent. 'The bilinear 

UIFDO proposed in [ l ~ t O .  1431 is revisited in Section 5.3, wtiere linear error dynamics 

is achievecl by decoupling both bilinear terms and unknown inputs. bVe provicle some 

new results to simplify the design ancl solvability test. The derivation is based on lin- 

ear UIFDO results in Chapter 4. Further, ive propose a new bilinear LIIFDO design 

approach, ivhere the error tlynamics is bilinear. Although the error itself clepends on 

the input. the residual decays to  zero for any control input if no faiilt exists. 

As anticipated, it is shown that strict conditions on the structure of bilinear sys- 

tems have to be satisfied for input independent robust residual generation. There- 

fore, we further discuss robust residual generation and FDI for bilinear systems with 

bounded input, where the constraints cm be aileviated. The applicability and effec- 

tiveness of the proposed FDI scheme is demonstrated through simulation study of a 

vehicle semi-active suspension and an electromechanical actuator. 
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5.2 Problem Formulation 

Consider the following formulation of a bilinear system where uncertainty arid faults 

are included: 
h = AX + Ci=, tliuix + BU + Gd + F a ( t ) f a  (5.1) 

y = CX + F, f ,  
where x E Rn, d E Rq and y E RP are the state, unknown disturbance and output 

vectors, respectively. The control input is given by u E Rm. Vectors fa ancf j, 

represent vectors of actuator or component faiilts and sensor faults. respectively. and 

matrices F,(x) ancl F, represent t heir clistribution. .4, A;,  13, C ,  and G are constant 

matrices with compatible dimensions. It is assumed C and C; are of full rank. naniely 

runk(C) = p and rcink(C;) = q. 

Rernark 5.2.1 It should be notecl that in many stuclies concerning FDI in bilinear 

systerns, actiiator faiiits are modelecl as FJ,, where Fa is a constant rnatrix. .4 

broader representation woulcl be to represent the ith actuator fault distribution matrix 

as F,(x) = .dix + Bi .  

-4 state-fiinction observer for the hilinear sÿstem (5.1) is given by 

with the residual 

r = My - N t  

where F: 1, T, N ,  hl, Li, Fi, (i = 1, ... h )  are matrices to be designed with appropriate 

dimensions. It is desired that z + T I  as t + CX) under the presence of unknown 

input, d. Note T is not specified a priori. 

Definition 5.2.1 An observer (5.3)-(5.3) is called a input-independent bilinear 

UIFDO (5.1) if for any d, + ( O ) ,  : ( O )  and any u,  r + O as t  -t oo and r ( t )  # O, t  2 to ,  
when f,(t) # O or f , ( t )  # O for t 1 to. It is called a bounded-input bilinear UIFDO 

if r + O for any d ,x (O) , z (O)  and any u that satisfy [[u1[ < ,O, r ( t )  # Olt 2 to, when 

M t )  # 0 or fAt) # 0 for t 2 to- 
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Note that the observer (5.2) does contain a natural term C:=, Fiuiz, which is not 

included in many of the past bilinear observer design studies. This term rnakes the 

observer structure more general, but the design more di ficuit. We shall first consider 

the structure restricted case, where Fi = O(i = 1 ,  ..., h ) .  It is shown that structure 

restricted bilinear UIFDO is equivalent to the design of a UIFDO for a linear system. 

The general structure case, where Fi # O for some i, is the main topic of discussion 

of this chapter. 

5.3 Structure Restricted Input Independent Bilin- 

ear UIFDO 

If we let a11 Fi = O(i = 1, ..., h ) ,  the observer error dyiiarnics will be linear and rencler 

the observer structure less general. The following lernma gives the necessary and 

siifficient conditions so that the residual is not effectecl by unknown inputs. 

Lemma 5.3.1 Residual (5.3) is i~nknoiuri input decoupled i/ and only if there erists 

matrices F. T .  L. IV. iC1 and L , ( i  = 1, .... h )  satisfying the lollotuing conditions simiri- 

tnneously, 

FT - T.4 + LC' = O:  F is stable; (5.4) 

T A ;  - LiC = O(i = 1, ..., h ) .  (5.7) 

ProoJ Let e = Tx - t. The corresponding equation for e is 

é = Fe - ( F T  - T A  + LC)2 - ( L  + Liui)FSfs+ 
(5.8) 

T G d  + X ~ , ( T A ~  - LiC)uiz  + T F a ( z )  fa 

and the residual becomes 
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It is easy to see that if and only if the constraints (5.4)-(5.7) are satisfied, equations 

(5 .8 )  and (5.9) are simplified to 

Thus the residual will vanish exponentially if F is Hurwitz and fa = f, = O for any 

$(O), z(0). This completes the proof. I 

Nevertheless, the above conditions are very difficult to verify and use for design 

ancl analysis directly. Note that equations (5.4)-(5.6) correspond to the constraints 

to he satisfied for the design of a UIFDO for linear systems and the constraints (5.7) 

relate to the bilinear part. ÇVe propose an ecluivalent form of constraints (-5.5) ancl 

(5.7) basecl on the matrix Gb defined as 

where .i = [ .-1, ... .elh 1 ,  and 

Now, the constraints given in Lemma 53.1 can be expressed equivalently in ternis of 

matrix Gb. 

Corollary 5.3.1 The residual (5.3) is unknown input decoupled if and only if there 

exist matrices F, T, L, N and hl which satisfy the following conditions simultaneously, 

FT - T A  + LC = O; F is stable; (5.11) 
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ProoJ The residual (5.3) is unknown input decoupled if and only if Lemma .5.3.1 

holds. The constraint (5.7) in Lemma 5.3.1 can be rewritten as 

where i = [ L i  ... Lh 1. Tbe rnatrix equation (5.14) atlmits a solution i Cor a 

certain T ,  if and only if T satisfies 

Thus, the coriclitions (5 .5 )  and (5.7) can be combinecl togettier as 

Then Lemrna 5.3.1 ancl Corollary 5 3 . 1  are ecliiivalent. D 

Sirice ecliiations (5.7) nad (5..5) have been expresseci i r i  a sirnilar forrn as those of 

iinknowri input residual gerierator (UIRG) constraints for linear systems, tlie following 

t tieoreni can be stated imrnecliately. 

Theorem 5.1 For the biiinerir. systena (5.1) an UIRC; of ~ h e j ô i ~ n  (5.2)-(5.3) exists if 

and only ij the systern (-4. C&.C) is no1 right i n a d i l l e .  urhere Cih = [Ci .i(l- Df D,]. 
DC is pseido-inuerse 01 D,. In this case. Fi( i  = 1. .... h )  curr al1 b~ sel  t q i d  to zero. 

ProoJ Based on the previous 'ïheorerii 42, the constraints (5.1 1)-(.4.13) in Corollary 

5.3. L are satisfied if and only i f  the system (.4, Gb, C) is riot right invertible. Combining 

the results of Corollary 5.3.1 and Theorem 4.2 completes the proof. D 

Remark 5.3.1 The conditions in Theorem 5.1 are easy to verify using straightt'or- 

rvard rnatrix calculus. Cotoilary 5.3.1 implies that a structure restricted bilinear o b  

server realizes a UIRG by considering the terms uis, (i = 1, ... h)  as unknown inputs. 

Corollary 5.3.1 actually transforms the design of a bilinear UIFDO to the design of a 

UIFDO for the following linear system 

This method simplifies the design procedure. However, the observer's existence con- 

dition is stricter than those based on the general bilinear observer (5.2). 
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Remark 5.3.2 In order tu accornplish a robust FDI task, the residual has to be 

insensitive to unknown inputs and sensitive to sensor and actuator faults. Under 

conditions (5.4)-(5.?), the residuai vector then satisfies 

Therefore, ( 5 . 2 )  is a bilinear UIFDO i f  N(sI  - F)-'TF,(.r) # O and M F ,  # O or 

( L + c:,, Liui) Fs # O. Because our proposeci design procedure nctually parameterized 

a11 solutions of (5.-1)-(5-7). it is easy to know if  it is usefiii for cletecting specific faults 

by checking the above ineqiialities. 

5.4 General Structure Input Independent Bilinear 

UIFDO 

If the condition stated in Theorem .5.1 is not satisfieil, we rnay he able to design 

an observer by allowing sotne F, to be norizero. It is straightforwartl to clerive the 

eqiiation of the estimation error e = TT - z in the absence of nny faults: 

h h 

è = F e  t fi:u;e - (FT  - T.4 + LC)r - C(F,T - T.4, + L;C)ii , .r  t l 'Gd.  (5.18) 
i= l i= 1 

Therefore, if eqiiation (5.19) below, 

and (5.4)-(5.5) are satisfied simultaneously, the error dynamics (5.18) reduces to 

h 

Based on Theorem 4.2, a T satisfying (5.4)-(5.5) always exists if ( A ,  G, C) is not 

right invertible, and al1 solution of T c m  be found using the algorithm described 

in Section 4.4. Thus, Ive may check the existence of the generai structure biliiiear 

observer by checking the solvability of (5.19) for a given T. We have the following 

proposition. 
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Proposition 5.4.1 For a given T and A;, Fi and Li exist .which sakisfy (5.19) if and 

only if 

TAiCI(I  - (TC1)'TCr) = O(i = 1, ..., h )  (5.11 f 

where Cr = 1 - P C .  

P.roof. It is well known that there exists L i ( i  = 1, ..h) to satisfy (.5.19) i f  and only i f  

(5.22) can be written as TAiCr = FiTCr(i = 1, ..h). Obviously, there elrist Fi to 

satisfy (5.22) if ancl only if (5.21) is satisfiecl. I 

Remark 5.4.1 It shoulcl be notecl that Proposition 5.4.1 cloes not exclide the solu- 

tion of Fi = O .  If Fi = O is possible. TrliCr = O, and (5.21) is satisfiecl automatically. 

Proposition .5.4.1 provides a simple way to verify the existence of the solution of (5.19) 

siich that the observer error dynamics can be bilinear. 

However, the condition in Proposition 5.4.1 is not siifficient to make the bilinear 

error tlynaniics (rj.20) stable. Next, WC propose the conclitions for niaking the error 

dynamics stable for any control input 1 1 ; .  The conclitions for the error dynamics beitig 

stable for the bounded control inpiit 11, are proviclecl in the next section. 

Proposition 5.4.2 The error dynamics (5.20) tidl be a s y m p t o t i c ~ l l ~  stable ior nny 

input qthere erist synimetric positiue definite (SPD) mutr-ices P und Q such thal, 

Proof. Let P be a SPD matrix, set the Lyapunov function as V = eTPe. Then take 

the time derivative of V :  
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If conditions (5.23)- (5.24) are satisfied, then (5.25) becomes 

Since P and Q are assumed to be SPD. lirnt,,e(tj = O by the well-known Lyapiinov 

stability theorem. I 

Proposition 5.4.2 is very difficult to be applied since it requires the solution of a set 

of Lyapiinov equations. At present, there is no technique to sohe the set of Lyapunov 

equations (5.23)-(.?.Bi).  However. a linear matrix ineqiialities ( L W )  approach can be 

iisecl to verify Proposition -5.4.2 for the given matrices F. F, by forniiilating (5.23)- 

(5.24) as an ec~iiivalent LM1 problem which is stated as follows: 

Solve for P,P which rninimizes J subject to 

Wheri the above optimization problem has a minimum of ,d = O. Proposition .5.4.2 

is satisfied. Recently, computationally feasible techniques have been tleveloped for 

solving such problems (see [31]), 

Remark 5.4.2 The solution of LM1 (5.26)-(5.28) does not provide a direct basis for 

verification of the observer existence because F, Fi is unknown a priori. A basic 

guidance for the design of F and Fi cornes from the following fact: equation (5.23) 

is equivalent to the condition of F being stable, and equation (5.24) means that al1 

eigenvalues of Fi, i = 1, ..,, h must have zero real part. It is very useful to check if 

F, Fi satisfy these necessary conditions for the solvability of the Lyapunov equations 

(5.23)-(5.24) before solving the LM1 problem (5.26)-(5.25). On the other hand, if 

dim(F) = dim(Fi) = 1, F; must be zero. Therefore dim(F) > 1 is necessary for 

existence of general structure bilinear observer. 
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Next , we propose a design algorit hm for general structure input independent bilinear 

UIFDO. It is siimmarized as following steps: 

1. Design matrices F, T, and 1 which satisfy (5.4) and (Fj.5) using the linear UIRG 

algorithm in Section 4.4. If dim(F) > 1, continue. 

2. If T satisfies (5.21), calculate Fi, Li by sohing the following eqiiations, 

where -Y is any matrix with the same dimension as Fi. 

3, Acljiist .Y such t hat ail eigenvaliies of Fi, i = 1, ..., h have a zero real part. 

4.  Verify the feasibility of the F, by solving L M 1  (5.26)-(.5.%). If the error clynamics 

are stable, calculate :V and :M from (5.6). 

Remark 5.4.3 In step 1, the resiiltant F can always be a diagonal matrix. such that 

P = 1 may be a solution for (5.26). P = 1 is a solution for (5.18) in the same time 

if Fi + FT = O. Therefore. the key part of the algorithm is reduced to find the -Y 
such that Fi + FT = O, which can be rewritten as a set of linear equations ancl solved 

easily. It is valuable to check the existence of this specific solution because ive have 

no other systematic method to find the ,Y to make ail engenvalues of Fi have zero 

real part. The triai and error characteristic of step 3 limits the applicability of the 

above algorithm. However, it does provide another choice if the method described in 

Section 5.3 does not work. 

Remark 5.4.4 Even if the structure restricted bilinear UIFDO exists, the general 

structure method is still worth to try because it will allow a higher residuai vector 

dimension, which increases the capability to isolate faults. 
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5.5 UIFDO for Bilinear Systems With Bounded 

Control Input 

In orcler to be able to design an input independent observer. either al1 Fi neecl to be 

zeros, or Fi must satisfy a strict constraint condition (524). If it is not possible to 

design an input independent bilinear observer, then one can explore the possibility of 

designing an observer whose error dynamics are in put dependent. 

Consider the general structure bilinear observer (5.2). The previous section has 

shoivri that if the conditions (5.4)-(5.5) and (.5.'2f ) are satisfierl, then the estimation 

error dynamics becomes 
h 

If the control input is bounded, the error dynamics çan be considercd as a linear 

time-invariant system wi th tirne-varying nonlinear but bounded perturbation. 

Lemma 5.5.1 [&] Ij F is Hurwit:? a n d  

iuhere P is Lhe soiution o j  P F  + F T P  = -ï,c = m a x { u i ) ,  then systetn (5.31) is 

nsyi i iptot ical ly  s table.  

In Section 4.4, we have developed the UIFDO solutions for a linear system. They 

are matrices F, TT L, iV and 11.1 satisfying equations (5.4)-(5.5). It is noted that eigen- 

values of F can be assigned to arbitrary far locations in the half left-plane, and F 

may be diagonal. To that end, & can be made as large as possible . 
Proposition 5.4.1 

Fi = T.4;Cr(TC1)' (5.33) 

Recall that T is ccrmposed of Ieft eigenvectors of A - IiC, where I< is the gain for 

eigenstructure assignment. T can always be normalized to have unit nom.  Thus, 

nom of can be kept under a certain bound, such that condition (5.32) is satisfied. 
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Combining the solvable condition for linear UIRG problem, we conclude that if 

( A ,  G, C) is not right invertible and condition (5.21) can be satisfied, a bounded-input 

bilinear UIRG always exists. Next we shall outline the design algorithm: 

1. Design matrices F,T, and L which satisfy ( 5 - 4 )  and (5.5) using the linear UIRG 

algorithm in Section 4.4. 

2. if condition (5.21) is satisfied, then calculate Fi as (5.:3:1). !f (S.:E) is satisfied 

by Fi, go to step 3. Otherwise enlarge the desirecl eigenvalue for F and go back 

to stcp 1. 

5 .  Design Li = ( T a - l i  - FiT)Cf, calculate iV. !CI frorn (3 .6 ) .  

The faiilt cletectability with the general structiire bilinear observer is more corn- 

plicatccl. The residual iincler the existence of fault signal will be 

Unlike the striictiire restrictecl UIFDO, where the transfer fiinction can be useci easily 

to verify if  it can be iisecl for fault detection. the error clynamics are bilinear herc. In 

general. we shoulcl lise the complex bilinear analysis technique. such as the Volterra 

series method (751. to examine the condition of the nonzero oiitpiit r. The conditions 

for uncletectable faults are: 

1. If T F J x )  = 0, the actuator fault fa will not be cletectable: 

2. If MFs = O, ( L  + z;=, Liui)FS = O, the sensor fault fs will not be detectable. 

In practice, simulation is a good way to check the shape of r for different fault signals. 

Remark 5.5.1 For bounded input design, eigenvalues of F have to be large enough 

to compensate for the perturbation Fiuie. The residual with too large eigenvalues for 

F may not be sensitive to the actuator faults, since it arises in the error dynarnics 

equation as the same form as the control input. However, the residual will still be 

sensitive to the sensor faults as the residual equation (5 .34)  shows that 1, effect 

residual directly. 
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5.6 Numerical Examples 

In this section, two examples are given to illustrate the above clevelopments. The 

first example is an electrornechanical actuator [9'] and the second is the quarter-car 

semi-active suspension [43, 991. 

Example 5.6.1 This numerical example is an electromechanical actuator frequent Iy 

used in robotics and consists of a direct-current motor with an elastic coupling ancl 

the load shaft as shocvn in Figure 5.1 [9'2]. 

Figure .5.1: Structure of an electrornechanical act~iator 

This plant can be describecl by the following bilinear state space model: 

where 

A =  
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The state variables are the armatiire current iajt), the motor shaft velocity ~ , ( f ) ,  

the motor shaft angiilar position O,(t), the angular rotation A ï ( t )  bettveen the m e  

tor shaft and the load sliaft due to the elastic coupling and the load shaft angular 

velocity c i l c ( ! ) .  The control inputs are the stator current i,(t) and the armature volt- 

age v,(t). The disturbance d( t)  is the torclue due to friction, and load reactions. In 

the state space description, Jm and Jc represent the motor and the ioacl shaft in- 

ertia, Fm ancl F, represent the motor and the load viscous friction coefficients. k, 

represents the rnotor torqiie constant, EI, represents the coupling rigidity coeficient. 

and !V represents the gear ratio. The nitmerical values of these parameters are !Y = 

20, Ra = 1[R]. La = 0.05[H], ka = 0.156[m2kgsec-2.4-2], kr = :3ï.Ï[m2kgsec-q. Fm = 

0.0032[m2bgsec-'1. Fc 2 0[m2kgsec-'1. .Jm = ?.-le-"[m'kg], Jc = 0.0S25[rrrLkgj. Be- 

cause of CG = 0. the method in [1:36] is inapplicable for this systern. 

Using Corollary .5.:3.1. the eqiiivalent linear distiirbance matrix is 

This system satisfies conditions for the existence of the structure restricted bilinear 

input independent UIFDO, because SI1 index nb for (.4, Gg? C) is S. The matrices of 

the observer (5.2) are, 
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In the simulation, we check the response of the residual to two actuator bias faults. 

It is easy to know that Fal(x) = Aix and Fa2(x) = B. Let u l ( t )  = lOsin(;rt), 1i2(t) = 

130sin(2rt). Figure 5.2 displays the residual corresponding to the foliowing actiiator 

fault signals, respectively. 

It is assiirned that ro = [ 0.3 20 OJ 0.1 10 ] . = [ O O ] . 
Initially. diiring the observer's transient. the residiial quickly clecays to zero. It 

becomes nonzero as soon as faults occtir. Unfortiinately, fault isolation carinot be 

achieved by this simple design since the maximum dimerision of resitliial vector is 1. 

residual for lauk in actualr 1 residual for fault in aduator 2 

1 5  1 

1 
O 5 

O 5 

O O 

-0 5 
-0 5 

-1 

- 1 
O 10 20 30 40 O 10 20 30 40 

Tirne (Seconds) Tirne (Seconds) 

Figure 5.2: Resicluals for faults in an eIectromechanica1 actuator 

Further, we design an input independent bilinear UIFDO of general structure. It 

is easy to check that SI1 nt, for the system matrices (A, G, C) is 3, and the maximum 

residual dimension is 2. The matrices F. T and L for the observer (5.2) are designed 
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Al1 cigenvalues of Fl must have a zero real part. FL is calculated according to the 

simplified procedure mentioned in Remark 5.4.3. Using ecluation (.5.29), 

The final solution is given by 

r 

Because of the bilinear estimation error clynamics, the resiclual direction cannot be 

predicted for each fault. Figure 5.3 and 5.4 show the residuals for actuator faults 1 and 

2, respectively. Obviously, the residual shape is totally different for these two actuator 

faults. Fault isolation can be achieved using bilinear UIFDO of general structure. 

Exarnple 5.6.2 This example deals with the implementation of the detection alge 

rithm of Section 5.5. A model of a vehicle with a semi-active suspension is considered. 

It is introduced by Hac [43] and is a practically important exampleof a bilinear system 

driven by unknown disturbances. The model is shown in Figure 5.5, which represents 

a quarter of a vehicle. Here, m2 denotes the body mass, ml, the mass of the wheel 

and semi-axle, kl, the tire stiffness and k2, the suspension stiffness. The damping 
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Firsl dament of the rresidual for fault in achiator 1 Second e l m t  of the fasidual for faun in aduator 1 

t - 4 4  
O 1 O 20 30 40 O 1 O 20 30 40 

Time (Seconds) Time (Seconds) 

Figiire 5.3: Residual vcctor for fault isolation of ari elcctronzechanical actuator (case 

1)  

Secund element of the fasidual for iaul in achialw 2 Firsl element of the tesiduai lor lauit in aclualor 2 

Time (Seconds) 

Figure 5.4: Residuai vector for fault isolation of an electromechanicai actuator (case 
2) 
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Figure 5.5: A 2-DOF vehicle mode1 with  semi-active siispension 

ratio of an electronically controlled shock absorber, i r ( t ) ,  can be varied within a given 

range accorcling to a prescribed control law. This can be achieved by changing the 

size of the orifice in the shock absorber. Select the following state vector: 

where z1, ~2 clenote the absoliite displacement of the wheel ancl the body. respectivcly. 

is the road elevation at the point of contact with the tire. Then. the systern 

rcpresetitecl i ~ i  Figure 5.5 cari be clescribed by the state eqiiation 

w here 

il = 

and the disturbance d ( t )  = & is the rate of change of the road elevation. In the 

simulation, the following values for the  vehicle parameters are used: 
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Assume the wheel displacement relative to the road and the suspension defiection are 

measiired. Thus the matrix C is 

It is easy to verify that no input independent bilinear UIFDO exists for this system 

using Theorem .5.1. However, because the inp~it is boiincled(llull < 1000), we can 

build the following faiilt detection observer: 

It is easy to check I I  FlII = 0.029. Therefore thé observer is stable for al1 allowable u 

while we set the eigenvaliies of F to be -30 ancl -40. Figure 5.6 shows the resiclual 

response due to two serisor bias faults. which are assuinecl to be 

However, here the residual is insensitive to the bias actiiator faults due to its large 

eigenvalues. 

Conclusions 

In this chapter we propose three approaches to design the input independent and 

input-bounded reduced-order robust fault diagnosis observers for bilinear systerns. 

For the structure restricted bilinear fadt detection observer, we provide the necessary 

and sufficient conditions for its existence, as well as a simple design procedure. The 

general structure bilinear fault diagnosis observer exists under less restrictive condi- 

tions. Future research is to needed to find necessary and sufficient existence conditions 
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maidual for faun in sensor 2 

-1.2L l 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Time (Çeccndç) 

residual for fault in sensor 1 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Time (Seconds) 

Figure 5.6: Residuals to the sensor fauits in a semi-active suspension 

as well as more systematic design methods for robust bilinear fault cliagnosis observers 

with general stri.ictiires. 



Chapter 6 

Sliding Mode Functional Observers 
For Linear and Nonlinear 

Uncertain Systems 

The main threacl in the last five chapters was the notion of clecoupling the effects 

of unknown inputs frorn the estimation of a state fiinction Ts, where .c represents 

state variable ancl T is a constant matrix. The resiiltetl unknown input clecoiipleci 

estimation was then usecl for generating residuals which tvere only sensitive to fault 

signal ancl robust fault diagnosis was achieved. In al1 of those chapters, the system 

uncertainties, nonlinearity part and internai/external disturbance are lumpecl together 

to be expressed as an unknown input term Gd(t), where G is a constant matrix ancl 

d ( t )  is an arbitrary vector function of time. The heart of the decoupling technique 

is to make the state function matrix T satisfy TG = O, such that Tx becomes an 

unknown input free variable and can be estimated using the classical Luenberger 

observer. Seliger and Frank [100] extended the unknown input observer (UIO) for 

linear systerns to the following class of nonlinear systems: 

Similady, the unknown input decoupling is implemented by finding a nonlinear state 

transformation T(z) such that FG(~) = O, then using different kinds of nonlinear 
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observer approaches to estimate T ( x ) .  The decoiipling techniques based on the state 

transformation concept are applicable to a limited class of control systems where some 

strict system structural conditions have to bc satisfied. Research into the designing 

of the robust observer and the observer-based robust Cault diagnosis scheme, applica- 

ble to a wide class of uncertain systems, has been carried out for several years and 

will be the prevailing subject of research in the years to come. This chapter makes 

some progress in this direction. It is built upon the existing sliding mode observer 

techniques. 

In recent years a consiclerable number of researchers have addressed the clesign of 

observer based on the variable structure systems theory. ancl sliding mode concept 

[22. 103, 112. L 1.5. 1161. These existing met hods can be classified into two categories: 

1) the ecluivalent control based methods, and 2) the slicling mode observer (SXIO) 

clesigns based on the method of Lyapunov. Since these techniques are important 

to the deveiopments in this chapter. we shall briefly expancl on these approaches in 

Section 6.1. The SM0 clesign iising the Lyapuiiov rnethod was suggested by CValcott 

and Zak in [115, 1161, ancl further clevelopetl by Misawa in [XI. It is calleci the 

Walcott-Zak observer in [231 and we shall also refer to it by the sanie name. :\ 

new ancl simple systematic clesign algorittim fac the Walcott-Zak SM0 is proviclecl in 

Section 6.2. It is proved that the Walcott-Zak SM0 is eqiiivalent to UIO because of 

their same existence condition. 

The S M 0  based on equivalent control method was originally proposed by Utkin 

[112]. This method, which we will term as the Utkin SMO, cannot provide the ex- 

act state estimation under the existence of unknown input. However, by using the 

equivalent control information carefully, we propose a novel SM0 design method in 

Section 6.3, which works under much less conservative conditions than that of the 

Walcott-Zak SMO. We propose a sliding mode functional observer (SMFO) design 

so that estimating a function of the state is achieved when estimating al1 states is 

impossible. In addition, we address the issue of estimating unknown inputs under 

SMFO framework. Section 6.1 extend the SMFO design for linear uncertain systems 

to a general class of nonlinear uncertain systems. Numerical examples are used to 

illustrate the validity of the proposed observer design strategy in Section 6.5. 
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6.1 Introduction to Sliding Mode Observer 

The notion of sliding mode has been investigated mostly as a mean of robust nonlinear 

control [ll'L]. Sliding nmde control is also called variable structure control in the 

literature due to its high-speed switching feedback control structure. The purpose of 

the switching control law is to drive the plant's state trajectory ont0 a pre-specified 

surface in the state space ancl to maintain the plant's state trajectory on this surface 

for al1 subsequent time. The plant's state trajectory then slides dong this siirface. 

Because of that, this surface is callecl a sliding s.ilrJace (slicling manifolcl), which is 

clefinecl as 

S = {(x. t )  E Rn+' : u ( x >  t )  = 0)  

These surfaces are designed so that the systeni state trajectory. restrictecl to o(.c, t )  = 

0. has a desired beliavior such as stability or tracking. Although general nonlinear 

time-varying surfaces are possible, linear and tinieinvariant ones are more prevalent 

i n  design. The systetn is in a sliding rnode wheti the state trajectory reniains on the 

slicling surface. Figure 6.1 illustrates the existence of a sliding mocle on the intersection 

of the two surfaces, where the tangent of the stale trajectory must point towarcls the 

slicling surface in the vicinity of the sliding surface. The phenornenon of non-icleal but 

fast switching is called chattering. which stems from noise. 

Sliding mode controllers exhibit excellent robust properties in the face of mode1 

uncertajnty and disturbance. The main drawback is that they involve large control 

authority and control chattering. Despite fruitful research and development activity 

in the area of sliding mode control theory, relatively few authors have considered 

the dual problern of designing observers using the sliding mode principle. Utkin 

presents a S M 0  strategy for linear systems whereby the error between the estimated 

and measured uutputs is forced to exhibit a sliding mode, and measurement noise 

effects are reduced [112]. The idea of the Utkin S M 0  is extended to a general class 

of nonlinear systems by Drakunov [22]. Walcott and Zak use a Lyapunov-based 

approach to formulate a S M 0  design which exhibits asymptotic state error decay 
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of Sliding Mode 

i n  the preserice of boriiided nonli~iearity and iincertairities ttiat satisfy the so-called 

matching condition [l l5].  Misawa ['i:i], Edwarcls and Spurgeoii [-:Il frirther cleveloped 

the nuriierical tractable algorithni for the Wcott-Zak SMO. 

Coiisider a iinear uncertain dynamic system describeci by 

tvhere .t. E Rn is the state, cr E Rm is the control input. y E 7 2 P  is the output .  The 

matrices -4, B and Ci are of appropriate dimensions. It is assumecl that d(s ,  il, t )  is 

tinknown, but boundcd. so that 

where 11 II refers to the Euclidean n o m .  G is a full rank matrix in RnXq. Gd(x. u, t )  

represents the system uncertainties or nonlinearities, narnely the unknown input. In 

addition, the matrices B and C are assumed to be of full rank. A detailed review of 

the S M 0  design appruaches of Utkin 11121 and Walcott and Zak [115,116] is provided 

in the following. 
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6.1.1 Equivalent control concepts and Utkin sliding mode ob- 

server 

Consider initially the systern described above under the added assurnptions that the 

pair (A. C) is observable and Gd(x, u,  t )  - O. Without loss of generality, it can be 

assurned that the output distribiition matrix can be written as 

where Ci E R P ~ ( " - P ) , C $  E RPxP and det(C2)  # O. Conseqiientiy, the transformation 

is non-singttlar and with respect to this netv coordinate systern it can be seeri that 

the new outpiit distribution rnatrix CT-' = [O IP]. If the other systern matrices are 

then the nominal system can be written as 

The corresponding sliding mode observer for the y siibsystern is 

where (.il, y )  are the state estimates for f xi, y), LI is a constant nonsingiilar feedback 

gain matris, and sign(y - j )  function is defineci as 

L; y - y > o ;  

O; y - y = o ;  

-1; y - y < o .  

If the error between the estimates and the true states are written as e, = y - 6 and 

el = x1 - I l ,  then the foliowing error system is obtained: 
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It can be shown using singular perturbation theory that for a large enorigh LI, a 

sliding mode motion can be induced on the outputs' error state in (6.6) [llL]. It 

follows that, after some finite time t,, for al1 subsequent tirne, e, = O and e ,  = 0. 

For the seconcl subsystem, the observer equation is 

which gives the follotving estimation error eqriation 

According to the eqiiivalent contral methocl, the systeni in sliciing tiiotle hehavrs as if 

Lisign(e,) is replaced by its equivalent value ( Llsdgn(e,)),,, wliich can be calculatecl 

from the siibsystem (6.6) assiirning e, = O and e, = O, Hence 

Substituting (6.9) into (6.8) ive obtain 

Since the pair (.-lll. . j 2 1 )  ;S observable i f  (.-l. C)  is observable. e l  + O by appropriate 

choice of L2.  

6.1.2 Walcott-Zak Sliding Mode Observer 

The problem considered by Walcott ancl Zak [11.5, 1161 involves estimating states of 

a system such as that described in (6.2) so that the error tends to zero exponentially 

despite the presence of matched uncertainty. Because the model (6.2) can describe 

a certain class of nonlinear systems, Wakott-Zak S M 0  was cons ide~d  as a state esti- 

mation method for nonlinear systems in some reference papers. Unlike several other 

techniques for the observer design of uonlinear systems, where the exact knowledge 

of the plant's nonlinearities must be known and incorporated (either directly or in- 

directly into the dynamics of the observer), only the bounds of the nonlinearities of 

the plant are used in the Walcott-Zak observer dynamics. However, we feel that it is 
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more suitable to consider it as a robust observer technique for linear uncertain sys- 

tems, which render the observer error system totally insensitive to uncertainty. This 

is because d(x, u, t )  can represent not only nonlinearity, but also time-varying term 

and internal/external disturbance. 

Due to the assumption that the pair (.4,C) is completely observable. a matrix 

Ii  E Rnxp exists such that .ilo = .4 - IiC has stable eigenvalues. Therefore, for every 

real symmetrical positive definite (SPD) rnatrix Q E RnXn. there exists a real SPD 
rnatrix P a the unique solution to the following Lyapunov equation: 

It is also assumecl that a Lyapunov pair ( P , Q )  for .-lo exists siich that the structural 

const raint 

C ~ ' C  = cT P (6.12) 

is satisfied for some CI; E WXP. 
The proposecl observer in [11.51 has the form 

w here 

( O otherwise 

where e = x -2, sign(0) is the sign function. This sliding observer is basically the con- 

vent ional Luenberger observer wi th the addi t ional nonlinear, discont inuous "switch- 

ing" term v. By using V(e) = eTPe as a candidate for a Lyapunov function it can 

be shown that ~ ( e )  < O for e # O and thus e + O exponentially, and the surface 

S = {e : WCe = O) is the sliding manifoid. 

The crucial problem is therefore to compute the matrix pair (P, W )  such that 

(6.11) and (6.12) are satisfied. An algorithm given by Walcott and Zak [116] can be 

summarized as foiiows: 
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1 choose the spectrum of Ao, and compute I\' accordingly; 

2 solve the structure constraint symbolically to obtain an expression for Pcv in 

terms of entries of W .  ensuring that Pkv is symmetrical; 

3 compute Q(Pcv) symbolicatly in terms of entries of PLV using the expression 

-(PtvAo + AT PLV); 

4 choose elements of bl.' and Prv to cnsure &(Ai,) is SPD. 

The iclea of imposing the structural constraint (6.12) to ensure. i f  possible. total 

insensitivity to the matchecl uncertaiiity, is intriitively appealing. Moreover, the oh- 

server dynamics may be easily implemented. However, from a computational point 

of view, this framework is impractical for high order systems becaiise of the ma- 

nipulation and soliition of the associated constrainecl Lyapiinov problem clefined by 

eqtiations (6.11) ancl (6.12). It is difficult to check if the Walcott-Zak SM0 exists 

or not for systems (A ,  C;. C) based on the original matrices. [10'7] shows that a siiffi- 

cient condition for (6.12) being valitl is that the modified transfer fiinction tlefinecl as 

GF(s) = CliC(s1 - .-\o)-'C is strictly positive real. However. [ lo i ]  clid not consitler 

the problem of fincling a siiitable Cb'. The bottleneck in fincling matrices P ancl Cb' 

obstriicts the application of the CValcott-Zak SMO. Edwards and Spurgeon provide 

a numerical tractable algorithm in [-31 by transforming the system ( -4 .G .C)  into a 

canonical form. One may follow the design procedure outlined in [23] to find the 

matrices P and CV, and if one fails to design a Walcott-Zak SM0 tising the algorithm. 

one knows that a Walcott-Zak S M 0  does not exist. The necessary and sufficient ex- 

istence condition for the Walcott-Zak S M 0  has been a continuing problem for a long 

time. 

In theory, the sliding-mode observer has good robustness to bounded rnodeling 

errors. However, there are some differences in terms of the robust properties of the 

above two sliding observer design methodologies. The analysis in [103,120] has shown 

t hat bounded estimation error exists for bounded unhnown inputs w hen an equivdent 

control based sliding mode observer is employed. In other words, the estimation will 

not be accurate when uncertainties are present. The Lyapunov based sliding-mode 
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observer (6.13) design rnakes 5 + s. Because d(x,u, 1 )  rnay represent both nonlin- 

earities and unknown inputs due to uncertainties (rnodeling error or disturbance), it 

means the Walcott-Zak S M 0  (6.13) results in an exact estimation for certain class of 

nonlinear uncertain systems. This is an important difference between the two design 

techniques. 

The next section explores the reason for the above tlifference. The relationship 

between the UIO and Walcott-Zak SM0 is also revealed. However, the main cori- 

tribution of this chapter is to extend the design of the Walcott-Lak observer to a 

more general class of linear uncertain systcnis bwed on a new explanation about the 

principle of the Walcott-Zak observer. Further, the tlcsigti is exteridet1 to a large class 

of nonlinear uncertain systems. 

The Principle of Walcott-Zak S M 0  

It is difficiilt to find the Lyapunov pair ( P ,  Q) ancl gain matrices li. tt' to satisfy 

conditions (6.11) ancl (6.12). The difficulty has limitetl the use of the Walcott-Zak 

SMO. The two conditions? (6.1 1) and (6.12). in a roundabolit way impose some striic- 

tiiral constraints on the system under consideratiori. Recently. an explicit eqiiivalent 

condition for (6.1 1) and (6. LI), in terms of original system matrices. was cterivetl by 

Corless and Tu [li], and Siong and Saif [129]. That result is Theorem 3.1 in Chapter 

:3. Corless and Tu's work Fociises on a robust state and input estimator ancl does 

not address the connection of their result to S M 0  design. Here we shall show how 

important it is for the analysis and design of the Walcott-Zak SMO. 
Theorem 3.1 shows that equations (6.11) and (6.12) are solvable if and only if 

rank(CG) = rank(G) and triplet {A, G: C )  is minimum phase. The minimum phase 

system with rank(CG) = rank(G) has a canonical form, which is given by following 

Lemma 6.2.1. 

Lemma 6.2.1 For system (6.21, if and only grank(CG') = rank(G) and the triplet 

{A, G, C) is minimwn phase, the.re exist non-singular transformations r I ,  and r2 
such that 

2 = rl[&, xdjT, Y = r2[y 1, 
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in ,which case the t r a n s ~ o m e d  system c m  be written as 

where Gd and Cd are inuertible, and the pair (.Aab, cb) is detectable. 

Lemma 6.2.1 is a direct result of the work on the special coordinate transformation 

(SCB) t heory [94]. This lemma and Tiieorem 3.1 iniply t hat the Walcot t-Zak observer 

can actually be designecl only for systems which can he transformed into the form given 

in (6.16). For the transformed system (6.16)? it is notecl that the nonlinear terni 

C;sign(l.l.'Ce) in the Walcott-Zak observer actually appears only in the siibsysteni 

which is affected tlirectly by unknown inputs. Basecl on this observation, we propose 

an algorithm to constriict the Walcot t-Zak SMO. 

Walcott-Zak S M 0  Design Algorit hm 

Step 1: I f  rnnk(CC;) = r a d ( [ ; )  and system (.-I, Ci, C) is minimum phase. transform 

it into canonical form (6.16) by non-singiilar state and output trarisforniatioris 

Step 2: Compute ILb and [id to stabilize = .-\ab - KubCub and Ad = -4 - Ii,rCd 
respectively. Build the observer in the following form: 

Step 3: The original state is calculated as z = rl[x;,, xi]'. 

This algorithm considerably simplifies the Walcott-Zak S M 0  design because no 

constrained Lyapunov equation is involved in the design process. Of course, it is 

impossible to acknowledge that the cornplex Walcott-Zak S M 0  design can be simplied 

so much without the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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Remark 6.2.1 Note t hat the existence conditions for the UIO [63] are exactly the 

same as those stated in Theorern 3.1. This is interesting in that it is generally per- 

ceived that the sliding mode observers can be designed under less restrictive conditions 

than Say UIOs. Consiclering that the dynamics of UIO is much simpler than that of 

the CValcott-Zak observer, and the assumption of bolindecl unknown inputs is iin- 

necessary, Theorem 3.1 puts the applicability and advalitage of SM0 in a new light. 

Another interesting point is that UIO and SM0 seems to rely on different operating 

principles to achieve their robustness to rnatched ~incertainties. The above analysis 

to  some extent sheds light on the similarity between t hem, Both of them can be built 

only if an unknown input free subsystem exists. The CValcott-Zak S M 0  estimate 

those measurablc and imknown input clriving states t hrough slicling niorle niet hocl. 

The Ut0 simply neglects those measurable states. 

Recalling the Ut kin SiCIO (6 .5 ) - (6 . ï ) ,  which uses the equivalent control methocl. 

we can see why, d e r  existence of rnatchecl tincertainty, the estimation error woulcl 

renlain bounded. Using the transformation (6.3) for Utkin  SMO. the Iinear uncertain 

system (6.2) can be trnnsformed into following canonical forrn, 

Uncler the sliding observer (6.5). the equivalent control signal will be 

The error dynamics of el in this case will become, 

Clearly, unless Gi + L2G2 = 0, the error el will not approach zero if d ( x ,  u ,  t )  is 

nonzero. Even if the xi subsystem is unknown input free (Gi = O),  the equivalent 

control signal may introduce an unknown input into it. The Utkin S M 0  never put 

GI + L2G2 = O as a constraint for designing of L2. Generally, it is also impossible to 

find L2 to achieve Gk + L2G2 = O. For example, if Gi = O and G2 is nonsinguiar, L2 
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must be zero. However, the estimation error may be controlled rvithin an acceptable 

level by a suitable choice of the gain La under the assurnption that I ld(x, u ,  t)ll is small 

enough, as discussed in [103, 1201. In such a case horvever, the performance is not 

guaranteed because it is difficult to ensure that Ild(x, u ,  t ) l l  is always small. 

The Walcott-Zak observer requires each unknorvn input elernent to be compensated 

by each output directly, and uses the remaining outputs to design the observer for 

the unknown input free subsystem. CI the number of unknown inputs are equal to 

outputs, it will require the unknown input free stibsystem itself to be stable. In this 

case no equivalent control information is used. As siich, the Walcott-Zak observer 

imposes a strong structural constraint on the system and limits its application. On 

the other hand. we show t hat the drawback of t hc current eqiiivalent contrai niethod 

is to introduce an iinknown input into error dynarnics for those unnieasurahle states. 

In the nest section we propose a novel sliding mode observer clesign techtiique by 

cxploiting the structural property of the subsystem upon an unknown itiput and using 

the eqiiivalent control signal carefully. Our clesign sigtiificantly recluces the strttct~iral 

constraint. 

6.3 A Novel Sliding Mode Functional Observer For 

Linear Uncertain systems 

For sirnplicity of presentat.ion, the component expandecl form of the SCB tlieorem is 

given below. 

Theorem 6.1 [94] For s p t e m  (6.2), there erist non-singular t~mnsjormations r l ,  ra 
and î3, and integer md < q,  and interges qi(i = 1,  ..., md), such that 
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and for ench i = 1 ,  ..., md! 

Hem the s t u t ~ s  x,, q,, z,, x,j are r.espectiwly of the dimer~sions n,,, na. n, and n,r = 

C" q i ,  while r i d  is of the dimerision q; for* ench i = 1. ..., md. The nintrices .-I,,. G,[, 

and C,,, hnoe the following for-ms: 

and the lad  roto of Lid is identicnlly zero. 

To this end, the xd stibsystem is further decomposeci into md subsÿstems. Let 

The special form of A,,, G,, iinplies that the equations of the siibsystem J L ' ; ~  in (6.22) 

can be rewritten as 
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We propose the following sliding mode observer for each x;d subsystem based on 

the equivalent control method, 

where i,. ib, ic are estimations for the states x,. xb, x, respectively. coming from sub- 

observers which are given later. And 

for j = 2. ..., qi, and el = if - y; can be calcrilatecl directly. The ecpivalent control 

signal (LY),, for signal v is calculatecl by a low p a s  filtering signai c pz]. Flirtlier. ive 

do not inject the observation error information before reaching the slicling manifold 

linked with this information. Moreover. we reach the manifold one by one. More 

precisely. 

befcbre ef -, reaches its slicling manifolcl. 

Theorem 6.2 For sgstem (6.25) and obse.wer (6.26'1 wlth any initial date and any 

bounded unknoion input cli(x9 u, t ) .  there ezists cr choice of 

such that the state estimation converges in Jinite time to its mal uahe. 

Proof. From (6.25) and (6.26), we obtain the following observation ermr dynamics 
- 1  . o f e ! = x i - x j , j =  J 1 ,..., qi, 
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where e, = x, - i , ,  ea = x, - i , ,  e b  = . t b  - ib. Thus. as the known and unknown 

inputs are bounded, the state does not go to infinity in finite time. Consequently, 

the observation error state is also bounded. By choosing A i  > leil, e; goes to zero in 

finite time tl. Moreover, after i l ,  ive have 

Therefore, after i l ,  the second error equation becornes 

if A; > l e i l ,  e2 goes to zero in finite time t 2  > t l .  Therefore after t > il. 

CVe run the procedure up to step qj, thus after t q l _ , .  we have 

Let 
" id  

hi, > 1 EiaG + Eiaea + E , e ,  + C + di 1, (6.29) 
j=L 

eql converges to zero in finite time t , ,  > t , , - t .  I 

Now, going back to provide the estimation of s,,xb and x, in (6.26). -4 classical 

Luenberger observer is applied to subsystem Tb, 

because it is unknown input free, and (Ab, Cb) forms an observable pair. Of course, 

the Utkin S M 0  can be used also. 

The subsystem sa can be further decomposed into two subsystems, 
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A, is stable, and the Luenberger observer exists for subsystem xi. However, because 

.Zt is unstable, some other way has to be found in order to estimate xt. Next, the 

possibility to estimate xz is discussed together with the estimation of x,. 

After ei ,  reaches sliding mode, we have the following equivalent control signal: 

and after al1 states of x ; , . q  ancl q have been estirnatecl. it will e c p l  to 

where ail rr td  ccpivalent control signals are written togettier as a vector, Consicler- 

ing the above equivalent control signal as the output of the s,,,ct subsystem. this 

suhsys~em can he rewritten as 

w here 

.An interesting fact is that (A,,, E,,) is detectable if (iI,C) is detectable. Unfortu- 

nately. the system (6.31) has unknown inputs, and there is no CIO for this system 

accorcling to the following lernrna. 

Lemma 6.3.1 [50] 4 1110 for system (6.31) exists only if 

It is easy to find that condition (6.32) will never be satisfied due to the particular 

form of G,, Go. In this case, we may use H2 or H ,  optimal observer design techniqws 

proposed in [95] to make the estimation error as srna11 as possible. 
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On the other hand, [103] has shown that exact or approximate estimation using 

siiding mocle observer is impossible if al1 the measurements of a system are disturbed 

by the unknown inputs. Assuming the disturbance on the measurement is bounded by 

some constant uo, the estimation error will not be bigger than UO. Finaliy, although 

e: and e, will not be zero, as long as it is boundecl, its value does not affect the 

convergence of the slicling mode observer (6.26) with a gain satisfying (6.49). 

At this point, basecl on the above analysis, we shall surnmarize our new sliding 

mode functional observer design procedure for a linear uncertain system as follows. 

SMFO Design Algorithm 

Step 1: Transforrn systern (6.2) it into its SCB form (6.21)-(6.22) by non-singular 

transformations r i ,  Pz, ï3. 

Step 2: Estimate r d  using the slicling mode observer (6.26). and estiniatc 1,;. +b using 

a regular Luen berger observer. The measurement variable for the transformeil 

system y d ,  y b  is derived from the original output by [yd. &]' = I';lY, and the 

known input clistribution matrix is transformed by I'rLB. 

Step 3: I f  (.-\. C;. C'} is left invertible (or eqiiivalently n, = 0 )  and is niinimiim phase 

f or r i z  = O),  the original state can be derived by 

Step 4: If n, # O or n,C # 0, any linear function of the states. Tkxn.r can be estirnated, 

where T rnust satisfy the following condition: 

where Ta,, Tb, Td are any matrices of dimension k x ni, k x nb and k x nd respec- 

tively. Obviously, the maximum rank of T is ni + n b  + n d .  

Remark 6.3.1 The Walcott-Zak S M 0  requires rank(CG) = rank(G),  which imme- 

diately implies that n, = O and qi = 1, i = 1, ..., md, namely, the number of infinite 

zeros of order i is one. The restriction on the system {A,G, C) infinite zero struc- 

ture is removed in our algorithm. Unfortunately, the requirement of n, = O is still 

necessary for estimating al1 states, and it implies rank(C) 2 rank(G). 
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Remark 6.3.2 In Chapter 2, the Iinear state function T z  is estimated using the 

unknown input functional observer (UIFO), and the maximum rank of T is ni + n b .  

Using our new SMFO design, the maximum rank of T has been increased significantly 

to ni + na + nd. 

In Chapter 3, we discussed the problem of estimating unknown inputs based on the 

UIFO. C hecking the equiva1ent control signal (6.30), we have the following corollary 

of iinknown input estimation. 

Corollary 6.3.1 if the syslem {.-1.G.C) iu lejt inuertible ( L e .  n ,  = 0) and al1 un- 

stable trnilsmis.siori :eros are i~nobse~rnble modes ( i .e .  in SC'Bform E i ,  = O ) .  nll un- 

knoton inputs can be estimnted eractly usiny the proposed SikIFO. if systeni {:\.Cr', C )  

is not lejt ir~vertible (i .e.  n, > O )  I ë t  a11 eigenualues O)' cor.rw,-ponrlir~g rr,  strbsystern 

are i~nobsenmble modes ( i .e .  E,,, = O ) ,  and nll unstable transmission : e m  are iinob- 

servable modes (i .e.  E L  = 0). nt least md iinknotun inputs can be estimated e.cactlg 

using the proposed SMFO. 

Remark 6.3.3 Comparecl with the input cstimator cliscusserl in [Li] and Chapter 3. 

oiir new SMFO has better capability at estirnating the unknown inputs as well. 

Sliding Mode Functional Observer For Nonlin- 

ear Uncertain systems 

6.4.1 Introduction to Nonlinear Observer 

Various methods for designing observers for nonlinear systems have heen reported in 

the literature. A common approach to the probiem of observer design for nonlinear 

systems has been to extend the linear Luenberger observer or Kalman Filter design 

approach to noniinear systems. In this respect, one design approach deals with non- 

linear systems for which observers with linearizable error dynamics can be designed 

(see e.g. [5], [66], [67], [931). Zn several works (see eg. [7], [9],[33], [go]) systems which 

are composed of a linear unforced part and a nonlinear state dependent controlled 
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part are considered. In such cases, the nonlinearity is usually accounted for via its 

Lipschitz constant in the observer design strategy. 

Iri [65], under some uniform detectability conditions, the aut hors have proposed a 

constant gain observer for a class of nonlinear systems wi t hou t inputs. This condition 

is usually not easy to verify and as a result, the gain of the observer can not be 

explicitly calculated. In [Ml, an observer is given for a class of nonlincar systerns 

which are not necessarily control affine. However, the gain of the proposed observer 

is not ectsily computable. in recent works [IO, 521, observers based on some ideas 

frorn the high gain approach, whose gain coulrl easily be clesigned, were proposed for 

rnultivariable nonlinear systcms. 

A different class of observer design methodology for nonlinear systems is that 

based on sliding niode principle. [-21 extended sliding mode observer design for linear 

systems [ i  121, to nonlinear systems of the forrri 

This extension was also applied to nonlinear systerns in triangular input form in 

[l]. output ancl output derivative injection form in [SI. In papers [10:3] and [120]. 

a frameivork similar to a Luenberger observer were usecl bÿ apperitling a sivitching 

Function with constant or time-varying gains as part of feedback corrections, where 

nonzero estimation error were introduced inevitably. 

On the other band, observer design for noniinear uncertain systerns has been 

stiitlied very rarely. Nonlinear unknown input observers ( N U  IO) were subjects of 

few studies with a main motivation of applying such an observer to robust model 

based fault diagnosis problems. In this realrn, [100] eictencled the method of linear 

unknown input observer to a class of nonlinear systems, where if existence conditions 

are satisfied, a nonlinear transformation is used to produce a reduced-order model 

which is unaffected by unknown inputs. Then a nonlinear observer is constructed for 

this transformed model. Similarly, [135] considered the N U I 0  design for nonlinear 

systems which can be transforrned into output injection form. 

In this section, a siiding mode functional observer, which is insensitive to unknown 

inputs, is developed. The previous work on sLding mode noniinear observer does not 
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consider how to reduce the effect of the unknown input, because it is beiieved that 

the estimation error will be small if the magnitude of unknown input signai is small. 

This section also sheds extra light on the N U I 0  design probiem. 

6.4.2 A Nonlinear Coordinate Zkansformation 

The muitivariable nonlinear systems we consider are described in state space form by 

equations of the following form 

in which x E hl ,  a Cm connected manifold of dimension n.  /(x), B(x,  IL), G(x) = 

[gi(x). ...,gm( x)] are smooth vector fields on M, and h,(s).  i = 1. . . . , p  are smooth 

functions from 1CI to R. The term d(x, u ,  t )  represents the iiricertainty due to modeling 

error or component Jactuator faults, namely the unknown input. In what follows, local 

coorclinates are generally usecl. When global properties are considered. notions are 

simplifiecl by assuming that !II accepts a global coorclinate system. 

Assumption 1. We assume that p 2 m, and the first m outputs have relative clegree 

{ q l ,  ...,q,} corresponding to G ( x )  at each point zo E M. This means 

L,, ~ ! h ~ ( r )  = O 

for al1 j = 1, ..., m, for al1 k < qi - 1, for al1 i = 1, ...? m, and for al1 x in M. Further, 

the m x m matrix 

is nonsingular at  each point xo E M. 
Assumption 2. The distribution spanned by the vector fields gl(x), ..., g,(x) is 

involutive. 
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Lemma 6.4.1 Giuen the system (6.34), ifassamptions 1-2 are valid, then 

QI+... t q, < n 
Set, for i = 1, ..., m, 

4 = h i ( x )  

$1 = L,h;(x)  
m., *.. 
4 = ~ y - l h ~ ( . r )  

if ql + ... + q, = n, the rnapping 

has a Jacobian matrir which is nonlinear at each .CO E iCI and therejore qualifies as a 

local coordinate t ransjorrnntion in M .  

Set 

for i = 1, ..., m. and r d  = ( x i !  ..., 53). the equations itnder new coordinates cnn be 

for i = 1, ..., m, where 

and 
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and stale 5 is considered as inputs for zb subsystem. Then ri stibsystem is unijormly 

obseruable jor nll inpvts r ,  d,<. 

6.4.4 Robust sliding mode observer design 

Theorern 6.3 If  each x i  subsystem in (6.38) has its input terrn in the follo~uring form 

bf ( x d ,  .u) = bf(y,  .u) 

G ( x d t  U) = %(x i7  y, U )  

. . . . . . (6.40) 

$ l - 1 ( ' c d 7 u )  = b:l-1(xi7 * * . 7 x i 8 - 1 7  y7 ")  

$,(xd7 ~ 1 )  = %,(xdi U )  

there exists a ehoice of Xj,i = 1 ,  ..., m, j = I l  ....qi such thnt following sliding mode 

observer can be b.iiilt to estimate d l  dates, 

1; = " ++{(y ,  u )  + X l ~ i g n ( ~ ;  -.ri) - 
= .ti + b;(Si, y, u )  + X;sign(e;) 

... ... (6.4 1 ) 
: 1 

- - 1 x71-1 = 2;: + .... 9, i l )  + Ai8-lsign(eil-l 
: 1 

- 
%a = a i ( i d )  + b i , ( i l ,  u )  + A;,.sign(e;,) 

- 
where e;, j = 1, ...,qi are giuen by 

- - 
ej = (h&ls ign(e~- l ) ) , ,  (6.42) 

- 
for j = 2, ..., q;, and ef = i; - y; can be got directly. 

Proof. From (6.3S), (6.40) and (6.41). we obtain the following observation error 
l i  . dynarnics of e; = xj - x j , 3  = 1, ..., <li7 
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As the known and unknown inputs are bounded, the state does not go to infinity 

in finite time. Consequently, the observation error is also bounded. By choosing 
. . 

A; > leil, e; goes to zero in finite time t l .  Moreover. after t ,, we have 

Therefore, after t l ,  the second error equation becomes 

. . . . 
è; = ei + b;(xt.;, y, il) - b;(.E;, y, t i )  - X;sign(e;) 

. . 
If X i  > le, t b;(z;, y, i r )  - bi(E;. y. u)1. e i  goes to zero in finite time f 2  > t l .  

Therefore after t > t2, 
- 
e i  = ( ~ & i ~ n ( e ~ ) ) , ,  = eh 

We run the procedure iip to step q;,  thus after t,,I-l, we have 

Remark 6.4.1 The system form (6.40) is more general than the output injection 

or triangular input form, but more conservative than the form (6.39), which assures 

uniform observability. 

Remark 6.4.2 It is not always necessary to design the proposed sliding mode o b  

server based on the transfomed system mode1 as it is not always easy to find the 

suitable transformation. For the nonlinear systems with linear output equation, ive 

suggest to check the possibility of designing based on original system equation. The 

basic rule is to make sure unknown inputs will not appear in the equivalent control 

signal. Our examples illustrate this intuitive design procedure. 
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Remark 6.4.3 It should be noted that if qi = 1, i = 1, ... ,m.  above theorem does 

not put any special constraint on the input term. q; = 1, i = 1, ..., m means al1 states 

of subsystem xd are measurable. An observer for such a system niay be unneces- 

sary for controller synthesis, but will be useful in fault detection and isolation (FDI) 

applications. 

Rernark 6.4.4 The m observers for x i ( i  = 1, ..., m )  subsystems can run in parallel, 

although in each observer, ei converges to zero if al1 the ek with k < j have alreacly 

converged to zero. If we allow states xi to be estimated after .ri with b < i have been 

estiniated correctly, then the input term can be following a more general form, 

6.4.5 Robust sliding mode funct ional observer design 

In this section, we consideï the nonlinear uncertain systems with more general struc- 

t ural properties. 

Lemma 6.4.3 Civen the system (6.34), if assumptions 1-2 are valid and 

it is always possible to find n - q functions $,+l(x), ..., +,(a) such that 

for al1 i = q + 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., m, and al1 x in M. Further the mapping 
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has a Jacobian matria: which is nonlinear at each xo E rCI and therefore qualifies as a 

local coordinate transformation in M ,  where @(XI is gitven by  (6.36). 

Set x i ,  i = 1, ..., m as (6.37) and 

the equalions under new coordinates can be urritten as 

and 

The above Iemrna is a trivial extension of Proposition .5.1.2 in [56]. The nonlinear 

transformation 3 , ( ~ )  decomposes the system (6.34) into two parts. Of the two parts, 

xd subsystem is affected by unknown inputs, while x, subsystem is unknown input 

free. Of course, this is not a complete decomposition because it is relies on Assumption 

1 and 2. The development of a complete transformation for general nonlinear system 

will be studied in the future. 
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The observability and sliding mode observer design for subsystems (6.35) are simi- 

lar to subsystems f 6.38) discussed in section 3. Considering x ,  as input to subsystems 

(6.45), the xi subsystern is uniformly observable for al1 inputs u,d.< and q, if its 

input term has following form 

An open problem which does not effect the clevelopment here is whether .r, siihsysteni 

is observable if and only if the original system (6.134) is observable. 

We can biiilcl the robiist sliding mode observer for subsystems (6.13s) i f  its input 

term has following form, 

The observer design is the similar to (6.41), where the last equation is replaced by 

and ?, is the estimation of 2,. The proof for the validity of the observer design is 

similar to that for Theorem 6.3 and omitted here. 

The x, subsystem in (6.46) is free of unknown inputs. Therefore, an observer can 

be designed using any of existing techniques, including the standard sliding mode 

observer. Although, no uniform design methodology for general nodinear systems 

exists. 
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In observer equation (6.49), i, is the estimate of x,. If x, subsystem is unobserv- 

able, or too complex to build an observer for it, Z,  will not approximate real value of 

x,. However, as long as both i, and x, are bounded, observer (6.41) will always con- 

verge as long as gain Ai, is big enough. For simplicity, ive can let P, = O. Therefore, 

a sliding mode functional observer for a generai class of nonlinear uncertain systems 

can be designed. The reason for this desirable property is that x, is only confined to 

the last equation. 

The nonlinear unknown input observer (NUIO) design method reportecl in [100], 

transfarms the system (6.34) by z = T(x), where 

siich that : is actually an unknown input free subsystem. Then an observer for the 

reducecl ortler z subsystem is built. Equation (6.50) is the same as condition (6.44) of 

Lemma 1. Accorcling to Frobenius theorem [56], (6.50) is solvable if and only if G(.c) 

is involutive. Therefore, alt hough involutivity of G(x)  is a very strong assuniption, 

we cannot avoicl it if  Lotaily unknown input decoupling is required. 

In NUI0 design. the original state is obtained through t = @(:,ym). where y' 

is obtained from a nonlinear transformation y' = S'(y). It statecl that the inverse 

function x = a(:. y') exists, if  and only if 

However, the question as to under what conditions there exists S(y)  that satisfy 

conditions (6.51) is still unresolved. In [100] it is stated that p > m is a necessary 

condition. Here we show that this is not true at least in theory by analyzing the 

existence of NUIO using the transformation given in Lemma 1. Note t hat the relative 

degree qi = l ( i  = 1, ..., m) rneans ail states of rd subsystem are measurable. Therefore, 

the following conditions are sufficient for the existence of a NUIO: 

2. x, subsystem are detectable, 
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Above conditions may be satisfied even if p = m. On the other hand, if any relative 

degree q k  > l(1 <_ k 5 m), it is expected that no N U I 0  exists. Because under this 
k case, the states x2, ..., 56 will not be able to derive through a nonlinear transform on 

y and z, the state of iinknown input free subsystem. Therefore, the proposed S M 0  
works under much less conservative conditions than NUIO. 

Remark 6.4.5 if x, subsystem is independent of xd and can be estimated correctly 

by certain observer, then it is not a problem for x,  to appear in al1 input ternis of xn 

subsystem (6.45). 

Remark 6.4.6 Although sliding mode concept provides a nice framework for ob- 

server design of a general class of nonlinear uncertain systems. due to the inherent 

property of sliding mode, there esist two basic drawbacks for practical applications. 

First, although the bound of unknown input is kriown, the estimation error bound is 

not known a prion. This makes the selection of the gain difficiilt. If the gain is too 

large, observer will exhibit excessive chattering before reaching sliding mode. If the 

gain is too small, observer may never be able to reach sliding mode ancl converge to 

real state value. SecondIy, it is difficult to choose a sui table t ime to use the eqiiivalent 

cont rol signal. The equivalent corit rol signal s hoit ld be usecl only if its corresponcling 

estimation error is near zero, or in sliding mode. However. except for those states 

which are rneasured, we do not know i f  a state estimation is in sliding mode or not. 

If the equivalent control is used too early, peaking phenornena is unavoidable. If the 

equivalent control is iised too late. a correct estimation in time cannot be achieved 

which is unacceptable for high quality control. 

Illustrat ive Examples 

Example 6.5.1 The system under consideration is a one-link manipulator with rev- 

olute joints actuated by a DC motor? as shown in Figure 6.2. The elasticity of the 

joint can be well-modelled by a linear torsional spring [105]. The elastic coupling of 

the motor shaft to the link introduces an additional degree of freedom. The states of 

t his system are the motor position and velocity, and the Li& position and velocity. 
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Figure 6.2: Franiervork of a Flexible Link Robot 

The corresponding state-space mode1 is 

with .J, being the inertia of the motor: .JI being the inertia of the link; 8 ,  being the 

angiilar rotation of the motor; 81 begin the angiilar position of the link: dm being the 

angular velocity of the motor: and ul being the angular velocity of the link. 

Thus, the system dynamics are nonlinear and are of the form 

with x = [ O , , U , , O ~ , U ~ ] ~  

The above parameters for the system are typical and have been taken from [105]. 

A nonlinear 110 linearizing control law for this system is presented in 11051. The 

control law guarantees closed-loop stability and tracking of any desired trajectory 

by the robot link. However, this control Iaw requires measurenient of all the states, 
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and the measurement of the angular position (13) and the velocity (q) of the link is 

difficult. [91] proposed an observer by considering this system as a Lipschitz nonlinear 

system, where motor position and velocity are measured. Obviously, this system can 

be considered as a linear system subject to  a boiinded unknown input, namely the 

nonlinear term -3.33sin(x3).  Further, it is easy to verify that even if only the rnotor 

position is measured, or 

y = [ 1  0 O O ] .  

a sliding mode observer can be designed using our algorithrn in Section 6.3. Our 

observer design will Save money because it does not recliiire nieasiirement of motor 

veloci ty. 

It is noted that no Walcott-Zak S M 0  or linear UIO exists for the above robotic 

system, bccause r a n k ( C G )  = O < r n n k ( G )  = 1. The transformation 

L 

will transform the system to 

O 1 O O 

O O 1 O 

O O O I 

O -24.375 -68.1 -1.25 

and C is the same as before. The observer is 

The design based on SCB transform is systematic and works weil no matter how 

complicate the system structure is and how large its dimension is. Act ually, the design 
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can be done ensily without using SC8 transformation for this simple system. First, 

builcl the observer for xl as 

After e l  approximates zero, we know e2 = (Xlsip(el)) , , .  Next, build the observer 

for 12 as 

f 2  = -IS.6yl - L.%5s2 t 4S.6Z3 + 21.611 + X2sign(e2). 

After e2 approximates zero, we know that 

ancl the observer for x3 is built as 

Finally. e4 = (X3sign(e3)),, and the observer for XJ is 

e., will go to zero even with the nonlinear term -3.:3:3sin(s3). :\ctually. it tloes not 

matter i f  the rionlinear term is more complicateci, Lipschitz or not. 

In simulation for above design using the original system eqtiations. ive use the 

saturation fiinction to replace the sign function, and the upper lirnit is set to be 

0.02. The switching gains are A l  = 800, X2 = 110,X2 = 120 ancl A., = 1400. The 
equivalent control signal is applied to the second, third and fourth state estimation at 

t l  = 0.1sec,t2 = 0.8sec and t3 = 1.8sec respectively. The initial states are assumed 

Figure 6.3 shows that ail estimated states converge rapidly to the correct values. The 

S M 0  is a practical solution to an important robotics application. 
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Figure 6.3: Results of state estimation for a flexible link robot using S M 0  
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Exarnple 6.5.2 A three-phase current motor mode1 [6] is described by the following 

nonlinear equations: 

where x = [xl. x2, .r3IT, XI.  1 2  and x3 denote the mode1 states rotor angle. speecl 

cleviation ancf field flux linkage, respectively. The known inputs are il1 (nominal 

mechanical power input) and u2 (field voltage), the and iinknown inputs are 

which represent uncertainties of parameters .A1, ..la and -&, ancl 

which represents uncertainties of parameters Dl , D2. .Al1 changes are inducecl by the 

operating temperature, or component incipient faults. dl or d2 may be sniall enough 

to be neglected in different operational conditions. To illustrate the robiist SMFO 

design, we consider several cases. 

Case 1: Both di and (12 are nonzero 

In this case, it is noted that XI,  a2 is a sub-systern in the triangular form of (6.38) if 

xi is measured, namely if yl = x , ,  which will rnake 22 observable. If ive have g2 = x3, 

the al1 states will be estirnated by following observer, 

53 = -Dlf3+D2cosyI +XIsign(y2-i3) 

Case 2: dl is nonzero, d2 is zero 
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In this case, tg is an unknown input free sub-systern. Fortunately, it is detectable 

because Dl > O. Therefore, we can build following observer using only one measure- 

ment yl = X I ,  

Case 3: dl i s  zero, d2 is nonzero 

In this case, with only one measurenient for r l ,  the system can be transfornied into 

triangular form and al1 states can be estimated. Note that g(x) = [O O 1lT. and 

the relative degree of output y = h ( x )  = .ri corresponding to g(.c) can be calctilated 

as 
ah l  - = (O O l ) ,  L,h,(.i:) = O, LJh,(s)  = f l ( r )  = .rz 
8s 

L,, ~ ; h [ ( r )  = -.-L2sinr1. 

Note that L , L g h l ( x )  # O i f  cl # ka.  thus the relative degree is rl = :3 at point 

xi # AT. This rneans that we stiall be able to fincl a transformation only locally, away 

€rom any point such that x l  = ka. The transformation is 

The Jacobian matrix of the transformation thus defined 
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which is nonsingular for al1 X I  # k ~ ,  and the inverse transformation is given by 

In these new coordinates the system is describeci by 

et  = f 2  

b =  G 
(3 = -Al53 - ~ ( . ~ ~ z ( ( ) c o s ( ~  t - ? . ~ ~ c o s ~ ( I )  - .4?sinfi(- Dl :([) + D2msf1) 

Y1 = <l 

Actually, the SM0 can be done without the above complicatecl transformation cnlcu- 

lation. The observer is 

Note that the equivalent control signal, based on the second eqimtion. is 

t hus 
- ( X2si(rn(G) le, 
e3 = = e3< 

-.42sinyl 
Obvioirsl~;, it is true only if sinyl # O. 

The parameters in the mode1 have the value. .Al = 0.27 03. .-la = 1'2.0 L, A3 = 

-48.04, Dl = 0.3222, D2 = 1.9, and ADl = 0.1, AD2 = 0.6. The control input 

ul = 36.19, üa = 1.9333. The gain Al = X2 = X3 = 200. The initial state is assumed 

to be xo = {0.88,0.0,6.5}, and the initial value of the observer is 2 = {0.8,0.0,.5.0). 

The simulation result for case 3 is shown in Figure 6.4. 

6.6 Conclusions 

This chapter first explored some underly ing similari ties and connections between trvo 

seemingly different met hodologies for designing robust observers, namely the unhown 
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input observer and sliding mode observer. Based the special coordinate basis (SCB) 
form for linear systems, this chapter extends the Walcott-Zak S M 0  to a general 

class of linear uncertain systerns, and the sliding mode functional observer design is 

proposed. In second part of this chapter, we e'çtended Our proposed observer to a 

certain class of nonlinear uncertain systems. It is of future research interest to focus 

on the sliding mode observer for more general classes of nonlinear systems. 

estimation of x l  

0.3 C 
O 2 4 6 8 

Time (Seconds) 

estimation of x2 
1 I 

I I 
O 2 4 6 8 

Time (Seconds) 

estimation of x3 

Figure 6.3: Results of state estimation for a three-phase current motor using S M 0  



Chapter 7 

Robust and Nonlinear Fault 
Diagnosis Using Sliding Mode 

O bservers 

The aim of this chapter is to introduce and disciiss the pros and cons of sliclirig mode 

functional observers (SMFO) for robust fault diagnosis of linear as well as nonlinear 

iincertain systems. We show that, under specific conditions, SMFO can be usecl 

to improve the capability of faiilt diagnosis schemes which use an unknown input 

functional observer (UiFO). 

7.1 Introduction 

The development of UIFO theory has had a great impact on the development of 

sophisticated on-line fault diagnosis techniques. Another approach to produce robust 

residuals is the use of a sliding mode observer (SMO). Despite SMO's excellent ability 

to generate unbiased estimates of the system states under modeling errors, relatively 

few researchers have investigated the area of fault diagnosis using SMO. Sreedhar and 

Fernadez presented a fault detection and identification scheme for a twin continuously- 

stirred tank reactor using S M 0  in 1993 [106]. Krishnaswami and Rizzoni explored 

health monitoring of vehicle steering systems based on SM0 in 1995 [62], where 
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an extended Utkin SM0 [22] was used. Hermans and Zarrop discussed Sb10 for 

robiist fault diagnosis within a general framework in 1996 [47]. Their work focused 

on the design tequirements relevant to fault detection. Their experimental results 

for a nonlinear thermodynamic system under feedback control were prornising. The 

observer used by [di] is the Walcott-Zak S M 0  [23, 1151. 

The entire state of the system is estimated in much of the previous research of SM0 

based faiilt diagnosis. This is unnecessary for fault diagnosis ancl puts unnecessary 

structural constraints on the systern. In this chapter, we present an alternative to this 

trend by applying SMFO. In Section 7.3, a Sliding mode output observer (SMOO) 

(which is a specific type of ShIFO) and its use for fault diagnosis are discussecl for a 

general class of nonlinear uncertain systems. This observer works well only for abrupt 

sensor faults and large actuator faults, because the faul t-free moclel iincertairities affect 

the resicluals in SMOO. For incipient faiilt diagnosis, the SMFO proposed in Chapter 

6 is used. The SMFO basecl fault diagnosis schcmcs for linear ancl nonlinear iiricertain 

systems are clisciissed in Section 7.3 and Section 7.4 respectively. We corn pare our fault 

diagnosis scheme using SMFO with that based on UIFO. and will show how SMFO 

can be used to enhance the robust faiilt diagnosis capability. Simulation stiidies 

are presented in Section 7.5 to illustrate the valiclity of the proposecl faiilt tliagnosis 

SC hernes. 

7.2 A Universal Sliding Mode Output Observer 

For Fault Diagnosis 

Consider a multivariable nonlinear systern described in state space form by ecjuations 

of the following kind: 

where x f BI, a Cm connected manifold of dimension n, H(x) = [h (x), ..., h,(z)] 

are smooth vector fields on BI, u and d represent the control input and the signal 

representing the system uncertainties respectively. It is assurned that d l  x,u and d 
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are bounded. fa(t) represents actuator and component faults. f,(t) = [fj(t), ..., f,P(t)] 
represent the sensor faults, which can be any function of time. 

A generd sliding mode output observer (SM00) has the following form, 

where r is an estimation of H(z) ,  L(y, il) is a function of y and .ti. A is a diagonal 

gain matrix with elements A;, i = 1, ...,p. The design of L(y, u )  is discussed later. 

The dynamics of the  estimation error e = H ( r )  - : is 

Note that e cannot be nieasured, and only r = y - 2 = H ( s )  + f,(t) - z is rneasuretl. r. 

is the sliding surface and can be considered as a residiial signal. Assume e, = h , ( r )  - :, 
and 

1 m 2 ( ~ .  11, (1. J , ( t ) )  1 and L ( y ,  u )  = 

Then the equation of e; is 

Under the condition of f,(t) = f,(t) = O, if Irni(x. u,d ,O)  - I i ( H ( x ) ,  u) l  5 Xi. have 

Therefore, 

Thus ri = ei exponentidy decreases to zero according to  the Lyapunov principle. 

Next we investigate how a fault interacts with the sliding surfaces and how the sliding 
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performance of the observer is affected. 

Case 1: Sensor Faults 

If sensor i becomes faulty a t  time t;, narncly fi(t) # O after t > t;, the residual 

ri = e; + j j ( t ) ,  then 

The fault may prociuce two results: 

1. I f  Imi ( .~ ,~ .d ,  O )  - l i ( H ( ~ )  + J,(L), u )  t j:(l)l < hi' the sliding behasior, if any. 

can then only occur on the surface 

In other rvords, the estimation error h , ( r )  - 2; is nonzero alreacly. tlowever, 

the estimation error cannot be measurecl, and the nieasured residual signal will 

still be zero. Fortunately, i f  the fault is an abrupt change, or jj(1) jumps from 

zero to a significantiy large value at tinie t i  (see Fig. 7,1(a)), a corresponding 

abrupt change will be observed in 1.;. The reaçon for such a phenornena is that 

the resiclual will change from zero to j:(t;), and then decrease to zero cpickly. 

Unfortiinately, not aU abrupt changes of fi(t) represent real faults. Consider 

the shape of 1:' shown in Fig. i'.l(b), which represents a sensor jitter. This 

sensor jitter will procluce almost the  sanie residual shape as an abrupt sensor 

fault. In such a case, it is difficult to distinguish betwecn the real abrupt sensor 

fauIt and sensor j i t ter. 

persistently holds, the observer will be disturbed from its surface and sliding will 

cease. In this case, the ith residual element will become nonzero persistently, 

and will d a m  the occurrence of the sensor fault. 
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Figure 7.1: Tivo kinds of Sensor Faillt Signal 

For multiple sensor fault identification. ive can design /;(y, u )  = !;(yi, 11) .  Thus ri is 

sensitive only to f : [ ( t ) .  

Case 2: Actuator Faults 

If actiiators fail, nameiy if  f a ( & )  # O when t > t a ,  we may also observe two effects on 

the resicliial: 

1. If Ini(x.  u . d ,  f,(t)) - l i(H(x), r r ) l  5 A i  for al1 i = 1. .... 12. the observer. will keep 

on the slicling surface, 

r, = e ,  = O . i  = 1 ..... k .  

is true persistently for some i f (1, 2. ... k)? the residiial element, ri. will beconie 

nonzero. 

In practice, because of an unavoidabie measurernent noise, we always use the sat- 

uration function to replace the sign function, When there is no fault present, the 

residual is not exactly zero, but l e s  than a small threshold. Once its value passes the 

t hreshold, an alarm is registered. 

Amongst the past studies, [106] only considered the abrupt sensor fault detection, 

and [47] simply assumed t hat the faults were persistent and had rnoved outside the 

interval of robustness. While these studies are based on the linearized system mode!, 

we have conceptudy shown in the above discussion that fault diagnosis using the 
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sliding mode concept can actually be used for general nonlinear uncertain systems, as 

long a s  

1. The upper bound of model rnismatcli Irn;(x, ut cf. 0) - l i ( H ( t ) ,  u)I is known a 

p.rio.ri, such that a suitable gain X i  can be selected; 

2. The faults result in a system model mismatch out of the bounclary, namely 

condition (7.6) or (7.7) is satisfied; 

Therefore, in order to improve the capability of SM00 hased fault diagnosis 

scheme, we must minirnize the model rnismatch through the design of L ( y ,  i l ) .  Recall 

the error dynamics of SM00 given by (ï.3), we know that L(y, i i )  shoulcl be elesignecl 

such that 
i ) H ( x )  

Il az , ~ \ ( x .  u,  dlO) - L( H(.r ] ,  u)Il 

is rninimized for al1 possible value of state r and input u. The soliition of L(y ,  11) will 

be strongly clependent on the specific form of the nonlinear ecluation (7.1). Consider 

a simple case of linear iincertain systems described by the followitig eqiiations: 

With the general form of S M 0 0  (7.2), the estimation error ecpation (7.3) is simplified 

as 

é = c.4~ t CBu + C M +  CFJ, - L(Cx + Fsfs(t). t r )  - ;\sign(Cx + F, fs - 2 ) .  

For the linear system (ï.$), L(y, ir) is designed as L(y. ir) = I<y +CBw The problem 

of minimizing the model mismatch is formulated as finding the gain Ii, such that 

(ICA - IiCII is rninirnized. Obviously, if and only if CG = O and tbere exists A' to 

satisfy C A  - KC = il, the residual is  totally independent of the unknown input d and 

the unknown states x, namely 

However, this is impossible in most cases. 
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hiost observer-based fault diagnosis schemes build the residual by comparing the 

measurement and its corresponding estimate provided by observers. Because most 

observers will produce wrong estimation when faults appear, a nonzero residual will 

indicate the occurrence of faults. This section shows that S M 0 0  can produce the 

estimation of out puts for general nonlinear systems. which is useful for detecting 

faults of large magnitude. Hoivever, it should be pointed out that the framework of 

S h i 0 0  is not useful for the detection of incipient faults in many practical applications, 

where system rnotlel mismatch is unavoidable and is significant. Uncler this case, when 

S M 0 0  removes the effect of the system mode1 mismatch ancl the unknown interna1 

state variables, the effects of incipient faults will be removed at the same tirne. An 

incipient fault slowly develops from zero to a certain significant value, it will neither 

produce a suclclen peak in the resitlual, nor wili it push the system out of sliding 

mode, at least when its value is small in its early stage. iLlany prcvious stuclies on 

SM0 basecl 'iilt diagnosis neglectecl this important limitation. 

7.3 Incipient Fault Diagnosis Using SMFO for Lin- 

ear Uncertain Systems 

In order to cietect incipient fault, we have to exploit the structure property of the 

system. Tlierefore, we use special coordinate ba i s  (SCB) to transform the linear 

uncertain system (7.8). The SCB transformation is applied to matrices (-4, G? C) of 

the system (7.8). It is easy to show that the fault distribution matrices Fa ancl Fs 
will be transformed as 

and 
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Therefore, the SCB form of the system (7.8) will be 

sld xad ... Zmdd . Each z;d, i = 1, ..., , md is fitrther cornposetl of q; 1' 
states, or 

where fid is the ith element of Fsdjs. Note that yd = Cdxd if no sensor faults occur. 

7.3.1 Residual Generation Using Utkin S M 0  for Unkuown 

Input Free Subsystem 

If observable and unknown input free subsystem. Ta, does exist. we can use FDI 
schemes discussed in Chapter 4. As ive point out in Chapter 4, fault cliagnosis using 

UIFO actually relies on existence of the xb subsystem. Here, we discuss if a SM0 can 

be used to generate the cesiduai. It is well known that an Utkin SM0 can be built 

for a linear system without unknown input. In order to design an Utkin SMO, we 

further transform the xb subsystem into following form: 
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The corresponding Utkin S M 0  is 

where 111 is a nonsingular diagonal rnatrix and its diagonal elements rnust be large 

enough to compensate initial estimation errors. ( ~ \ ~ s i g n ( y ~  - . i b 2 ) ) = q  is the equivalent 

controi of ~ \ ~ s i g n ( y ~  - ib2), f i 2  is a rnatrix selected to make - !l2.J2l stable. 

The estimation error equations for the observer (7.14) are 

Now. we set the residual as r = yb - rb2 = eb2 + Fsbfs. Its clynamic eqiiation is 

If faiilts are incipient. it is expected that r will keep on the slitling plane. thiis 

t hen 

Finally, we have the following transfer function of r,,, 

r,, will be the real residual for faidt detection. r,, is the function of fauIt signal and 

independent of unknown inputs or unknown state variable. In practice, we can easily 

check if r,, will be nonzero for certain faults using equation (7.17). 
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Remark 7.3.1 If Cb happens to be full rank, the above Utkin Shi10 reduces into the 

simple S M 0 0  as discussed in Section 7.1. Because ebl term actually disappears under 

this condition, r,, in equation (7.16) is simplified as 

If there are no sensor faults ancl Fa* is full column rank, Fab has the left inverse 

= (Fa)=,  and the actuator faults can be identified directly as Sa = (Fa)L(r) , , .  

Remark 7.3.2 In the future. ive neecl to compare the farilt cietectability conditions 

iising UiFO and the above Utkin SMO. We should stucly how to build (z post filter 

for r,,(s) to procluce a elirectioiial resiclual? so that fault isolation is achievable. 

7.3.2 Residual Generation Using SMFO for Subsystem with 
Unknown Input 

Next, we examine how fault information in the XJ siibsystem can be extracted. al- 

thoiigh the rd subsystem is affectecl by unkiiown input. In Chapter 6. the foliowing 

SM0 is built for .r;d subsystems 

where i,, &,, 3, are estimations for states x,, xb, xc respectively, and 

for k = 2, ...,qi, and rf = yid  - 2; and can be obtained directly. The .ta,i!b,j., are 

given by 

2, = Aaia + Ladyd + Lab~b Yb +au, 

5b = Ab& f Lbdyd f B ~ u  + I<byb, (7.20) 

Sc = Acic + Lcdyd + Lcbyb + GcEcaia + Bcu- 
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We can make tb + xb by designing ICb such that Ab - IibCb is a stable matrix. 

However, e ,  = x, - 2, wili not be zero if .A, is an unstable niatrix ancl the initial 

estimation error is nonzero. Also, e, = z,-2, will not be zero because of the unknown 

input. However, if no sensor faults appear and 

k = l , l ,  ..., q; - 1, a s  well as 

the observer (7.18) will give the right estimation of X i d -  

To aaalyze the effect of the farilts. let us consirler the clynaniic ecliiation of the 

estimation error e;  = x', - i;, it is 

and the resiclual is 
- 1  ' ri =yid-.ri = e; + f:d 

The static equation of rf impkies that r; will be nonzero at the niornent j:d becornes 

nonzero. because ef = O when fj, = O. On the other hancl. ne  clerive the clynamic 

eqiiation of rf as below 

Because we consider detection of incipient faults, it is expected that magnitude of 

- L i l i d  t f j d  f Fjlf. will be small. Note that we already chose A i  > 11x1 - i;ll = e;, 

and it is expected that 

Under above condition, ri will approximate zero. With rf = 0, its equivalent control 

signal wiii be 

ri = (Ai.sip(r~)), = e; -  if^^ + td + F ~ J , .  (7.23) 
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T; is used for the estimation of xi, therefore, we have 

Therefore, the dynarnic equation of ri becomes 

As long as X i  is large enough, 4 will approxirnate zero. However. if  we compare the 

static equations of rf and r i ,  namely equations (7.21) and (7.23), we note the derivate 

of sensor faiilt & appears in rit which is much more significant than fid itself in rf . 
The equivalent control signal of ri  is risecl fiirther for the estimation of xi, and 

so on. iintil ri, is calculateci. Following above derivation process. we have followirig 

static eq~iation for r;(k  = 1, ..., q;) i f  no fault is Iarge etioitgh to t i iak the syçteni stop 

in sliding mode, 

wliere ( . ) J  means the j t h  derivative. On theother hancl. al1 i$1 < k 5 qi, 1 < i 5 m d )  

will dÿnamically approximate zero. Hoivever. we may observer peak phenornenon in 

ri(? < k )  il the derivative of the fault signal changes abruptly from zero to a nonzero 

value, which is likely for incipient faults. U'hen k is bigger. a higher orcier of the 

derivate appears in r i .  Fault isolation is possible i f  the Fault distribution tiiatrices 

L i ,  F&(k = 1, ..., qil i = 1: ..., md) have sonie special structure such that 1 . i  is only 

sensitive to certain faults. 

The clrawback of Fault detection based on residual r i  is that ive cannot clistinguisli 

sensor or actuator jitter frorn real sensor or actuator faiilt. because both of them will 

produce peak phenornena. The bottom line is that no any other system uncertainties 

or unknown inputs will produce such a peak. Therefore, it is worth to check the 

system further once peaks appear in r i .  

Remark 7.3.3 We can derive the equ iden t  control signal of rii as 
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Even under healthy conditions, rit+, will be nonzero because of the estimation errors 

of e., e, and the unknown input di .  We may also observer peak phenomenon in ri,,, 

because it contains the derivative of faults. Hoivever. since we never know how di 

changes, an occurrence of a peak phenomenoo in rit+, is unreliable for fault detection. 

Remark 7.3.4 Note that if qi = 1 for al1 i = 1, ..., n a d .  the above SM0 is reduced to 

SM00 for xd subsystem. There is no way to distinguish between the fault and the 

unknown input uncier this condition. 

In sumniary, when we design a robust fault diaguosis scherne for a linear uncertain 

system, we rnay decornposition it into SCB subsysteni forrn. Because no output 

for x, and .r, subsystem, no residual can be generated hasecl on observer for these 

two siibsystems. If sb siibsystem exists. the residual generation methocl cliscussed 

in Chapter 4 or section 7.3.1 can be applied. If r d  subsystem exist and not al1 

ri; = 1, ( i  = 1. .... m d ) ,  we can huilcl SMFO for xd subsysteni and generate the residual 

(7.19). The form of SCB transform implies that either xb or .cd subsystem will exist 

within a liriear systerri subject to unknown input. In practical applications. if the 

number of independent unknown input is largcr than the number of independent 

outpiit. i t  is very often that there is no cnknown input free subsystem. Therefore. 

the SM FO for x,1 siibsystem significantly improves the robust fault ctetection ability 

for the linear uncertain systems. 

7.4 SMFO Based Incipient Fault Diagnosis for 

Nonlinear Uncert ain S yst ems 

We consider the nonlinear uncertain sys tems as descri bed by the following equations: 

where H ( x )  = [h i  ( x ) ,  ..., hp(x) lT .  In Chaptcr 6 ,  Lernma 6.4.3 shows that if the non- 

linear system (7.24) satisfies the foliowing conditions: 
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1. p 2 m, where p, rn are dimensions of the output and the unknown inputs re- 

spectively, 

2. First m outputs have the relative degree {ql, ...,q,,,) corresponding to the un- 

known input matrix G'(x) = [gl(x), ..., g , (x ) ] ,  and the distribution spanned by 

the vector fields gl(rt.), ...,g,(z) is involutive, 

t hen t here exists a nonlinear transformation 9,(r) such t hat (7.24) can be clecomposed 

into one subsystem .cd $vit h unknown inputs, and one subsystern mithout iinknown 

inputs. The x,i suhsystem can be fiirther decomposecl into ni stihsystems with tri- 

angular structure, or t d  = [.ridi ..., .crndlT. and each x;d subsystern has q; states. or 

xid = [x;. .... xst]'. i = 1. ..., m. The equations are 

The unknown inpiit free stibsystem can be written as 

As we showed in Chapter 6, if the input term of subsystem (7.25) is in the following 

f o m  

b f ( ~ d , ~ o , ~ )  =bf(yr,u) 

b i ( ~ d 7  Z O ,  U )  = b; (x i ,  yr,'u) 
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where 9, represents the sensor fault-free output, a nonlinear SM0 can be built because 

of its triangular structure7 

where rk(k = 2, ..., q i )  are given by (1.19). We can clerive the formula of r i  as 

w here 
, . . . 

l b ;  = b;(x;, ...l.r;,gr, t l )  - b p ; ,  ..., i;& + is, 11). 

Finally, the r;l+l = (A;l~ign(r,!,)), is eclual to 

Siriiilar to the linear case, the iisage of rL(3 5 1; 5 q i )  is based on a peak phenornenon 

due to derivative of fault signal. 

To exploit the usage of an unknown input free subsystem, we shoiilcl try to build 

an observer for the x ,  siibsystem. If z, is an observable subsystem and we can buiId 

an observer for it, then the foIlowing residuals can be formulated: 

Unfortunately, the complete solution for nonlinear systems in the form of (726) is an 

open problem and needs to be studied in the Future. 

Here we propose a sliding mode output functional observer (SMOFO) and dis- 

cuss its usability for incipient huit diagnosis. Assume yr j  = hj(xd,so)(j = 

m + 1?. - .7~)1Y(~)  = [yr,m+ï7.-.?yr.pIT, hs = [Fm+ï(~)fs?.-.,Fp(~)fs] and Yo = 
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(ym+], ..., yp]T. Obviously Y. = Y(x) t ft, and Y, = Y ( s )  when f, = O. The equation 

for SMOFO is 
2 = L(Yo, id, u )  + ~\sign(W(Y,) - 2 ) .  (1.30) 

It is expected that z -+ W(Y(x)). Let e = W(Y(x)) - :, we have 

Set r = W(E) - : = W(Y(X) + ft,) - 2, then bV(k'(x) + fts) can be represented in a 

Taylor series expansion as 

" I.V(\'(X))(")~" 
W ( Y ( r )  + ft,) = CV(Y(z)) + C '" = CC'(Y(.c)) + Q(x. ft,) 

k= 1 
12 ! 

where Mr(k'(~))(~) refers to the kth derivative. Thiis, r = e + Q ( x ,  ft,). Represent the 

derivate of Q(.r, ft,) as 

aQ d Q  . -. + -fts = D(s,  fts, f i s ) .  
drt. dft, 

The equat ion of r becomes 

Similar to the principle of SiLIOO, r will approximate zero due to the high gain design 

of i\ and will stay at zero for incipient faults. However, we can set residual as the 

equivalent control signal of r, it is 

For the objective of fault diagnosis, It is expected that 

1 .  r,, = O when there is no fault, narnely fs = fa = O. It is easy to derive that 

Q(r, ft,) = O and D ( I ,  ft,, ft,) = O if no fault appears. Therefore, r., is reduced 

to be 

Tep = hf(td, x,, U, O )  - L(Y(x ) ,  5*,'~). 
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N ~ t e  that id + xd when no fault appears, thus, xd can be considered its a known 

input for the s, subsystem. Therefore, the objective of r,, = O under the fault 

free condition c m  be achieved if and only if 

2. r,, i s  nonzero when fa # O or f, # O. In practical application, this property 

need to be checked using the equation (7.31). 

Remark 7.4.1 Compareci with SMOO? SMOFO introcluces one more design param- 

eter, fiinction of output k V ( Y ( x ) ) ,  so that the effect of unknown states variable .c, can 

be rernoved through nonlinear state transfocmatiori. This design avoicls the cornplex 

problem of estimating states for nonlinear systems. Unfortunately. we still need to 

fintl the general way to design CV(Y(rc)) and L(\"(:r)..rd, t i )  such that condition (7 .32)  

i s  satisfied. As ive show in example 2 ol the next section, solutions can be found 

through tri-and-error design for nonlineu systenis with special format. 

Illust rat ive Example 

Example 7.5.1 The system consicierecl is  an inverted pendulum. This system has 

four states: si, the position of base; x3 = -CI,  the velocity of the base; x2? the angiilar 

position of the pendulum; x4 = i2, the angular velocityof the penduluni. It is assumed 

that xi,.c? and $3 are measurable. The input variable is the input voltage, i r ,  to the 

power amplifier which drives the rnotor. This is a nonlinear uostable system ivhich 

is s tabilized by an observer-based feedback cont roller ['BI. The linearized closed-hop 

system can be described as follows: 

where u = - K i ,  and 2 is the estimation of the state x.  It also incorporates the 

system input r,,,, the desired position of the rnoving base, into the amplifier input. 

represents the effects of the nonlinear friction in the drive train on the pcndulum 
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motion. The numerical values of the system matrix A, B, C and the controller gain 

Ii are, 

.4 = 

The rnatrix A.-\ is iinknown. which represents rnoclel iincertainty due to the system's 

nonlinearity. This can be expressed by 

AI1 system uncertainty and disturbance can be grouped together as Gd. where 

The states and disturbance are bounded, thus the unknown input d is bounded. 

For details of controiier design we refer the reader to [28]. Because actuator fault 

vector F, = B belongs to Im(G), it is not separable from the unknown inputs. The 

detection and isolation of sensor faults is considered here. 

We first note that state x1 and output y1 form an unknown input free and observ- 

able subsystem, 

I l  = -1.399~~; y, = XI, 
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where x3 is the state for a subsystem subject to the unknown input, 

The xl is equivalent to the xb subsystem in SCB form, and al1 states are rneasurable. 

Thus, the Utkin S M 0  is simplified as SMOO, which is constructecl as 

If r = y1 - t, ive know that 

and 

r,, = 1.399j: + .!: 
Thereforc, tlie resiclual will be sensitive to faults of sensor 1 and 3. Becailse the 

dimension of the residital vector is 1. it is impossible to isolatc thcsc two faults. 

We note that .r2. .t'J is in the form of a two rlimensioiial xd siibsysteni. The following 

SMFO can bc constructed: 

Thus, we can cletect j,? by the following fact: 

Figure 7.2 shows the simulation result of SMFO where sensor noise with maximum 

magnitude 0.01 is introduced, and X I  = 2000, A2 = 500. We use the saturation 

function to replace the sign function, and the upper limit is set to be 0.02. The 

subplot a )  is the shape of incipient sensor fault signal f,?, and subplot b) is the 

residuai r2. It is noted that a peak appears in the residuai when the fault occurs. 

Example 7.5.2 To iiiustrate the fault diagnosis for a nonlinear system using SMFO, 

the three-phase current motor studied in Chapter 6 is considered. Its mode1 is repeated 
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Figure 7.2: Fault diagnosis simulation using SMFO for an inverted pentlulum 

as below: 

We consider the isolation of faults fal  ancl fa2 through the multiple observer scheme. 

lai represents the fault of actuator 1 and the cornponent faults which leatl to change 

of pararneters :Il. .-I2 and fct2 represents the faiilt of actuator 2 and the cornponent 

faults which lead to change of pararneters Di and D2. 
First, we regard f n l  a s  an unknown input. and design SMFO as insensitive to fui. 

In this case. it is noted that x3 is an unknown input free subsystem with one output. 

Because it is one-dimensionai, the SMOFO design for x~ is simplified as a simple 

SMOO. It is easy to show that x1 and 2 2  can be estirnateci using the SMFO technique 

proposed in Chapter 6, even if there is an unknown input in the xd subsystem formed 

by XI and xz. Generaliy, as we discussed in Section 7 . 4  the estimation of xd is required 

in order to forrn a SMOFO for x, subsystem wit hout unknown input. However, it is 

unnecessary here because xg is only affected by XI, and is an output. Finally, the 

SMOFO is 

f = -Dly2 + D2cos(y1) + u2 + Xsign(g2 - 2). (7.34) 
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It is easy to show t hat t bis S MOFO is only sensitive to fa?. The corresponding residual 

ia 

rl = (Xsa'gn(y2 - 4, = l m 2  

In the second observer design, fa2 is considered as an unknown input.  In this 

case, there is no unknown input free subsystem. Hoivever, the following S M 0  can be 

designed using the techniques in Chapter 6: 

where 

Assuming = A -;\as~nyi ive know that 

Therefore, we have the following faiilt diagnosis logic: 

1. tf  ri = r2 # O. only fa2 happens. 

3. If 1.1 # 0, 7'2 # O and 1.1 # rz, both faults fal and ja2 exist. 

If y* = x g  is not available, the SMOFO for fault diagnosis of actuator 2 cannot 

be designed, or rl  will not be available. In this case, fault detection based on r2 is 

possibte, and fault isolation will be difficult. However, an abrupt fault of faL can still 

be isolated because only the abrupt change of will make the signal fgiven by 

equation (7.35)) becomes nonzero for a short while. Therefore, we can record the 

third residual signal as r3 = 6. 
Figure 3.3 is the simulation result. For simplicity, it is assumed that the original 

estimation error is zero. The solid line and dashed line in subplot a) are the shapes 

of faI and ja2 respectively, and subplot b) is the residual signal ri, c) is the residual 
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signal rz, d )  is the residual signal r ~ .  Obviously, r3 stays near zero for slow-varying 

la,, and only prodiices a nonzero value peak for abrupt JaL at time t = 18s. The 

tesiduais rl and r~ validate Our fault isolation logic very well. 

7.6 Conclusions 

In t his chapter, we have extensively discussed robust fault diagnosis using SMFO. 
We have shown that the detection of a large and abrupt fault is feasihle for a general 

ciass of nonlinear uncertain systems. Special attention has been paid to incipient fault 

diagnosis using SRIIFO. 

Figure 7.3: Fault diagnosis simulation using SMFO for a nonlinear three phase motor 
mode1 
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Conclusions 

Two kinds of robust observer. the iinknown input functional observer (UIFO) and 

the sliding moïle functional observer (SMFO), as well as their application for robust 

fault detection and isolation (FDI) of uncertain linear and nonlinear dynamic systems. 

have been consitlered in this thesis work. The contribution of the thesis have been the 

subjects of several publications I12.5, 121, 128, 129, 130, l:3l, 1:3"]? and are siirnmarized 

as folIows. 

1- The necessary and sufFicient conditions for the existence of lJIF0 are obtainecl. 

The solvable conditions of unknown input estimator, ivhich does not lise deriva- 

tive of output, are obtained also. The systematic design procediires for UiFO 
and the inpiit. estimator are provided. 

2. The relationship between an unknown input observer (UIO) and unknown input 

fault detection observer (UIFDO) is  explained clearly within the UIFO frame- 

work. In addition, several new design appmches of UIFDO are proposed based 

on the complete solution of UIFO. The solution centers on finding the remain- 

ing design freedorn after unknown input decoupling, such that robust FDI is 
achieved by combining unknown input decuupling theory and the Beard-Jones 

detection filter, or input estimator. The structural properties for multiple actu- 

atm and sensor faults FDI are provided, which are proved to be diRecent from 

multiple actuator fauits FDI. 
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3. The robust faiilt diagnostic observer for bilinear systems is studied ancl several 

new results are given. Two input independent bilinear fault diagnostic observers 

are proposecl. The first one has linear estimation error clynamics, ancl owns the 

advantage of simplicity. The second one has bilinear estimation error dynamics, 

and can be designed under less conservative conditions. For the bilinear systems 

with boundecl control input, the structural constraints for robust FDI are further 

alleviated. 

4. The inherent ancl hidden principle of the Walcott-Zak slicling mode observes 

(Si'~IO), as well as its connection with UIO. is revealed. SMFO ~ising equivalent 

control tnethocf is proposed for both linear iincertain systems, and for a general 

class of nonlinear iincertain systems. Compared with LrIFO, the proposecl SMFO 

works for system with more general tincertainty structure. 

5. The robust FDI schemes based on SMFO are developecl, which achieve better 

FDI ability under certain conditions than do li[FO based FDI schemes. 

The robust observer ancl observer-baseci fault diagnosis have beeri stiidiecl esten- 

sively over the last two decacles. Several problerns consiclered in this thesis werc for- 

miilatecl more than ten years ago and are well known in the fault diagnosis comrniinity. 

However, only siifficient cotidi t ions for t heir solvabili ty are found. The signi ficance of 

oiir work is that we provide not anly siifficient, but also necessary conditions for the 

existence of their solutions. Further. we propose several new robust fault diagnosis 

approaches, which outperforrn certain schemes proposed by earlier researchess. The 

results developed in this thesis suggest several irnmediate directions for extensions, 

among them the following: 

1. We have focused on the compIete decoupling of the disturbance or unknown 

inputs, which will lead to the optimal and prompt detection of incipient faults. 

Of course, the robust FDI schemes based on this idea require that the systems to 

satisfy strong structural conditions. If the disturbance to the system is not very 

significant, compared to the effects of incipient faults, it is valuable to use the 

Hm technique or linear rnatrix inequafity (LMI) technique to find a suboptimal 
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residual solution. Several papers in this direction have been noted (see 127, Tl ,  

T g ] ) ,  and many efforts have to be made before its practical application. 

2. Unknown inputs can only represent structurecl uncertainties in the system. The 

way to enhance the ability to handle unstructured uncertainties is an impor- 

tant issue. It is desirable to rnake FDI schemes robust for both structiire and 

un~tructured uncertainty such that the hlse alarm ratio will be rerluced further. 

3. 'rime deIay in states or outputs is a conimon phenornenon in many industrial 

systems. Hocvever, FDI for t hese systems has not been researched extensively. 

Yang [1.36] extended UIO tlieory to time-delay systems, ancl proposecl the FDI 

scheme for time-delay systems basetl on their corresponding UIO theory. [t is 

valuable to fnrther extend the iJIFO theory to time-clel- systems to clerive a 

better FDI scheme. 

4. The FDt scheme using the proposed SMFO makes sorne progress for robust F D I  

of nodinear uncertain systenis. However. because of the ctificuIties i n  estimating 

the state or mewurement vector of a norilinear system. there is long way to go 

to get practical soItitioris of the FDI for general nonlinear niodel. Even if  the 

nonlinearitics are known attcl rio disturbance is present, the notilinear observer 

theory is Far from being complete ancl is not ready For industrial application. 

5. The cesuIts derived in this thesis assume continiious-time system models. Ex- 

tending these results to discrete-time systems is necessary and is not trivial. 

There is very little work available in the literature on the subject of nonlin- 

ear discrete-time observers. The FDI for discrete-time nonlinear systems will 

be very tough. Lots of effort should be expected in order to deveiop a robust 

SMFO for a discrete-t ime nonhear  system. 

The observer-based robust FDI met hods are constrained to the faults of actuators, 

sensors and some special component faults. They are also Iimited to handle a certain 

class of disturbance, and mode1 uncertainties. If the unknown input vectors are lin- 

early dependent with the actuators faults vectors, the method in this thesis has no 
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way to decouple the effects of the unknown inputs from the effects of the faults. On 

the other hand, due to fault propagation phenomena and complexity of the system, 

observer-based methods are unable to identify the real source of failure. Recently, 

people have begun to research the way to integrate different kinds of quantitative 

FDI methods. For example, the parameter estimation and robust observer techniques 

have been combined together to achieve more powerful FDt schemes [142]. 

While the quantitative method relies heavily on the mathematical model of the 

systerns. it is valuable to consider the integration of quantitative and qualitative FDI 

methocls for a wide variety of practical situations. It is very clifficiilt or even impossible 

to obtain a full rnodel of a cornplex object of diagnosis (e.g. a chernical plant or 

sugar factory). but models of specified parts are often obtainable, and operators know 

various functional relationships of those parts. There are many topics for future 

research in this direction, sucti as interface tvith the operator, schcduling, planning, 

and conflict coordination of different methocls. It is believecl that the integrated FDI 

scheme will be a popular research topic in the many years to corne. 
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